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Have YOU Joined
the Well -paid Ranks

of the

TRAINED MEN?
MANY THOUSANDS MORE ARE IIRCENTLY

NEEDED. PREPARE YOURSELF FOR A
BETTER POSITION AND BETTER ?A

Ambitious men everywhere have succeeded through
I.C.S. Home Study Courses. So also can you. We
offer you the benefit of our 53 years' matchless ex-

perience as the creative pioneers of
postai instruction. Since our, establish-
ment in 1891, more than 1,000,000
British men and women have enrolled
for I.C.S. Courses.

The man with an I.C.S. Training in any one of the subjects
listed below knows it thoroughly, completely, practically.
And he knows how to apply it in his everyday work.

Accountancy
Advertising
Aeronautical Engineering
Aero Engihe Fitting
Aero Fitting and Rigging
Aeroplane Desigging
Air -Conditioning
Architecture
Architectural Drawing
Boilermaking
Book-keeping
Building Construction
Building Contracting
Business Training
Business Management
Cabinet Making
Carpentry
Chemical Engineering
Civil Engineering
Clerk of Works
Colliery Overman
Colliery Management
Commercial Art
Concrete Engineering
Cost Accountancy
Diesel Engineering

Draughtsmanship
Drawing Office Practice
Electrical Engineering
Engineer in Charge
Eng. Shop Practice
Fire Engineering
Fitting and Turning
Forgeman
Foundry Work
Garage Management
Gas -Power Engineering
Ground Engineer
Heating and Ventilation
Hydraulic Engineering
insurance
Joinery
Journalism
Machine Designing
Machine,TO-ol Work
Marine Engineering
Mechanical Drawing
Mechanical Engineering
Mine Electrician
Mine Fireman
Mine Surveying
Mining Engineering

trio most of the Technical, Professional, and
Speck.] terms for members of H.M.

Motor Engineering
Motor Mechanic
Moulding
Patternma king
Quantity Surveying
Radio Engineering
Radio Servicing
Refrigeration
Salesmanship
Saritary Engineering
Secretarial Work
Sheet -Metal Work
Steam Engineering
Structural Steelwork
Surveying
Telegraph Engineering
Telephone Engineering
Templating
Textile Designing
Textile Manufacturing
Toolmaking
Turner
Welding
Woodworking
Works Engineering
Works Management

Matric Exams.
Forces.

If you need technical training, our advice on any matter concerning
your work and your career is yours for the asking-free and without
obligation. Let us send you full information regarding the subject in which you
are specially interested, DON'T DELAY. Make "ACTION " your watchword.

The successful man DOES to -day what the failure
INTENDS doing to -morrow. Write to us TO -DAY.
.. this Coupon.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS LTD,
Dept. 95, International Buildings, Kingsway, London,
(Use penny stamp on unsealed envelope)

Please send me particulars of your courses .......

Name

Address  .....
     ........ ooss Mlott. .M02.111013.1"

ICS
it

" Building a 2l
gauge Flying Sants-
mon, fully illustrated
with drawings and
photographs, price II -
post free.
Wartime stock list'
(02) price -4c1. post
free.

MASTERPIEC:ES
IN MINIATURE!

Long experience and consummate skill in
the art of model making has made the name
Bassett-Lowke famous for detai I perfect
scale models of all kinds. To-da y we are
fully engaged on work for H.M. Government,
but as soon as victory is won we shall be
ready to resume production of Model Rail-
ways, Ships and Engines for all our c rstomers.
Our London and Manchester branches are
still open and our wartime staff will be pleased
to give assistance on any model matters.

BASSETT- LOWKEll Ltd.
NORTHAMPTON

LONDON : 112, High Holborn, W.C.I.
MANCHESTER : 28, Corporation Street.

S. TYZACK & SON LTD.
INCORPORATING GEO. ADAMS
, LONDON'S FINEST TOOL SHOPS"

ZITO "
Super Q1111114 Sliding
Tallstork I>lehuider

No. 1 WT. shank, Jong barrel,
precision finish. For 13/16in.
O.D.dies. Price 96. For lin.
Q.D dies, 12i6. With No. 2

M.T. shank. 14,9.
DECII'ERY FROM STOCK

Wn also stock Self fteleptuirig
Die Holders. Will produce
threads to correct length without
vacation. Full details on reuueet.

e

THE .` ZITO " FOUR WAY
Turret Toolpost

Spring locking action, hardened
screws, malleable body. Base
4in. dia., height l'otri base to
toolrest 2fn., size cif turret gin.

square. Price complete Ea-.
DELIVERY EX STOCK

ELECTRIC GIR FIRERS AND
POL/SIII:RS
(Double-er dud)

1204-ih.p. !gators
Complete with Wheels and

Polishing Spindle.
Full details or, request

DELIVERY FROM STOCK'

S. TYZACK & SON LTD
341-345, OLD STREET, LONDON, E11.0.1

Telephone : 4004-5g6
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SERVICE for owners of

PHILIVINE
CYCLE DYNAMO LIGHTING SETS

The great reliability, under all conditions, of Philidyne
lighting sets has been proved by thousands of cyclists
during the war. On those rare occasions, however,
when a Philidyne set fails to function perfectly, our
Service Department at CHERRY ORCHARD ROAD,
CROYDON, SURREY, is there to put it right.

for light at walking speed
Philidyne Sets are scarce - but they are worth hunting for !

181

PHILIPS LAMPS LTD, CENTURY HOUSE, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON, W.C.2
IA
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Preparing for Tomorrow
In the more competitive days of peace, technical training will be a vital necessity to the
Engineer who wishes to safeguard his position and make advancement. " ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES " will show you how to secure this all-important technical training
quickly and easily in your spare time. This 112 -page book is full of valuable information
and explains the simplest way of preparing for recognised Examinations. Among the
courses described are :

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING GROUP
A.M.I.Mech.E.
City & Guilds
General Mechanical Eng.
Diesel Engines
Draughtsmanship & Tracing
Works Management
Press Tool Work

CIVIL ENGI
A.M.I.C.E.
Inst. Mun. & Cy. Engineers
A.M.I.Struct.E.

Sanitary Inspectors
Specifications
Structural Design

SURVEYING

A.R.I.B.A.
A.M.I.H.&V.E.
L.I.O.B.
F.A.I.

COMMERCIAL
A.M.I.P.E.
Commercial Eng.

Jig & Tool
Viewing & Inspection
Welding
Sheet Metal Work
Maintenance Eng.
Metallurgy
Refrigeration

NEERING GROUP
Road Eng.
Hydraulics
Municipal Eng.
General Civil Eng.
Structural Eng.
Reinforced Concrete
Sanitary Eng.

AND BUILDING GROUP
Valuations
Heating & Ventilating
Clerk of Works
Surveying & Levelling
Building (all branches)

ENGINEERING GROUP
Cost Accounts
Languages

UNIVERSITY DEGREES
London Matriculation University Entrance
School Certificate Intermediate B.Sc.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING GROUP
A.M.I.E.E.
City & Guilds
General Electrical Eng.
Alternating Currents
Power House Design
Traction
Mains Eng.

Elec. Supply
Elec. Meters
Elec. Design

Lighting
Installations
Telegraphy
Telephony

WIRELESS GROUP
A.M.Brit.I.R.E.
City & Guilds
General Wireless Eng.
Short -Wave Wireless

Advanced Wireless
Radio Servicing
Television
Talking -Picture Eng.

AUTOMOBILE ENGINEERING GROUP
A.M.I.A.E.
M.I.M.T.
City & Guilds
I.A.E. Repair Certificates

General Automobile Eng.
Garage Management
Electrical Equipment
High Speed Diesels

AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING GROUP
A.F.R.Ae.S.
R.A.F. (Maths.)
Pilots' Licences
Ground Licences

Aero Engines
Navigators' Licences
Aeroplane Design
Meteorology

WE DEFINITELY- GUARANTEE

" NO PASS -NO FEE "
If you are earning less than f 10 a week you cannot afford to miss reading " ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES " ; it tells you everything you want to know to make your peace -time future secure,
and describes many chances you are now missing. In your own interest we advise you to write for your copy
of this enlightening guide to well -paid posts NOW-FREE and without obligation.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY,
410A, SHAKESPEARE HOUSE, 17-18-19, STRATFORD PLACE, LONDON, W.1

THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADING INSTITUTE OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD
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SUBSCRIPTION- RATES
(including postage)

Inland - - 10s. 6d. per annum.
Abroad - - 10s. per annum.
Canada - - - 10s. per annum:
Editorial and Advertisement Office: "Practical

Mechanics," George Newnes, Ltd.
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand; W.C.2

'Phone : Temple Bar 9363
Telegrams : Newnes, Rand, London.

Registered at the G.P.O. for transmission by
Canadian Magazine- Post.

Copyright in all drawings, photographs and articles
published in " Practical Mechanics '; is specially,
reserved throughout the countries signatory to the
Berne Convention and the U.S.A. Reproductions
or imitations of any of these are therefore

expressly forbidden. -

FAIR COMMENT

PRACTICAL
MECHANICS

Owing to the paper shortage "The Cyclist," "Practical Motorist," and "Home Movies "
temporarily incorporated.

Editor : F. J. CAMM

VOL. XI. MARCH, 1944 No. 126

are

BY THE EDITOR

Post-war Technical Education
IAM glad to notice that provisions are, to

be made in the new Education Bill for
technical education, but details are not

given. It was recently stated in Parliament
that technical education in this country was
far below that of any other industrial nation.
If this is true, the Government accuses itself.
Free education in this country was launched
with a great fanfare of trumpets in 1888,
when Gladstone introduced his famous
Education Act, which made it' compulsory
for parents to send their children to school
from the age of five until the age of 14.

Strange though it may sound, the very
people who pressed for free education-
namely those who would benefit by it-were
the first to oppose it. They wanted free
education of the sort where they could go
when they wanted to-turn up when they
liked. No system of education could pos-
sibly succeed on those lines, and so educa-
tion was made compulsory, with school
hours and holiday periods laid down by
statute. It is perhaps one of our national
defects that things have to be made compul-
sory, because the' voluntary system in any-
thing has always failed. People have to be
dragooned into doing things for their own
benefit. However, the system worked well,
and the early school curriculum was mainly
concerned with teaching scholars the rudi-
ments of the three R's-reading, writing and
arithmetic.

Before that time those who could afford
education sent their children to a kinder-
garten (a nice, snobbish German word, which
enabled the pseudo intelligentsia of the
period to lead their neighbours to believe
that it was an academic establishment), or to
a ragged school, or if they wanted to be
really snobbish, to one of the schools where
the scholars paid is. a week. For the next
ten years the school curriculum was gradu-
ally improved to include such subjects as
mathematics, music, religion, physical train-
ing, physiology, health, aild later proceeded
to the school clinics' where the child's health
was subject to periodical inspection. Then,
of course, came various trade slumps, and
Chancellors of the Exchequer lopped con-
siderable lumps off the Government grant
for education, so that the curriculum had
to be cut.

During this process of reduction, science
was leaping ahead in other directions. Radio,
the aeroplane, bicycles, the motor car,
the pneumatic tyre, and many other .inven-
tions were being developed by the pioneers.
So whilst our heritage of knowledge wa's
being enriched and increased, the reply of
the Government was to cut down- the train-

ing and the education which would enable
one to absorb it.

Other nations had more foresight, and in
Germany particularly the Government of the
day saw that the key to their national aspira-
tion was to create a highly intelligent race
of capable, trained technicians, and it is
beyond all doubt that Germany did achieve
this object. This country and others lapsed
behind and bought goods from abroad which
could not be made here becatise we had
not trained the people to make them, or to
design and produce the machinery which
could make them.

The cinema, the dance hall, the theatre,
and  the inordinate national importance
attached to football, have provided counter -
attractions which took away from the indi-
vidual the time he would normally spend
in studying, until to -day large numbers of
people understand only reading, writing, and
rhythm! The nation must become scien-
tifically minded in view of all the new
developments *Inch are bound to take place
after the war. We must live down the gibe
that we are a nation of shopkeepers selling
other peoples' goods.

Technical Study
TN an attempt to provide opportunities for
-I- technical studying, monotechnics, poly-
technics, and evening classes were com-
menced, but 'these have not been largely
successful because, after a day's work it is
found that the brain is not particularly
receptive to instruction. Now the 'proposi-
tion is to teach it in the schools, and to
train the scholar in the particular field for
which he shows a natural aptitude. We
must confess that at the moment we do not
see how this plan can be carried out. Cer-
tainly the normal school curriculum in the
academic branches of education must be
absorbed by the student before he receives
a technical education. This will certainly
occupy him up to the age of 14, and appar-
ently for the next two years after his natural
aptitude has been discovered he will be
passed over to a specialist instructor to
receive elementary training in his chosen
career. Attached to each school, therefore,
must be a large number of specialists in
particular branches of technology, and
existing schools have neither the capacity,
the accommodation, nor the equipment to
handle such a scheme.

Practically every school will have to be
rebuilt, or considerably augmented. Addi-
tionally, we have not sufficient 'teachers of
the .right type to handle such a scheme. It

timt' to train teachers, and the salaries

they are offered are not particularly attrac-
tive. So that aspect of the new Education
Bill cannot reach fruition for a number of
years.

Evening Classes
THE Government has reached the con -

elusion that segregated technical educa-
tion such as is obtained by voluntary attend-
ance at evening classes or technical colleges
does not quite fill the bill, and we are
inclined to agree that it is unreasonable to
expect a man to work eight hours a day
and spend three or four at evening classes
and at homework. The move, however, is
a sound one, and whatever the snags, the
plan must be carried out. What is really
wanted is a Minister of Education, and a
Ministry of Education, not a fictitious Board
of Education which never meets. Education
has always been the Cinderella of the Budget.
If we have wanted to save money we have
always cut education. We agree that in some
directions the school curriculum and the
basis of examinations are in need of over-
haul and drastic revision. Really capable
people fail to pass exams. on unimportant
subjects like history and geography, yet are
good at science and mathematics, whilst
precocious nitwits collect the glory and the
degree because they can remember a few
textbook postulates. When they enter
industry they are nearly always found to be
lacking in energy, enthusiasm, and practical
knowledge. They cannot apply their book
knowledge. Some of those examinations
need to be abolished. The absurd examina-
tion for Matriculation or General School
Certificate, and the almost equally monstrous
examination for B.Sc. degree does not pro-
vide the individual with the knowledge or,
the dignity such examinations should
provide.

Nine -tenths of the academical side of our
education could be cut away, and the indi-
vidual left to learn it after he has been
trained to he a useful citizen. During his
school years his mind should be crowded
with useful knowledge, not academic know-
ledge.

We are glad to notice that in the post-war
period greater use is' to be made of films
for teaching purposes.

"Dictionary of Metals and Alloys"
THE Third Edition of the " Dictionary of

Metals and Alloys has just been pub-
lished at tos. 6d., or, by post, at us. It
has been completely revised, and over 15o
new definitions have been added. It is
obtainable from George Newnes, Ltd., Tower
Hotise, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.

I
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Build inA

Fig. 1.-The finished clock.

WHEN the amateur model -maker
looks around for new subjects on
which to exercise his skill, the

building of an apparently intricate piece of
apparatus, such as an electric clock, is
-.)assed over on the score of requiring special
tools, such as a lathe, gear -cutting
appliances and other apparatus not usually
possessed by amateurs. It will be found
possible, however, to construct a highly
satisfactory electric timepiece with perfect
timekeeping capabilities, literally " on the
kitchen table."

Unlike'the spring -driven clock, an electric
clock of the synchronous variety does not
depend for its accuracy on escapement of
pendulum action. It is driven by a very
small electric motor, having a minute con-
sumption of power, controlled for speed
by the frequency of the A.C. electric mains
to which it is connected.

Now that the grid scheme is in operation,
practically every power station in the
country is synchronised from Greenwich,
to deliver power at exactly 5o cycles per
second, and, as the speed of the motor is
entirely dependent on the frequency, the
clock is, virtually, controlled from
Greenwich.

The motor is not self-starting and has to
be rotated by hand until it is running at the
speed at which it is designed to run.

The Rotor
In the timepiece, as illustrated, the

rotating pat t of the motor, generally called
the " rotor," consists of a toothed iron disc,
which rotates in an alternating magnetic
field, set up by a winding, between the poles
of a specially shaped iron magnet system,
hereafter called the " stator." Fig. 6 shows
the shape of the rotor and stator, and gives
their dimensions.

The rotor speed, in revs. per minute, is
determined from the formula 2 f 6on

where

f is frequency in cycles per second, some-
times called periods, and n is the number
of teeth on the rotor. In this instance,
the mains frequency was 5o c.p.s. and the
rotor teeth 16 in number, giving a speed
of 375 r.p.m or 22,500 per hour. To

a Synchronous
Electric Clock

The Construction of This Clock is Simple, and it is

Built Without the Aid of a Lathe or Special Tools
reduce this speed to I per
hour calls for a reduction gear
22,50o to 1. This seemingly
huge reduction is obtained,
very simply, in four steps of
3 to I, 3 to I, 50 to I, and
5o to 1, by employing gear
wheels.

It is to be noted that the
clock is rather larger than is
usual with purchased ones.
The overall size, including the
case, is approximately Sin.
square by 6in. back to front.
These dimensions are occa-
sioned by the size of the gear
wheels employed. The large
size is not considered a dis-
advantage as the more usual
34in. dial is rather' small to be
read at a distance.

Materials
Commence construction by gathering

together the material required as detailed in
the list of parts. The gears, sprocket
wheels, collars, plated washer, axle rod,
perforated plate and grub screws can be
obtained ready made. The Swedish iron
plates and iron strip are obtainable from
any good blacksmith or metal merchant. If
Swedish iron is not readily obtainable, mild
steel will do quite well. A good radio dealer
will supply the D.S.C. wire, 2 B.A. screwed
rods, nuts, washers, 4 B.A. and 6 B.A.
screws, ebonite and transformer stamp-
ings.

Take the wider of the two iron plates
and having polished off any rust and scale
which may be adhering to it, scribe the line
A -B 1.1-2in. down from the long edge. (See
Fig. 6.) On the line A B mark off hole t
and drill with a 5/32in. drill.

Drilling Operations
Drive a pin, cut from the axle rod, into

this hole and use the pin to position the
perforated plate which will guide the drill
for drilling hole 2. Secure the plate
firmly to hole 2, in a similar manner,
and using it as a template, drill out holes
4, 5, 6 and 7. With the plate still in
position, use the 5/32in. drill to indent
the centre of hole 3. Do not drill this
hole right through at this stage.

Remove the template and using the
indent for hole 3 as centre, scribe, with
compasses, a circle of it in. radius. At
the same time scribe a second circle of
I 17/64in. radius. By bisection, divide
the circumference of the smaller circle
into 16 equal parts, and with a centre
punch, mark each point of intersection.
Using a drill of 1 /t6in. diameter, drill
pilot holes for the 16 holes on the circum-
ference of the circle. Hole .3 may now
be drilled out 5/32in. diameter. Great
care must be taken to make these holes
exactly in the correct position and dead
square with the surface of the plate.

Before proceeding to enlarge the holes
already drilled to their finished sizes, the
narrower plate should be cleaned up
and, with the aid of the perforated plate,
holes to correspond to 1 and 2 drilled.

These holes will permit the narrow plate
to be secured to the back of the wide one.
The wide plate now becomes a template,
and drilling is continued until all holes but
one are present in both plates. The .excep-
tion is hole 3, which should only be indented,
as it is used as a centre for scribing the
finished size of the rotor, i.e., 1 15/64in.
radius.

Having drilled out all the pilot holes in
both plates, attention should be turned to
the rear rotor bearing strip, which is of brass
41in. x xi / t6in. (approx.).

It essential that this bearing strip and
the gear_ plates be of brass or other non-
magnetic metal. If iron were used for them
they would short circuit the field between
the stator poles.

The centres for the bearing and support
holes can be marked off from the partly
completed stator plate. The rear gear plate
can be marked off in the same way. -By
adhering to this procedure of marking off
all the parts from the stator plate, perfect
alignment of the holes is assured.

Holes that are to be a bearing fit for the
rod are best drilled out with the 5/32in.
drill and then " lapped " out with the aid
of a small piece of the rod, tapered slightly
to enter the hole, used as a lap in the hand
drill. This procedure actually improves the
bearings as the lap hardens and polishes
the wearing surface. The hole
of the trotor will require a little
fine emery powder and oil as an
aid to the " lapping " process.
Rotor and Stator Poles

When all the marking off, men-
tioned so far, is completed, the
rotor and stator plates may be
finished by opening all the holes
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4;
Fig. 3.-Details of the template for positioning the holes.

out to their final sizes. (See Fig. 6.) With
a hacksaw, cut out the rotor and stator
pole pieces as near as possible to their
finished shape, finishing them down to the
dimensions given with files, taking care to
keep the edges square and the concave faces
of the pole pieces as true as possible. The

. shaping of the rotor demands especial care.
It must be truly round. Any lumps on its
circumference will necessitate increasing the
gap between stator and rotor to prevent
fouling as the rotor revolves. The gap
should not exceed 1/32in.

The rotor is completed by having a lin.
diameter, ;in. face pinion sweated to it with
the boss outwards. A short length of axle
rod will hold the parts concentric during
the sweating operation.

Care must be taken to prevent solder
creeping between the teeth of the pinion.

If desired, the iron parts can be given
a coat of quick -drying black enamel.

The next step is to fashion the stator pole
supports, or legs, from the lin. x lin. iron
strip. It is only necessary for the rearmost
pair of strips to be bent to form feet. The
strips which support the dial form the front
pair of feet.

The Transformer Stampings
From the transformer stampings cut

sufficient strips, 41in. long by at least in.
wide, the exact width is not critical, to equal
in thickness the stator pole pieces. Also
cut two pieces of the I by 4 iron 34in. long.
The transformer iron strips and the 31in.
pieces, together, form the yoke over which
is wound the winding for energising the
motor. It is not recommended that this
yoke be made froin solid metal, as its use
in magnetic circuits introduces a loss of
energy which has to be made good by
increased consumption from the mains.

Having completed the iron work for the
motor, attention can now be given to finish-
ing the rear bearing strip. To provide a
greater length of bearing for the rotor
spindle, a collar is sweated to it. A short
length of axle rod will facilitate the sweat-
ing process if it is used as suggested for
sweating the pinion to the rotor. The col-
lars, as purchased, have two tapped holes,
but only one grub screw. The extra tapped
hole will serve as an oil hole if it is
positioned vertically and oil will not run out
of the bearing if the screw is left in place.
It must not, of course, be tightened up or it
will grip the rotating spindle.

The draw*, of the rear gear- plate, Fig. 3,
gives the position of all the bearing holes
for the gear wheel spindles and their sizes.
All the dimensions are not given, as, in
some cases, greater accuracy in meshing the
various wheels can be obtained by following
the procedure outlined below. The front
gear plate is almost identical with the rear
one, and it can be drilled out, with a mini-

mum of labour, by using
the rear plate as a tem-
plate. Immediately above
the hole for the rotor
bearing (a collar is sweated
to this hole when the plate
is finished, as with the rear
bearing strip), drill hole A
with a 5/32in. drill, lap-
ping out the hole to axle
size, as detailed earlier.
The exact distance from
the rotor hole to hole A
may be fixed by employing
the perforated plate as a
template. On temporary
spindles, mount a in.
pinion in the rotor hole
and a sijatilar pinion in
hole A. Place a IZin. gear

wheel in mesh with both of these pinions,
so that its centre takes up a position corre-
sponding to hole B, and indent the centre of
hole B. If a strip of thin writing paper,
crimped between two pinions, temporarily
mounted on the perforated plate for the
purpose of crimping, is inserted between the
teeth of the three wheels, prior to nZrking
hole B, sufficient clearance will be automatic-
ally allowed for any irregularities in the
meshing of the wheel teeth. These same
crimped between two pinions, temporarily
any wheels whose centres are not marked off
from the perforated metal plate.

Hole B is the bearing for the first reduc-
tion gear spindle, which runs at one-third
rotor speed, and it is advised that it be
increased in length by sweating a small

Fig 4 -Horizontal
bearing plates.

Fig. 5.-The six -
arm star piece for
adjusting the hands.

square of brass over it, and the correspond-
ing hole in the front plate, afterwards drilling
right through the two thicknesses.

Angle Pieces
The next step is to cut off and clean up

pieces of brass angle strip. Each of

Sra'ror
Pole

I I

yoke I

Wincltng I

I i

7

9

these is drilled and tapped, using a No. 44
drill and 6 B.A. taper tap, to have two holes
in each face, symmetrically placed, with in.
between centres. These angle pieces are
employed to carry horizontal brass plates,
tin. wide by 'in. long, between the front
and rear gear plates. The horizontal plates
are drilled with one hole each for a vertical
spindle upon which is mounted a 50 -tooth
wheel and a worm. The position of the
spindle holes is indicated in Fig. 4. A
square is taken out of the corner of each
plate to clear certain gear wheels. The
cutting of these small squares is best left
until the assembly is partly completed, when
their purpose and position will be obvious.
Each horizontal plate has, also, four 5/32 in.
holes through which 6 B.A. by 4in. round -
headed brass screws are inserted to secure
the plates to the angle pieces. These holes
are deliberately made much larger in
diameter, i.e., 5/32in., than is necessary. By
so doing, and employing washers under the
screw heads, the plates are given a fair
amount of play which allows for adjustment
of the meshing of a worm on the spindle in
hole A and the 50 -tooth wheel on the
vertical spindle. The screws are, of course,
tightened down after the meshing is satis-
factory.

The position of the screw holes on the
gear plates to which the brass angle pieces
are secured is indicated in Fig. 3. They,
also, are drilled 5/32in.

LIST OF PARTS
I piece of Swedish iron 41in. x 3lin. x 5/32in. thick.

piece of Swedish iron, 4lin. x Sin. x 5/32in. thick.
strip of brass, rain. x 21in. x x/r6in. thick.

r length of angle brass, 6in. x lin. x x sin. thick.
t length of iron strip, 3ft. x lin. x tin. thick.

piece of ebonite 4in. x 2in. x 3/i6in. thick.
8 ozs. of 36 S.W.G. double -silk -covered copper wire.
2 rein. lengths of 2 B.A. screwed brass rod.
38 2 B.A. brass lock nuts and washers.
4 4 B.A. x lin. cs. brass screws and hex. nuts.
18 6 B.A. x fin. round head brass screws and

washers.
A few transformer core stampings. (Sec text.)
4 19 -tooth pinions, 4in. dia. x face.
2 25 -tooth pinions, tin. dia. x lin. face.
4 5o -tooth gear wheels, shin. dia.
3 57 -tooth gear wheels, I /in. dia.
2 worm drives.
6 metal collars.
24 plated washers.
15 5/32in. grub screws.
2 r i1in. axle rods.
i sprocket wheel, r lin. dia.
r sprocket wheel, lies. dia.

perforated flanged plate, si in. x z§ in. (Used as a
template for drilling the holes.)

Black enamel, celluloid lacquer, cardboard for dial,
glass lot case, etc.

. (To be continued.)

Rear Rotor Bearing b._ fa
StrIp /6

3

2134
"od

2 BA .rod

Dial -

4 BA screw

Fig. 6.-Showing the construction of the stator and rotor.
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LAST month we described how to
rewind a Lucas A9ooC dynamo to
make it charge at low speeds for

.wind -charger use. In this article, instruc-
tions are given for building a good wind -
charger with this particular dynamo.

Turntable and Slip Ring
The turntable is built on the lines

suggested in the first article of the series.
Two iron pipes (r) and (2), Fig. r, about

and 21 in. diameter and 3ft. long, lit
closely together in one another. The cross -
arm, which carries the dynamo and tail,. is
made from two flat iron bars (32), Figs. 2

Small Wind-power Plants -3
Constructional Details of a Serviceable Unit. By W. H. SUTHERLAND

(Continued from page 154, February issue.)

the block. If necessary, slip -ring and
wooden blocks are all secured by counter-
sunk wood screws, but they should all fit
so that considerable force is necessary to
drive them home. A piece of brass acts
as a soldering tag for the slip -ring.

The brush ring (15) is taken from a Ford
self-starter, and contains four heavy copper
brushes. 'The two insulated ones are
removed, leaving the two diametrically
opposite earthed brushes. It is attached by
any convenient method to the copper pipe.
In the illustration it is soldered by four small
brass brackets to a clip, made from sheet
brass, which bolts around the copper pipe.

Alternately, the slip

General view of the windcharger described in the text.

and 3, bent at the local forge, and bolted
around the inside pipe. In the photographic
illustrations these bars are 3M. x fin, but
something lighter would do quite well,
although they should be wide enough to
take four fin. bolts to secure them to the
pipe. The bars lie flat against each other
on the side that holds the dynamo, but
a space of ;in. is allowed on the short
side for tightening purposes. The bottom
of the outside pipe is closed by a wooden
block (4), 3in. or 4in. long, driven tightly
into the pipe. A length of copper or brass
tube (3) fits tightly in this block and passes
up through the turntable to carry the control
rope (35) through the oil reservoir (7). This
is filled through the opening (8) with heavy
motor oil when the whole machine is finally
mounted on its pole.

The filler (8) is made by tapping a wander -
plug socket into a slanting hole. The
oil is poured through a piece of rubber tube
joining the filler to a funnel laced to the
side of the windcharger on a calm day. The
copper pipe 'also carries the positive connec-
tion from the slip -ring (6) to the cable (9).
This slip -ring is made of brass. The case
from an old headphone .earpiece, with the
bottom cut off, will generally do for the
purpose. It is driven on to the wooden
block (5), which also serves as a support
to centre the top of the copper pipe. If
it is available, a short piece of pipe (not
shown), which fits closely outside the copper
pipe, is hammered into the hole in block (5)
to act as a " bearing " for the copper pipe,
and to prevent enlargement of the hole in

ring may be attached
to the copper pipe,
and the brushes
bolted to the two
pieces of angle -iron
which hold the rope
pulley - drum. They
must, in this case, be
insulated from the
angle -iron, and con-
nected together by
rubber covered cable.
Two connecting clips
(to) and (i i), made
from lin. wide copper
strip, are bolted in
position before the
pipes receive their
first coat of enamel.
The dynamo is fixed
on the turntable by
two iron rings (2r)
(22). Here, again, the
assistance of the
nearest blacksmith is
needed.

Braking System
In building a home-made windcharger,

the braking system presents the greatest
problem in the whole design. Commercial
units follow three systems: (I) an internal
expanding friction brake working on a drum
at the front of the dynamo. (II) A dynamo
mounting which tilts up to a vertical posi-
tion. (III) A swinging tail -vane shut off.
The first type is very efficient and simple,
but does not lend itself to home construc-
tion. An internal brake drum on this
dynamo would be awkwardly large, whereas
an external brake element usually burns out
in the first storm.
Besides, the problem
of governing would
not be helped in any
way by this system.

Type H is very
simple in theory, but
drastically weakens a
vital point in the con-
struction of the unit.
A dynamo held to the
turntable by a single
bearing will sooner or
later vibrate itself dff.
The only hope of sur-
vival in a home-made
plant lies in excep-
tionally strong con-
struction.

The " framework "
of this unit will stand
up to any gale that

our climate can produce-more than can be
said for most of the fancy home-made outfits
with ball -bearing turntables and the dynamo
mounted with its centre of gravity directly
above the pole, and the propeller tips conse-
quently passing the pole with a clearance of
about IM.

Type III is really the only brake that
can be used easily on a home-made plant,
and it also solves the question of .governing.
The main tail is held by a hinge (12), bolted
to the cross -arm. The writer was doubtful
about the strength of such an arrangement,
but it has proved
quite efficient. A
'good hinge, with
at least four
"bearings," is
needed.

The tail is held
in position by a
rubber band (3o),
cut from a strong
motor tube, and
stretched. between
two large cotton
spools. A rubber
band is easier to
mount, and works
more efficiently
than a steel spring.
The arm (29),
which carries one
cotton spool, also
acts as a stop to
limit the position
of the tail, which
is variable by
changing the spac-
ing nuts (27) (28).

To shut off the
windcharger, t h e
tail is pulled to one
side by the rope,
turning the dynamo
and propeller out
of the wind. A
great advantage of
this type of brake
is that the machine Fig. t. - Section
may be shut off to through turntable
a n y extent re- and supporting tube.
quired, so that- it
acts as a " trickle -charger " to maintain the
batteries in a full condition. During winter
months, it is well to make a habit of half -
shutting off the wind -charger last thing at

ut

Enlarged detail of the turntable and fittings.
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Fig. 4.-Section through the fan casing.
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night in case of sudden storms.
The pulley (Ili) is made from an empty

wire spool, mounted on the axle of a bicycle
wheel between two pieces of angle iron.
These rain. or 'lin:angle irons (13) (x7)
are slightly opened and closed in a vice
to give the slope necessary for the pulley -
drum, and are mounted on opposite sides
of the turntable to bring the drum into
position above the copper tube. This
necessitates cutting away a piece of the
upright (13) as shown in Fig. 2. A more
efficient and durable pulley is obtained by
mounting a complete bicycle rear hub instead
of the wooden spool. The upright (13) also
carries the bracket (14) which holds the
rain cover in position.

The second pulley (26) is bolted to a right-
angle bracket (34) held by the bolts which
secure the hinge. Two pieces of aluminium
are bent around this pulley to form guards
for keeping the rope in the pulley -groove.
The pulley should be at least 12in. from the
turntable. Remember that wire cannot be
used instead of rope, since it would short-
circuit the dynamo.

Action of Governor
The bracket that holds the second pulley -

wheel also has attached to it a length of
light tin. angle iron or circular tube with
the governing vane on its end. The opera-
tion of this governor is extremely simple.
When the wind pressure on the side vane
becomes sufficiently great to stretch the
rubber, the side vane closes up with the
main tail, turning the dynamo and propeller
to one side. When the wind falls, the rubber
pulls the dynamo into the normal position
again. The main tail is so large that it acts
as an " anchor " in space against which the
side -tail and the rubber exert opposing
forces. The length and area of the side
tail is best found by trial while " running
in " the finished windcharger on a small
experimental pole erected temporarily in a
windy spot. Three feet is a suitable length
to try, with a vane about nin. square.

There is a very important point to be
observed in the construction of this governor.
The line drawings and photographs were
made on an anti -clockwise windcharger, so
that for a clockwise dynamo the side -tail
would have to be on the other side from

that illustrated. The reason for this distinc-
tion would take too much space to explain
but will be obvious to many readers. If
built on the wrong side, the side -tail will
refuse to work. The side -tail needs to be
strengthened by a length of wire stretched
from its end to the clamping ring (22). The
vane must also be reinforced by several light
bars bolted along its rear side. The tension
in the rubber band is made adjustable by
attaching the second spool to a long bolt
whose head has been removed, passing the
bolt through a hole in a small bracket, and
screwing the nut to any position required.
The main -tail is displaced a few degrees by
reducing the spacing nuts (28) to balance the
permanent pressure against the side -tail.

If a side governor is used, the tail vane
should not be less than loin. square. Never
use a flat iron bar to hold a windcharger tail.
It can vibrate in one direction, and soon
breaks off at the " node " of this vibration.
Angle iron, or tubing, is rigid in all
directions. The rain cover (r9) is made from
tin, soldered at the edges, and with a
"porch " at one side for the rope. It is

6

this latter purpose alone. A small cake
tin (23), with a diameter the same as that of
the front plate of the dynamo, is held in
position by the screws that hold the front
plate. The screw heads will force the tin to
the shape of the countersunk holes. Six
holes (38) are drilled through the tin and
front plate. Two intake " scoops " (4r)
Figs. 2 and 4, are shaped and soldered to the
botthm of the cake tin, where they will pick
up the least rain. One of these can be seen
in the first illustration on page 186.

The plate which holds the propeller to the
axle (36) is spaced as far as possible from the
dynamo by the piece of pipe (37) which
presses against the inside race of the dynamo
bearing. To the back of this plate is attached
a Lid (24) of a second cake tin slightly larger
than the first tin, so that it overlaps the first
by in. A loop of wire is soldered to act as
a rim for the first tin, where it has been cut
short., so that no water will make its way
between the two tins when the machine is
shut off on a rainy day.

Six aluminium fan blades are bolted sym-
metrically around the plate by 6 B.A. bolts,

25rvi

r`c

R 34

held by the band
and adds greatly
finished unit,

11

/8 /5

06(11 !WI

17

4m.

(20) and the bracket (14),
to the appearance of the

Cooling Fan
Those who wish may add a forced draught

cooling fan to the front of this dynamo. As
well as increasing the permissible charging
current, it completely protects the front
bearing from rain. Even if no fan blades are
fitted, it is worth while to add the casing for

30
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Fig. 2.-Side view of the assembled
wind -charger.

countersunk on the front of the plate. These
blades are bent to an angle of 45 degrees.
The top one (39) is bent upwards over the
head of the propeller bolt, which it then

Si holds in position, and the bottom one is bent
downwards, also over the head of the other
propeller bolt. The air draught emerges
through the brush inspection holes and the
gap (25) Fig. 2. A strong plate, 6in. by 4 -}in.,
is used as a washer " between the front of
the propeller blade and the two nuts that
hold it, since large local strains in the timber
cause it to split at high speeds. A single

mfd. condenser is connected across the
brushes, to prevent radio interference. The
method of mounting the turntable on a
wooden pole is clear from the,photOgraphs.

(To be continued)

2, 22

23 24

Fig. 3.--43lan of wind -charger. (Current
collecting gear and rain -cover omitted.)
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Aircraft FlyinA Controls
Their Positioning and Functions

By T. E. G. BOWDEN, Grad.R.Ae.S., M.I.E.T.

T0 allow an aircraft to be controlled
during flight it is necessary to incor-

. flying controls. These are
similar in their  method of functioning in
the Majority of aircraft and only the detail
design varies. The controls fall into two
.4,main categories, i.e., fixed and movable.

There are three directions of stability for
which the controls have to be effective.
Firstly, longitudinal stability ; secondly,
lateral stability ; and thirdly, directional
stability. The methods of control around
these axes (see Fig. t) now follow.

Longitudinal Stability
Due to the fact that the centre of pressure

(the point at which the resultant lift of an
aerofoil is assumed to act) of a wing varies
according to the angle of incidence, a wing
by itself is unstable. By increasing the
angle of incidence, i.e., raising the leading
edge, the C.P. moves forward, and conse-
quently the incidence angle is still further
increased. In the same manner, when the
incidence is reduced, so the C.P. moves
towards the trailing edge, thus depressing
the leading edge. From the above it will be

Elevators
Fig. 2.-Elevators.

seen that a correcting control is required to
overcome this instability.

The usual method adopted is to attach a
fixed horizontal surface at the rear end of the
fuselage, and this control is known as the
tailplane. The method of functioning is as
follows. When the aircraft nose is raised
the airflow passing over the tailplane. dates
an upward lifting force, consequently tend-
ing to cause the nose to drop to its original
position. For normal flight the airflow does
not create any lift, as the centre line of
the tailplane section is usually approxi-
mately in line with the airflow. On certain
aircraft the tailplane is designed to give an
upward or downward lift at normal flying
positions. As the airflow, when it has
travelled over the wing, is deflected down-
wards, the angle of incidence of the tailplane
has to be adjusted to suit this angle of
downwash, as it is termed.

In order that the pilot may depress or
raise the nose of the aircraft, in addition to
being longitudinally stable, movable control
surfaces are required. These forth the rear
portion of the tailplant and ale known as
elevators. Normally, as iliown in Fig. 2,
the elevators form a continuous aerofoil
section, usually of the symmetrical type.
When the elevators are depressed the lift-
ing force is increased, due to the increase in
camber. This causes the tail to rise and
consequently depresses 419 noses When the
elevators are raised, the resulting lift acts
in a downwards direction, thus depressing
the tail and raising the nose.

If the aircraft does not require any opera-
tion of the elevator control for normal flight,
it is said to be longitudinally stable, l?ut if
it requires correction by use of the elevator,

it is unstable. If a disturb-
ance occurs in a stable air-
craft the oscillations will
gradually die ' out, or vice
versa for an unstable design.

To obtain satisfactory
longitudinal stability the
wing section should hive as
small a C.P. movement as
possible, and a high aspect
ratio tailplane of reasonable size is required.

Lateral Stability
The stability about the longitudinal axis is

termed lateral stability. This movement
about the axis is termed rolling, i.e., one wing
tip rises and the other falls.

The controls fitted to govern this move-
ment are known as the ailerons, and their
position is indicated in Fig. 3. As in the
case of the elevators, they are movable, but
with the difference that when one is raised
the other is lowered.

The manner in which the ailerons func-
tion is as follows. If a roll or bank to port
is required for a left-hand turn, the star-
board aileron is lowered and the port aileron

Main Plane

Aileron
Fig. 3.-Main plane and aileron.

raised. The lowered aileron increases the
lift on the starboard wing, and the raised
aileron decreases the port wing's lift. Thus
a bank will result in the required direction.
The opposite result will take place if the
ailerons are moved in the reverse directions.

The angles that the port and starboard
ailerons move through usually vary, i.e.,
the upwards moving control travels through
a 'greater angle than the lowered one. This
differential action is to decrease the drag of
the raised wing and increak that of the
lOwered wing. If this were not done the
drag tends to turn the aircraft to the right
instead of to the left. Approximate angular
movements are 20 deg., and 15 deg. down.

Ailerons are sometimes connected with
the movable slats fitted in the leading edge.
In this case, when the aileron is depressed,
the slat moves away and forms a slot in the
usual manner, thus increasing the control at
stalling angles.

Low Hinge Point

Fig. 4.-Derails
of Frise aileron.

ventral

Pitching Axis

Yawing Axis Polling Axis

Fig. 1.-Reference axes.

To combat the increased drag mentioned
above a special type of aileron known` as
Frise ailerons have been developed. As
shown in Fig. 4, the hinge point and profile
is so arranged that when the aileron is
raised the nose projects outside the profile,
but when it is depressed the contour is not
disturbed. By this movement the drag is
increased on the lowered wing and decreased
on the raised wing, i.e., tending to turn the
aircraft in the correct direction.

Dihedral
To achieve lateral stability without haVing

to continually operate the ailerons the wing
is usually given an upward tilt, as shown in
Fig. 5. The angle between horizontal and
the wing is knOwn as the dihedral angle.

When a wing drops and the aircraft side-
slips, the dihedral angle causes the effective
angle of incidence of that wing to be
increased and vice versa for the rising wing.
Thus the lift is increased on the lowered
wing, tending to revert the aircraft to its
original position. The dihedral angle varies,
but an approximate figure is 5 degrees.

Sweepback
An additional aid to rolling stability is

to sweep the wings backward so that in
plan they form a V-shape. By this means
the effective aspect ratio of the lowered
wing,,in a sideslip is increased, thus increas-
ing its efficiency and helping to restore the
aircraft to the horizontal position.

Other factors affecting rolling stability are
the side areas of the fuselage, fin, etc. It
is obvious that when a sideslip occurs the
fin will tend to right the aircraft as the
area is above the centre of gravity, but. if
floats are fitted the roll is increased.

Directional Stability
An alternative name for directional

stability is weathercock stability, and the
second title is more explicit. If. an aircraft
yaws, i.e., changes direction about the
normal axis, it is said to possess directional
stability if it returns to its original direction
of flight.

Stability is obtained by the fin, i.e., the
fixed control surface mounted at the rear
of the fuselage at right angles to the tail-
plane. When the aircraft is deflected by
a gust from its. original direction, the pres-
sure of the air on the fin will turn the
aircraft's nose to the original direction. The
action is similar to the tail -planes', and, as
in their case, a movable control surface is
hinged to the rear of the fixed surface.

The movable portion is known as the
rudder, and allows the pilot to turn his
aircraft either to port or starboard about
the normal axis. To turn to port the
rudder is moved to the left, which gives a
lifting force, turning the tail to starboard,
giving the required movement. It should
also be noted that the rudder acts as a
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continuation of the fin when in the neutral
position.

Balanced Controls
To reduce the operating loads required

to deflect the control surfaces, they are
always balanced. In the case of aircraft
flying long distances the operating loads
must be reduced to a minimum, otherwise
the pilot will be fatigued. The controls are
therefore balanced, either aerodynamically
or statically.

Fig. 7 (a) illustrates an aerodynamically
balanced control surface. As will be seen,

Dihedral Angie

the hinge line is so arranged that there is
a considerable portion of the control forward
of the hinge. When the control surface is
turned, the forward position juts out into
the airflow. Thus the air striking this
portion helps to rotate the control in the
direction required. All the controls, i.e.,
rudder, ailerons or elevators, may be
balanced, by this method.
- An alternative aerodynamical method is

the Servo system. In this design an
auxiliary smaller control -is mounted behind
the main control. It is connected up and
hinged so that when the main control moves,
say, to the right, the servo tab moves in
the opposite direction, i.e., to the left. The
airflow striking the tab assists the pilot in
the movement of the control.

Static balancing is illustrated in Fig. 6 (b)
and entails the addition of weights, either
internal or external, so that the centre of
gravity of the control coincides approxi-
mately with the hinge line. This reduces
the operating loads by a considerable
amount. The weights are usually fitted in
the control leading edge.

The static balancing also assists in the
avoidance of flutter, and is commonly
carried out for all high-speed aircraft. By
balancing so that the products of inertia
are zero, the possibility of flutter occurring
is reduced. Flutter, if allowed to increase,
may ultimately lead to loss of a wing or
control, and is caused by interaction between
strbctural and aerodynamic forces.

The amount of balancing carried out on
the controls depends on the type of aircraft
and its duties. A fighter aircraft requires
to be more responsive on the controls, and
also the pilot should be able to " feel " the
controls, thus overbalancing must be
avoided. The same reasoning applies to the
stability of an aircraft as a whole, i.e., it
is possible to make an- aircraft too stable.
If it possesses great stability, the force
required to operate the controls to perform
manoeuvres is increased.

Trimming Tabs
Trimming tabs, adjustable in flight by the

pilot, are usually fitted to the elevators and
rudders. The ailerons are as a rule fitted
with tabs adjustable only on the ground
and usually fitted to one aileron only.

The function of the trimming tabs is to
allow the aircraft to be flown without
continual pressure by the pilot on the
controls. It is very rare for the centre of
gravity of an aircraft to remain stationary
during a flight of any great duration. Con-
sumption of petrol, dropping of bombs,
movement of passengers, etc., cause the

centre of gravity to change its position. If
the tail became light, it is obvious that the
pilot will have to pull the control column
back towards him and thus brirg the tail
down. This means that he has to exert
a continual pressure in order to maintain
the aircraft in its normal position.

By fitting trimming tabs, the camber of
the control surfaces may be altered, thus
either increasing or decreasing the lift. In
the case mentioned in the previous para-
graph, i.e., tail tending to move upwards,
the pilot would operate his elevator trim-
ming tab control so that the tab moves

downwards.
This causes the
elevator to
move slightly

angle. upwards,,giving
a resultant lift
downwards,
pulling the tail
down to its

Fig. 5.-Diliedra

original
position.

Trimming
tabs are some-

times also fitted so that they act in a similar
manner to the servo control mentioned previ-
ously. In this case they are connected up so
that they move in the opposite direction to
the control to assist in its operation.

Control Profiles
The profile of the controls is important,

and as a general rule it has been found that
those with a high aspect ratio are the most
efficient. By a high aspect ratio it is meant
that the span is great compared with the

Balancing
Portion Hinge Line

Balancing
Weight

Fig. 6.-Balanced controls.

chord, i.e., the length -width ratio is fairly
high.

The actual profiles adopted vary, and each
aircraft firm appears to favour its own
development: in many cases it is possible
to identify an aircraft by the shape of its
tail unit.

The positioning of the controls is also
important, as the farther away they are
from the aircraft's centre of gravity the
greater their effect. If the fuselage is short
and stubby, then large areas are required, or
if it is a long, slim aircraft then the control
surfaces may be reduced in size.

-During a spin the rudder control is often
blanked off by the tailplane and elevators,
thus making it ineffective. Consequently,
on some aircraft the fin and rudder or the
tailplane and elevator are moved
forward or aft to avoid this
trouble.

The total areas of the controls
vary, but .approximate figures are
as follows: Ailerons, so per cent.
of the wing area, tailplane and
elevator 15 per cent., and fin and
rudde: 8 per cent.

Auto -Rotation
An interesting occurrence whicis happens

when rolling with the angle of incidence at
or near the stalling angle is auto -rotation.
Normally, when a wing drops, the increased
lift tends to right the aircraft. However,
when the critical angle is exceeded the lifting
force is not increased, but is decreased.
This tesults in the roll being increased
instead of being damped out. Consequently,
unless the pilot takes action, a constant Iota -
don will develop which is ternied auto -
rotation. The rate of rotation can actually
be calculated mathematically.

Control Construction
The movable controls are all constructed

on similar lines as a general rule. A single
tubular spar to which the ribs are attached
and finally a fabric covering, is the usual
practice. The ribs may either be built up
or made from pressings. Diagonal bracing
members are frequently added.

As an alternative to tubular spars, which
are usually steel, built-up light alloy sections
have been utilised.

Welding has been applied for control con-
struction, but it is not used to any great
extent, although it is quite satisfactory from
the strength point of view. As regards
weight, it has been found possible to pro-
duce lighter controls by welding than is
possible by the usual methods.

The fixed portions of the controls, i.e.,
tailplanes and fins, follow the usual wing
methods of construction.

Control Operation
The elevators, ailerons and rudder are

operated by the pilot by means of two
controls, i.e., the control column and the
rudder bar. The control column is vertical
in the neutral position and controls both the
ailerons and elevators. Forward and aft
movement causes the elevators to move
downwards and upwards respectively, thus
lowering or raising the nose of the aircraft.

Sideways movement of the control column
operates the ailerons. A movement to the
right causes the right wing to drop by rais-
ing the starboard aileron and depressing the
port aileron.

The rudder bar, operated by the pilot's
feet, moves the, rudder over to the right,
when a right-hand turn is required, and
the rudder is moved to the left by the pilot
pushing the left-hand side of the bar for-
ward.

A typical control system for the elevators
is illustrated in Fig. 7, the other controls
being operated in a similar manner. In this
case cables are shown, but push-pull rods are
often utilised. Cables are cornparativeiy
cheap, but tubes have the advantage that
they do not stretch and only require one
length instead of the two lengths of cable
needd to "transmit loads to raise or lower
the controls. Turnbuckles are required for
adjustment of the cables to take up the slack.

From the diagram it will be seen 12iist the
control column transmits its moven-eat via a
connecting rod to a vertical lever. 1he
cables are attached to this lever and pass
to the control lever on the elevator. It will
be noted that the wires are crossed so as
to give movement of the elvator in the
correct direction.

Pulleys and fairleads are used to guide the
cable round any obstruction.

Control Column

Lever Hinge Control

Fig. 7.-Control system.
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The "Volkswcz en
The German Light Aid Detachment Vehicle, Which is Based on the German People's Car

(Continued from page 152, February issue)

THE connecting rods are made from
steel stampings, a thick layer of bear-
ing metal being run direct into the

big end. The bolts securing the connecting
rod caps have hexagon socket -type fittings
on the heads.

The aluminium crankcase is made in two
halves, and is split on the vertical centre
line through the main bearings ; the halves
are secured together by means of bolts and
studs. An oil sump is formed integral with
the crankcase ; the underside is generously
finned. In addition, the casing serves as
a mounting for the various accessories, such
as the dynamo, oil cooler, blower equipment,
etc.

A single camshaft driven at half engine
speed by single helical gears from the crank-
shaft runs direct in the aluminium crank-
case, and actuates the overhead valves
through push rods, each cam operating two
rods. The whole of the valve gear is
pressure lubricated.

The distributor is mounted on top of the
crankcase, and is driven by spiral gears from
the rear end of the crankshaft. The driven
shaft consists of the spindle, and gear and
cam for operating a petrol pump, and is
made from a steel stamping, which is
hardened and ground. It is supported at
both ends, and runs directly in the crank-
case, the gear end thrust also acting against
the crankcase facing.

The petrol pump is an A.C. diaphragm
type, mechanically operated, mounted on the
left hand of the crankcase, on a neat mould-
ing which also houses the .operating rod.
A single downdraught " Solex " carburettor
is fitted. This is connected to the cylinder
head by an extremely small -bore inlet pipe,
which has a central hot spot. The latter
is obtained as the result of pressure pulsa-
tion which causes the exhaust gases to flow
past the hot spot.

The crankcase has an extension which
provides a saddle mounting for the dynamo
and also forms a convenient oil filler orifice
on account of its hollow construction. The
dynamo is driven by means of a " V "-shape
belt, adjustment being provided.

The flywheel is a steel stamping with
integral starting gear teeth, and is spigoted
to the end of the crankshaft and driven by

four dowels.
by a single

It is secured to the crankshaft .hollow so as to include a self-lubricating
centre bolt, the latter being bush for the clutch shaft. No locking device

is provided.

Crankcase
is an aluminium alloy sand

casting, built in two halves, the joint passing
The era:1k( ase
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vertically through the centre lines of both
the main bearings and the camshaft bearing
-the camshaft itself running directly in the
crankcase. An oil sump is formed integral
with the crankcase, of fairly wide and shal-
low proportions so as to afford maximum
ground clearance, fins being cast in a
longitudinal direction on the underside.
(Provision is made for a detachable gauze
filter which is centrally mounted on the base
of the sump.) A large diameter flange
formed at the flywheel end is utilised as an
engine mounting face with spigot fitting.
Lubrication is through drilled oil ways in
the crankcase. Platforms on top of the
crankcase carry the oil cooler, dynamo and
blower equipment.
Engine Unit Mounting

The engine unit, including the gearbox
and axle differential, is suspended on rubber
mountings arranged to permit a  small
rotational movement of, the unit about an
axis passing through its centre of gravity
and coinciding with the centre -line of the
vehicle in plan. This is arranged to absorb
the torque reactions, but owing to the half -
swing axle type of suspension employed, it
is not considered good practice. Interaction
takes place between the half axle and the

engine due to
wheel movement
or roll and engine
reaction ; conse-
quently the
engine movement
is restrained to
some extent and
limits the value
of the rubber
mounting.

Comparatively
small movement
is permitted on
the engine
mounting a n d
this may have

yo. COOLER

been purposely designed, having regard to
the interaction. The tension on the rubber
mounting is adjustable. The engine mount-
ings consist of two rubbers vulcanised on a
steel bracket bolted to the prongs at the rear
end of the backbone fork which, in turn,
supports the engine around the portion of

the crankcase adjacent
to the flywheel. This
forms the main support
for the engine unit on
the backbone, one other
point of attachment
being situated at the
forward end (or nose)
of the unit. A rubber
ring type mounting is
fitted, acting principally
as a location for the
unit. It is housed
inside a casting at the
centre of the tubular..
cross membar.

L

Oiling diagram for engine.

Nt.

Horizontal cross-section of engin:.
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Making. a Success of
Better Prints from Your Negatives.

AT this season of. the year some of the
most popular lectures of photographic
societies are those relating to the

making of better prints, the improvement of
faulty negatives, wrinkles and dodges in
printing, and similar talks by those who
have had much experience, and are willing
to pass it on to their fellow members. The
work is such that it can be done quite
easily at any time, but, most of us relegate
it to the long, dark evenings and when the
camera is not so much in use, taking new
subjects and adding to our collections of
negatives.

He is, indeed, a fortunate amateur who
can claim to get too per cent. good results ;
it is not always easy to accurately judge
correct exposure, and mistakes have been
known to occur in calculating development
times, but the careful worker will note these
results, and will put the negatives on one side
until he has time for some after treatment
to be given to them.

"After Treatment"
It is this " after treatment " which forms

the basis of the popular lectures and demon-
strations, and it is mostly concerned with
intensification and reduction of the image ;
there are, of course, other ways of obtaining
better prints, such as the use of the right
grade or surface of printing paper for
obtaining special effects, but as this involves
the purchase and stocking of more than one
variety, and as it is so difficult to obtain even
one grade, we must not consider it at .this
time, --but rather leave it till the happy days
return when we can get all we require.

Let us therefore give some thought to the
treatment of our faulty negatives by chemical
means ; the processes are such that we can
all do them quite successfully without any
previous experience and, fortunately, the
chemicals are obtainable even in these days
of restrictions.

Intensification, as its name implies, means
increasing or building up the image so that
it becomes rather denser, and produces a
more defined image in the positive print. It
must not be thought by this that in the case
of an under -exposed film you will be able
to " introduce " by intensifying some details
of the subjects that are absent as the result
of wrong exposure. The image in any
negative is the direct action of light on the
silver contained in the emulsion and reacted
upon by the developing solution if this
action and reaction have been sufficiently
powerful to produce an image, even a faint
one, then i.. is possible to add to, or Coat
over, that image and so make it denser.

Re -developing
The process known as re -developing is

probably the best for illustrating the build-
ing up of the image ; it is a two -bath method,
' and first the negative is immersed in a
bleaching bath where the image almost
vanishes As a matter of fact a chemical
reaction takes place which changes the image
into a compound salt of silver and chromititn.
After washing, the negative is transferred to
a clean working developer such as any
metol-quinol formula, and this causes the
image to reappear in its " black " stage, and
with added depth. If, on printing, it is
found that further intensification would be
advantageous, then the process, both bleach-
ing and redeveloping, can be repeated
without risk or damage being incurred.

The bleaching bath is made as follows:-

Your Photography
By JOHN J. CURTIS, A.R.P.S.

" A " Potassium bichromate 24o grains
Water so ounces

" B " Hydrochloric acid
(pure) s ounce

Water to make so ounces
These two stock solutions will keep

indefinitely, but do not mix " A " and " B "
until you are ready to use as the mixture
quickly deteriorates. It must be noted that
intensification, or rather the degree of
intensification, is considerably influenced by
altering the proportions of " A " and " B "
when preparing the bleaching bath. For
normal work take one part each of " A "
and " B " and add six parts of water ; for
very thin negatives requiring much intensi-
fication, mix one part " A " to one quarter
part " B " and six parts water. For re-
developing the film any of th,e standard
metol-quinol formula may be used.

Uranium Bath
The process which appeals to a very large

number of amateurs chiefly because of its

" B " and add one part acid acetic. Wash
in still water.
Reduction

So much for improving negatives that are
too thin. We must now give some thought
to those that are too dense, or thick, and
require some of the image or silver deposit
to be cut away, or reduced. For our pur=
pose we will consider two types of negatives
which require reduction, and let us bear in
mind that this process is for reducing the
time of printing and also to improve the
gradation of the negative.

For negatives which give prints that are
too " hard," due to under -exposure and
over development, the best bath is that
known as the Persulphate Reducer ; this
solution acts first on the heavy high -light
densities, such as the sky or solid whites,
before it starts reducing the shadow details.
You will therefore recognise that this
selective action reduces not only the deposit
but also the excessive contrast. Take 5o
grains ammon. persulphate, dissolve this in

A print front an intensified negative.

simplicity and its great efficiency is the
uranium bath. Its action. is to coat the
whole of the film with a deep orange tint ;
it would appear to have a selective action, for
it seems to deposit more heavily on the
-actual image than on those parts which
have little or no silver image to be
intensified. There is a very decided advan-
tage to be gained by the use of the uranium,
bath. If for any reason you desire to remove
the orange tint, place- the negative in a bowl
of water, and in a very short while it will
be found to have regained its original colour.
For some 'mimeses, such as enlarging on a
special grade of paper to secure a particular
effect, a thin negative is required,- but that
same negative would be useless for contact
printing- o-1 say, some gaslight papers ; you
will therefore see how useful the uranium
bath can be for such negatives.

I will give you the formula as mentioned
in one of our leading text -books; but I find
it is more economical to buy a bottle of
Johnson's Uranium Intensifier ; it keeps well
and is sufficient for quite a number of films.
The formula is

A " Uranium nitrate 5o grains
Water to make 5 ounces

" B " Potass. ferricyanide 5o grains
Water to make 5 ounces

For use take four parts each " A " and

4 ounces water and add two drops acid
sulphuric.

This bath will only function when freshly
made. Wash the negative well, then pour
the solution over it, and rock the dish the
Whole time. In a short while a milky deposit
will appear in the solution-this indicates
it is working-continue rocking for about
half a minute for slight reduction, increasing
the time if further reduction is desired.

Should the milky deposit not appear in
two or three minutes throw the solution
away and make fresh, if very considerable
reduction is wanted make a fresh bath when
the one becomes opalescent. When the
negative is sufficiently reduced rinse it
quickly and. place it in a weak hypo bath
(4 ounce td so ounces water) for just one
minute, and then wash it thoroughly.

For negatives which give prints that are
too flat, showing considerable over exposure,
a bath that will increase contrast and at the
same time reduce the general density is
necessary and so we use the process known
as Howard Farmers.

Make the following two solutions:-
" A " Hypo 24 ounces

Water to make 20 ounces
" Potass. ferricyanide t ounce

Water to make so ounces
These two solutions keep indefinitely but
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must only be mixed just when you are going
to use the bath.

To each 3 ounces of " A " add + ounce of
" B " (more of " B " can be added, if quick
reduction is wanted). Use this at once, for the
solution becomes useless in a few minutes.
It is of a lemon -yellow colour and as soon
as it becomes a blue-green it is useless.
Reduction takes place very rapidly so that
it is necessary to watch the effect frequently
during the course of the first two or three
minutes.

After sufficient reduction has taken place

wash the negative in running water for so
to 15 minutes, and stand it to dry.
Importance of Cleanliness

With these two intensifiers and two
reducers there is no reason why you should
not considerably improve the majority of
those negatives which give" poor prints ; the
work is quite simple and very interesting,
and a knowledge of the processes will be
found helpful to you as you progress with
the hobby. There are, however, certain rules
which apply equally to all these after treat-
ment processes. Cleanliness is of great
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importance, and both dishes and measures
must be made clean after using, and the
negatives well soaked before commencing
the wont. Soak all negatives in clear water
for at least an hour beforehand as this will
serve two purposes ; it will free any hypo
which may be present, and it will ensure
even action over the whole of the film's
surface by the chemical solution. Uneven
action will perhaps spoil the negative rather
than improve it. Finally, do not overwork
the solutions ; it is cheaper to use a fresh
bath than to spoil one film.

Aero-en hie Fuels
Their Essential Characteristics Explained. By D. J. H. DAY, B.Sc.(Eng.).

IT is not generally realised that the fuel
used in the high performance engines
of the R.A.F. differs vastly from that

sold at the petrol filling stations for use in'
the family car. There are many points of
difference between the fuels, the main dif-
ferences being in octane number and vola-
tility. Other points which must be care-
fully watched in aircraft fuels are their
freezing points, specific gravities, and percen-
tages of gum and free sulphur. It is not
within the scope of this article to deal with
these latter points, so we will confine our-
selves to the main differences.
Octane Rating

The first and probably the best known
property of a fuel is its anti -knock or
octane rating. The octane rating of the fuel
indicates its resistance to detonation, and,
indirectly, therefore, the possible power
output of the engine concerned. Detona-
tion is shown by a knocking sound like
that produced by a sharp ringing blow upon
the metal of the cylinder. This is caused
after the ignition point by a wave of high
pressure travelling at a great speed through
the compressed gas and impinging with
intense local force upon the metal of the
cylinder wall. The same noise is produced
under similar .conditions by the sudden and
high local, pressure produced under a
hammer as it strikes an anvil. This high
pressure wave travelling through the burn-
ing gases is generated when the rate of
burning of the fresh gases becomes enor-
mously accelerated and becomes virtually
spontaneous instead of being comparatively
gradual. - The physical causes of detonation
have not yet been finally established, and
are outside-- the scope of this article. It
may be said, however, that detonation is
affected by the fuel employed, the compres-
sion ratio and the design of the combustion
chamber. Since the design of the combus-
tion chamber is bound up with the design
of the. engine, we may say that the com-
pression ratio determines the point of
detonation for any particular fuel, and also
that the higher the anti -detonation or octane
rating of the fuel, the higher the compres-
sion ratio that may be employed. -

In an aero-engine prolonged detonation,
however slight, must be avoided, as it
causes piston -ring sticking, with its result-
ant loss of compression, and eventually it
will result in burning of the piston crown
and consequent complete failure of the
engine. It is essential, therefore, that the
engine manufacturer should know the octane
number of the fuel to be used in the engine
in order that the boost pressure and com-
pression ratio may be determined to ensure
that the maximum power may be developed
without fear of detonation.
Volatility

The second requirement of aero-engine

fuel is that it should be of a high volatility.
Volatility, or the ability of the fuel to
evaporate, is determined by distillation of
a sample of the fuel under standardised
conditions.- This volatility of the fuel is
important for a number of reasons, includ-
ing ease of starting, good distribution of
mixture and prevention of carburettor icing.
Aero-engines are usually more difficult to
start than motor -car engines since, owing
to their size, they are difficult to turn
rapidly, consequently a great deal of heat is
lost during the compression stroke, when
the major part of the evaporation and mix-
ture of the fuel with the air under starting
conditions takes place. further, on account
of size, the induction pipes are necessarily
long, which permits condensation of the
fuel from the mixture until the engine is
warmed up. It will be clear, therefore, that
the more volatile the fuel, the better the
evaporation at low temperatures, and conse-
quently the easier the starting.

In a multi -cylinder engine it is fairly easy
to ensure that each cylinder receives the
.ame weight of mixture, but it is more
important that each cylinder should receive
the same amount of fuel. It has been found
that the distribution is largely dependent
upon the amount of vaporisation that takes
place in the carburettor. With a very wet
mixture the chances of had distribution
are very greatly due to the fact that the
supercharger, acting as a centrifugal separa-
tor, throws more liquid fuel tee one side of
the volute than the other.

The volatility has an important bearing on
the icing up of the carburettor ; in a petrol
engine the fuel is evaporated partly in the
choke tubes and partly in the induction
system, a proportion of the necessary heat
to cause vaporisation of the fuel is supplied
by the air entering the carburettor and,
generally speaking. the temperature of the
air drops in proportion to the amount of
fuel evaporated. It will be seen, therefore,
that if a large amount of fuel is evaporated
in the carburettor a big temperature drop
will take place, and the water in the humid
atmosphere will separate out in the form
of ice. Consequently, a high volatility fuel
which requires less heat to cause vaporisa-
tion will materially assist in keeping the
choke tubes free from ice.
Specific Gravity

For all normal purposes the specific gravity
of the fuel has very little influence on the
performance of the, aircraft, since the work
done by the engine is dependent on the
amount of heat obtained from the fuel, as
opposed to the weight of fuel burnt. In the
case of aircraft designed for long-range
operation it would be advantageous to use
a low gravity fuel, owing to the greater
number of heat units per unit weight of
low specific gravity fuel. This saving in
weight may represent a considerable increase

in the bomb load which can be carried, or
an improvement in the .take -off. On the
other hand, where it is desired to obtain the
maximum range from an aircraft without
alteration to the volumetric capacity of the
fuel tanks, it will be found advantageous to
use a fuel having a high specific gravity in
order to accommodate the greatest number
of heat units per unit volume. In a case of
this sort the load increase caused by the
use of the high specific gravity fuel will
have very little effect on the performance of
the aircraft.
Vapour Pressure

When fuel is heated, it tends to form
vapour, the volume of which depends on the
nature of the fuel. If the aircraft fuel system
is imperfectly designed, so that the fuel
pipe becomes excessively hot, or if the fuel

sucked up to a considerable height in the
fuel pipe so that the pressure in the pipe
is low, the fuel in the pipe may start to
evaporate. This tendency is greatly increased
by the lowered boiling point of the fuel at
altitudes under rarefied atmospheric condi-
tions. The vapour thus generated may
accumulate at a bend in the fuel line or at
a filter and thus interrupt the flow of the
fuel. Fuels having a low vapour pressure
are therefore required to prevent these
troubles in high -altitude aircraft.

Calorific Value and Latent Heat
The calorific value of a fuel is the heat

energy obtained when a unit quantity is
burnt freely in the air, and consequently it
is a measure of the power output of the
fuel ; the greater the calorific value the less
the weight of fuel required for a given power
output. In view of the fact that there is not
a wide variation in the calorific values of the
hydrocarbons used in aero-engine fuels, this
feature is relatively unimportant. Since
liquid fuels are evaporated before they are
burnt in the combustion chamber, the latent
heat of evaporation has a slight bearing on
the characteristics of the fuel. The latent
heat modifies the nett calorific value of the
fuel, since the latent heat of the water found
by condensation after combustion must be
subtracted from the calorific value of the
fuel used. Another effect of the latent heat
is that it cools the fuel -air mixture as it
enters the cylinder. The volumetric effi-
ciency is thus improved, since, by cooling
the charge in this manner, a greater weight
may be induced into the cylinder with the
consequent result of increased power pet
stroke.

Thus we see that the fuel used in modern
aero-engines must be very carefully blended
and chosen for its particular characteristics
according to the engines in which it has to
be used, and that a very strict watch must
be kept on the specification of the fuel
during its manufacture if it may be used
without detriment to the engine.
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Aircraft of the Fighting Powers. By
H. J. Cooper and 0. G. Thetford. Books ReceivedPublished by The Harborough Pub-
lishing Co., Ltd. 78 pages of text,
and several single and double page
illustrations. Price 2IS. net.
THIS work, which is Vol. IV of the series

" Aircraft of the Fighting Powers,"
must be used in conjunction with the

others if a complete record is to be kept of all
the military aircraft used in the present war.
The present volume deals with the aircraft
used by Great Britain, United States of
America, Germany, Japan and the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics. Each aircraft
described is illustrated with one+ or more
half tones and either a full page or double
page line drawing, which make the book
extremely useful to designers, students, and
aero-modellers. The book is remarkable for
that accuracy of detail which makes it in -

An Electric Alarm Clock
Details of a Simple Conversion, Using an Ordinary Spring -driven Clock

DOES your alarm clock fail to wake
you ? If you are one of the unlucky
people who cannot wake up, or one

of those who slip off to sleep again after
the alarm -has wound down, then why not
convert your alarm into an electric one ?
By these means you cannot fail to wake as
a much louder ringing tone keeps on until
the battery is exhausted, or until you get

Triangular sedion X .3"

to Platet bent to
form as shown

obtained by using a wireless grid bias
battery ; this will last about seven to eight
months. A light is also fitted so that when
the alarm goes off the light goes on, and
the time can be readily ascertained whilst
in bed.

The Clockcase
Although the dimensions of the clock -case

Alarm gong striker and other small parts to be
removed before commencing changeover

Fig. 1.-General view of clock, showing bulb mounting and case
assembly.

out of bed and switch it off ; or one can
fit a pear switch and operate it whilst in
bed, but if you're apt to drop off to sleep
again then dispense with this idea.

A general view of the converted clock is
shown in Fig. t. A small electric bell is
installed, but increased sound can be

{

Fig. 3.-View of underside, showing bell and
battery positions.

Iwo clsunk
screw holes

Fig. 4.-Details
of battery clip.

in the case and contacts judged to get correct
Working position. After marking the posi-
lions, the clock is removed and contacts
screwed on, using about yin. brass wood
screws. The battery clip is shown clearly
in Fig. 4, and is made from I / t6in. spring
steel.

The circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 5
if desired, the bulb can be omitted.

Terminals for
connecting on
pear -switch

ID

Fig. 2.-Rear viezo of clock, showing arrangement of contact
brackets.

will suit most clocks, you might have to
make slight alterations for the round aper-
tures back and front, also in the width of
the case. The making of the case is indi-
cated in Fig. r ; the aperture in the front
panel must be a tight fit for the clock. All
nails showing can be sunk by using a fine
centre punch and filled in with plastic wood,
the work being finally glasspapered. The
bell and battery support board is then fixed
to two triangular blocks which have been
glued into correct position and then screwed
and glued to the sides of the casing. Most
alarm clocks have hinged keys, and these can
be readily made rigid by inserting part of
a match -stick, for it is on this key that the -
contact will rest before being released when
the alarm goes off, or when the key starts
to unwind.

Electrical Parts
The contact bracket (a), made from brass

and seen in position in Fig. 2, must be
an easy fit on clock -case. The clock is fitted

Testing
To test the alarm, set the hands to about

3.55, give about two turns on the alarm
key, then in five minutes' time the
mechanism will operate, causing the key to
free contact bracket (i), which completes the
circuit by dropping on to contact (2), thus
causing bell to ring and light to go on.

Bulb

Berlr'l

TerrnmcdsSwitch

Battery

Contact Ain (Bross)

-...,Double over of
end to form weight

Fig. 5.-Diagram of electrical connections.

valuable to both the " spotter " and air -
conscious layman.

Beautifully produced on art paper,the book
may be recommended as an authoritative
work of reference on a subject of extreme
importance at the present time.

Fleet Air Arm. Published by H.M.
Stationery Office, London. 128 pages.
Price Is. 6d. net.
Here is a book which tells of the rise of

Britain's Naval Air Power in a very interesting
manner. Prepared fix. the Admiralty by the
Ministry of Information, the book gives a
lucid account of the various types of aircraft
used by the Fleet Air Arm, its aircraft carriers,
and some of the notable actions of the present
war in which they have taken part. Graphic

accounts are given of the attack by Swordfish
in Bomba Bay, Libya : Spotting for the
Fleet : the Second Battle of Narvik : The
Triumph at Taranto : The Battle of Matapan :
Protecting the Convoys, and African Opera-
tions. The story is told of the tracking down
and the sinking of the Bismarck, and the
fine work of the Desert Squadrons in the
Middle East. Naval aircraft have shown
their ability to work with the Merchant
Navy across the seas of the world, and with
the R.A.F. in Great Britain, Malta and North
Africa. They have also fulfilled anothei
function for which they were not originally
intended-co-operation with military forces
on land. How Naval Aircraft supported the
Norwegian Expeditionary Force, and co-;
operated in the Madagascar campaign, is als?
vividly described in the book. The
text is illustrated with many striking
photographs.
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The Story of Chemical Discovery
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Advent of the Alkali Trade
An Early Chapter in Industrial Chemistry

THL use of alkalis dates back to pre -
Christian times, to the era ,of the
Egyptians in which a substance

called " nether " was employed for washing
purposes and, also, for making glass.

The Arabians, too, cultivated a certain
type of seashore plant, the burnt ashes of
which, when dissolved in hot water, gave a
white sub3tance to which the name kali, or

James Muspratt (1793-1886).

al-kali was applied. The ashes
of seaweeds were discovered to
be productive of this kali, also,
and gradually, as the centuries
wore on, the process of collecting
and burning seaweed and 1 ixiviat-
ing or extracting its ashes with
boiling water rose to the import-
ance of a veritable industry.

Almost to the end of the
eighteenth century (the 'period
which coincided with the rise of
modern scientific chemistry) the
world's  alkalis were obtained
solely from such plant or vege-
table sources. The main alkali of
that period was potash, which
alkaline agent was obtained by the evapora-
tion of water in which wood ashes (pot
ashes) had been vigorously boiled. The early
chemical workers seemed hardly to recognise
any difference between - their " potash "
(potassium carbonate) and the analogous
substance which we nowadays call " soda "
(sodium carbonate). There was, indeed, no
scientific foundation for alkali manufacture.
The alchemists, of course, knew nothing con-
cerning the true nature of alkaline substances,
and even the early chemists experienced the
greatest possible difficulty in understanding
the essential 'differences between the various
alkaline substances. They failed to appreciate
the fact that the alkali from plant ashes
(potash) was different from the alkali
obtained from seaweeds (soda).

" Fixed" and " Volatile " Alkalis
The early chemists satisfied themselves by

distinguishing between " fixed alkalis '
(potash and soda) and " volatile alkalis "
(ammonia and ammonium carbonate). They
also used the term vegetable alkali for the
potash which they extracted from the ashes
of land plants and mineral alkali for the soda
which they obtained from seaweed. The
former term has come down to our own
times, but it is, of course, a wholly
unscientific one.

Into the complex narrative concerned with
the scientific unravelling of the alkali com-
position question we cannot very well enter
at the present time. Suffice it, however, to
note that during -the years when this once -
vexed quegtion was being fought out by
investigators in England and on the Contin-
ent, the demand of alkalis was growing by
leaps and bounds. New- industries were
coming into being. Older ones were being
overhauled in the light of the then modern
knowledge. Novel processes and technical
methods were being designed. Numberless
new products were being placed on the
industrial markets. All such activities,
technical and industrial, necessitated the
supply of alkalis in one form or another.
Indeed, it is a truism to state that the indus-
tries of the world, or, at any rate, a large

Manufacture of ".salt cake" (sodium sulphate). Common
salt being charged into the " salt cake pot?'

number of them, have been reared not only
on iron and steel and engineering knowledge,
but on alkalis as well, for without a plentiful
supply of the ubitiquous soda there are whole
masses of industry (paper -making, dyeing,
bleaching, chemical, glass, soap, porcelain
and dyestuff industries-to mention but a
few) which would be unable to carry on at
all.

The problem of alkali production was one
of the pressing matters which beset the early
industrialists in this country and on the
Continent during the second half of the
eighteenth century. There was a theory-
prevalent, particularly, among the French
chemists-that common salt contained some
element or principle in common with some
of the then known alkalis. Now, ordinary
salt was a very abundant material, so, that

eventually some of the more " advanced "
thinkers in the early chemistry of the period
began to wonder whether it might be possible
to convert the almost universally plentiful
mineral salt into soda and, thereforas
immediately, to satisfy the increasing
demands which were being made on the
latter commodity.

Salt into Soda
The notion of converting salt into- soda

grew apace. It appealed to the minds of
the technical people of the period, so much
so that in the year 1775 we find the famous
French Academy of Sciences offering a prize
of 2,400 livres (approximately Doo in
modern money) for a practicable means of
obtaining soda from common salt.

At this time there lived in the employ
of the celebrated Duke of Orleans a private
surgeon and medical man named Nicholas
Leblanc. Leblanc happened to be a rather
brilliant and original -minded individual.
Although only 22 years of age, he had made
something of a name for himself as a surgeon,
and he possessed, also, a very great enthu-
siasm for chemistry, a subject in which the
Duc d'Orleans himself was pleased to dabble.

Nicholas Leblanc was the son of a black-
smith. He was born at Ivoy-le-Pre, France,
in 1742. In some way or other he gained

admission ,to the famous School
of Surgery in Paris. Eventually
he passed out as Master of
Surgery, and he practised as a
medical man for some time before
entering the service of the Due
d'Orleans.

The Leblanc Process
Leblanc, in the Duc d'Orleans'

laboratory, experimented 'for
three years before he at last hit
upon the famous soda -making
process which was to bring him
scientific celebrity-and, alas,
social ruin !

He stated off by treating
common salt with sulphuric
acid, a process ' which had

William Gossage (5799-1877).
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been known previously. The common salt
(sodium chloride) was thereby converted into
sodium sulphate, and, at the same time,
hydrochloric acid gas was abundantly liber-
ated. The resulting mass of sodium sulphate
(" salt -cake," as it was afterwards technically
termed) was mixed with charcoal and chalk
and then strongly heated. This process gave
a crude mixture of sodium carbonate and
calcium sulphide, which, on account of its
colour, came subsequently to be known as

black ash." The black ash was then
extracted with water, and the sodium carbOh-
aie in that manner dissolved out and finally
plirified by recrystallisatiori.

Such, in its . essence, was Nicholas
Leblanc's soda -making process. But it never
gained for him the Prize of the French
Academy of Sciences; for the year of its
introduction (1789) was' also the one which
witnessed the beginning of the French
Revolution. However, in September, 1791,
the revolutionary " National Assembly " in
France granted Leblanc a patent for 15 years
for his soda process, and, with the aid of
a few interested individuals (including the
Due d'Orleans), he established a factory-
the world's first soda factory.

Before long the Leblanc works were in
full activity, and were turning out sodium
carbonate from common salt at the rate of
about five hundredweights per day.

For a couple of years or so Leblanc
progressed fairly satisfactorily with his pro-
ject, although his factory was never free
from technical trouble. Social troubles arose,
too. The acid fumes which poured out from
the soda works polluted the neighbourhood
and gave rise to much dissention. But, worst
of all, the French Revolution rose to its
height and set the nation into a
ferment.

After the establishment of the
French Republic, Leblanc, in
1794, was ordered to resign his
factory to the nation for the
general benefit thereof. It was
an early example of State control,
that supposed panacea which, in
our days, so many ill -formed
minds so desperately hanker after.
Nicholas Leblanc found himself
(to use a modern expresSion) a
" directed " man. His factory
was taken from him, and he
received the miserable compensa-
tory sum of £160 for it. It is
true that, some half -dozen years

Ernest Solvay.

later, when more settled conditions returned
to the country, his factory was given back
to him, but bad treatment, ill -health and
poverty had completely broken his spirit, and
in the early morning of January 16th, 18o6,
he chose to end his increasing cares by means
of a pistol bullet.

Alkali -making in England
The individuals who took up Leblanc's

process in England were more fortunate than
Leblanc himself, although even for them the
industrial enterprise proved anything but a
straightforward one.

James Muspratt, a Dubliner, was the first
to set up alkali -making in England, on
account of which fact he has been dubbed
the " Father of the Alkali Trade." A very
small amount of soda Oad previously been
made on the Clyde, but the industry had
not been successful. Muspratt, however, in
1823, erected a factory in Liverpool to manu-
facture alkali by the Leblanc process. Then
the trouble started. No sooner had Muspratt
got fairly going than almost the whole of
Liverpool rose up in seething opposition to
his activities.

The reader will recollect that when
sulphuric acid is heated with common salt
at the commencement of the Leblanc process
hydrochloric acid gas is liberated. It was
this hydrochloric acid gas which caused the
trouble. From Muspratt's factory chimney
it spread over Liverpool like a white, corrod-
ing blanket. Ultimately the Corporation of
that city corbelled Muspratt to close down
his process and to seek a fresh site for it,
which site he eventually found at Newton -
le -Willows, not far away.

Another pioneer of the British chemical

in the fails of Ballyshannon would condense
the gas om my works," he is reputed to
have exclaimed. Nevertheless, so effective
became the "Gossage Towers " that, in the
Alkali Act, which was introduced at a later
date, soda manufacturers were rightly com-
pelled to equip their factories with similar
absorption devices.

William Gossage laboured incessantly to
find a method of reclaiming sulphur from
the " alkali waste " which was a by-product
of the Leblanc soda process. The alkali
waste, consisting, as it did, of impure calcium
(lime) sulphide, presented a perennial prob-
lem to the alkali manufacturer. It was a
foul, stinking stuff, which was produced in
large quantities and which rapidly accumu-
lated in enormous dumps around the alkali
works.

Ir-
-

Sacks of soda crystals awaiting transport from an alkali
factory.

industry had a similar experience. He was
illiam goSsage, a Lincolnshire man, who,

starting as a druggist's assistant, came
eventually to be one of Britain's foremost
chemical manufacturers. Gossage was a
more inventive individual than Muspratt.
Consequently he endeavoured to abate the
nuisance consequent upon the discharge of
free hydrochloric acid gas into the atmo-
sphere, and the means by which he effected
this took the form of a long vertical tower
packed with coke, down which a steady
stream of water was allowed to trickle. The
ascending hydrochloric acid gas came into
contact with the water and dissolved in it,
forining the valuable industrial commodity
which we now know as " hydrochloric acid."

Gossar's Towers
Muspratt, when he heard of Gossage's

invention, was sceptics'.. " Not all the water

Henry Deacon (1822-1876).

Although Gossage never com-
pletely solved the problem, he
came very near to doing so, and
his continual researches formed
the basis of the more successful
sulphur -recovery process which
was introduced after his time.

Henry Deacon
Henry Deacon, born in London

in 1822, was another of Britain's
foremost soda makers. After a
strenuous early career, Deacon
found himself installed as
manager of Pilkington's glass
works at St. Helens, Lancashire.
Finally, in association with
others, he branched out as
an independent chemical manu-

facturer at Widnes, the early home of
English chemical industry. Deacon manu-
factured soda, but he was not content to
consider that the troublesome Leblanc
process was the last word which had been
said on the .subject. He experimented with
other possible methods of alkali production,
notably with a method of converting salt
into soda by means of ammonia gas:
Unfartunately, however, success failed to
come Deacon's way in this particular respect.

Until the year 1872 Leblanc's process of
soda manufacture reigned triumphant. Nto
other process was able to compete with it,
in any way at all. But in that year there
Was introduced a new soda -making method,
one which, within a few years, rendered the
Leblanc process almost obsolete. It was a
process due to a young Belgian chemist
named Ernest Solvay.
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The Ammonia -soda Process
f Solvay's new process was based upon
earlier -known facts-facts, indeed, which
Henry Deacon in his experiments had made
use of. To convert salt into soda, Solvay.
made a strong solution of salt which he
saturated with ammonia gas. He then
treated the ammoniated salt solution (brine)
with carbon dioxide (" carbonic acid gas ")
under pressure. A mixture of ammonium
chloride (sal -ammoniac) and bicarbonate of
soda was formed in the resultant liquor. The
less soluble bicarbonate crystallised out, leav-
ing the more soluble ammonium chloride in
solution and thus permitting a simple and
easy separation of the two salts.

Relatively speaking, Solvay's " ammonia -
soda " process was a perfectly clean one. It
gave rise to no obnoxious acid vapours and
to no alkali waste. It gave a soda product
of high purity. Moreover, it was a process
which could be worked continuously and
without frequent intermission.

The ammonia -soda process was first estab-
lished in England by the late Dr. Ludwig
Mond, who, towards the end of 1872, set

up a factory to operate it at Northwich,
Cheshire, directly above the Cheshire salt
deposits. In partnership with a certain John
Brunner (who was formerly an accounts clerk
in an alkali works) he created the famous
" Brunner-Monds," which, together with the
United Alkali Co., Ltd., and several other
prominent chemical manufacturing concerns,
ultimately became fused together as the
nowadays celebrated and world -prosperous
Imperial. Chemical Industries, Ltd.

As for Ernest Solvay himself, the inception
of his process and the technical failures and
difficulties which he encountered, nearly
ruined him. But he lived in more settled
and prosperous times than those of the ill-
fated Nicholas Leblanc. With dogged
determination he overcame difficulty after
difficulty. Ultimately he accumulated great
wealth and lived " to sit above the salt " and
to witness the fame and prosperity of his
process the world over.

The Cheapening of Alkalis
At the end of the eighteenth century, soda

crystals, obtained from seaweed (the so-called
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"mineral alkali ") were sold for k6o per
ton. The introduction of the Leblanc process
into England by James Muspratt in 1823
lowered the price of alkali soda to £18 per
ton. At the beginning of the present
century, soda, manufactured by Solvay's
process, sold at about £3 los. per ton, and
the following years saw an even lower price
still.

Growth of the Alkali Industry
Soda, one of the first essentials of a thou-

sand industries, thus became, during the
course of a century, one of the cheapest of
manufactured materials. The British alkali
industry, based on soda made from salt, rose
during the same period to the position of
one of the foremost trades in the. country.

Such was the eventual result of chemical
skill, scientific experiment, individual effort
and persistent application. The rise of the
alkali trade is, indeed, a veritable industrial
romance, but, unfortunately, the story of its
difficult yet successful career has not often
been related.

Science Notes of the Month
Frcist Predictor
A N ingenious instrument known as a

" Frost Predictor " is likely to prove
a great help to fruit growers and nursery -
Men in the event of a spring frost. Invented
by Sir Henry Cunynghame, the instrument
resembles a garden thermometer, but is
provided with two tubes, one to measure
temperature, and the other the humidity of
the atmosphere. If at sundown the " wet "
bulb reading falls below the " dry," a coming
frost is predicted. Over a long period of
trial. warnings were given correctly 23 times
out of 24. While the war lasts orchard
heaters must not be used, but the predictor
will enable fruit growers and nurserymen to
take the necessary precautions in time to
prevent damage to their crops.

Britain's New Transport 'Plane

PARTICULARS
of the Avro York, the

only passenger and transport aircraft
Britain has built since the war began, have
now been released by the Ministry of
Aircraft Production. The Avro York was
conceived by Mr. R. H. Dobson, managing
direCtor of A. V. koe and Co., Ltd., Mr.
R. Chadwick. their chief designer, and his
assistants.

Engines, wings, tailplane, fins and rudders
are identical with the Lancaster. The
fuselage is entirely different, being large and
square, to accommodate bulky freight. A
central fin has been added.

With a wing span of toift.
and a length 'of 78ft. the York,
fully loaded, weighs 3o tons.
Top speed with four Rolls-
Royce Merlin engines is

claimed to be 300 m.p.h., the
economical cruising speed 220
m.p.h., and maximum range
over 3.000 miles.
' Such is the capacity of the
fuselage that four Jeeps can be
driven in under their own
power. The size of the interior
of the fuselage offers oppor-
tunities for the most comfort-
able furnishing, and the space
available provides seating
capacity for 24 passengers in two
big cabins, with wash -rooms,
lavatories and a buffet -kitchen.

cc Mars" Maiden Trip
THE huge flying -boat " Mars entered the

U.S. Naval Service last month by
completing her inaugural flight from San
Francisco to Hawaii in a little over 13
hours. " Mars " did the trip with a record
cargo, including 13,000 pounds of mail and
war materials. .She carried 20 passengers
and a crew of 15, and is powered by four
2,200% h.p. engines. U.S: Navy authori-
ties, when announcing the flight, stated that
20 more flying -boats of the same type are
being built.

Greenwich Observatory to Move
TT is reported that 'Greenwich Observatory,
4- the home of the " right time," is likely
to be moved. The chief reason for this is
increasing smoke in the locality which' makes
the Observatory's sunshine recording inaccu-
rate. Already much' of the work of the
Observatory is done elsewhere, partly
because of bola damage, and partly for
security reasons. The magnetic work was
transferred to the Surrey Hills some years
ago, because of the electrification of the
railway.

Fast Victory Ships
THE first of the Victory ships-successors

to the mass-pioduced Liberty ships-
was launched at Portland, Oregon, U.S.A.,
last month. The ship, named United

Victory, will probably be in service shortly.
Victory ships carry the same weight of cargo
as the to,000-ton Liberty 'vessels, but are
faster -15 knots as against iI.

Rocket Target
ACCORDING to a recent report front

America, the U.S. Army are using a
rocket -propelled target, which travels with
the speed of a fast 'plane, for training A.A.
gunners at a camp in 'North Carolina. The
target, which is about sft. long, is launched
from a tower, and has an initial speed of
450 miles an hour and a range of about
2,200 yards.

Camp officers said that practice with the
new target improved to a marked degree
the accuracy of gunners, who fire at the
target with machine-guns and cannon.

Transmitting Speech` by Light Ray

THE German Army has in use a field
telephone instrument which utilises a

light ray as the transmitting agent for speech.
It is claimed that the use of light transmis-
sion avoids the disadvantages of wires as
used for the normal field telephone, and of
radiation to the enemy of messages sent
by radio. By the use of filters, visible light
rays are stopped at night, and the apparatus
call be used in foggy weather. A light beam
of constantly varying intensity is sent out
and picked up by a receiver equipped with
a telescope and photo -electric cell.

The new Avro York transport 'plane, particulars of which are kiven above,
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Inventions of Interest
By It Dynamo"

Glass Cloth Bags
TN these days when it is illegal for a trades-

man to wrap up certain goods in paper
a capacious bag or basket is an indispensable
article of the housewife's shopping equip-
ment. It is therefore fitting that two ladies
should be included among the applicants
for a patent in this country for a bag of
glass cloth.

The idea is not unprecedented, since it
has previously been proposed to make sand-
bags from glass cloth and to manufacture
translucent containers of glass fibres.

The invention in question is a flexible
bag, the walls of which are of glass cloth
and are interconnected by stitching by
means of a vitreous thread. The intercon-
nection, if preferred, may be effected by
fusion or by affixing by fusion patches to
the glass cloth.

When the bag is to be furnished with
a handle, there may be attached to it by
lacing through eyelets, cords or ropes com-
posed of glass fibre strands fashioned
similarly to cords or ropes of vegetable fibre.

The fabric of these bags may be treated
in such a manner that they have the appear-
ance of natural vegetation. The glass cloth
may be coloured either on the surface or
by incorporation in the glass of colouring
materials. If desired, it can also be coated
or impregnated with proofing medium ; for
example, a quick -drying oil, such as linseed
oil.

It is affirmed that this bag is impervious
to moisture, non -inflammable, and proof
against rot, bacteria, fungus and vermin.
And it is adapted to serve a purpose for
which the use of textile fabric bags has not
previously been contemplated ; it may act
as a container for corrosive materials.

Ideal Bricks

AFTER
the war the brave new world

which . we all hope will material-
ise will undoubtedly include a vast number
of new houses, if not ideal homes. This
makes appropriate any really useful idea in
relation to building.

With a view to provide effective building
construction, an inventor has designed a new
building material. His object has been to
devise a product reasonably light in weight,
porous and one which is a good insulator
against sound penetration and variations of
temperature.

A further object has been to produce a
material which is non -inflammable and
vermin and white ant proof.

Additional characteristics aimed at are
strength, flexibility and a substance which
can be sawn and into which nails and screws
can be inserted.

The inventor maintains that it is also
desirable that such a material should not
shrink unduly in setting nor expand or con-
tract to any great extent owing to changes
in temperature. It shoUld also take plaster
well, and finally, the material should be
readily moulded into shape.

The originator of this new building
material believes that his device realises the
above -mentioned desiderata.

His invention' consists of a lightweight
material which comprises a vegetable or
animal long staple fibrous substance, such as
coir, hemp, jute, wool, hair and other long
staple fibre normally used in industry, or

in the textile trade. This is impregnated
with sulphate of aluminium and one of the
following: sodium carbonate, zinc oxide or
calcium carbonate, and it is caused to adhere
and form a compact mass by means of
Portland cement or other cementing material.

The information on this page is specially
supplied to " Practical Mechanics " by
Messrs. Hughes & Young, Patent Agents, of
7, Stone Buildings, Lincoln's Inn, London,
W.C.2, who will be pleased to send free to
readers mentioning, this paper a copy of their
handbook, " How to Patent an Invention."

Paper -making Process

A NEW process and apparatus for the
. manufacture of paper are the subjects

of an accepted application for a patent in
this country. The primary aim of the
inventor has been not only to obtain an

Down in the depths at the County Hall is installed one of
the finest air-conditioning plants in the world. Huge pipes
start their journey to supply clean, warm and fresh air to the

council chamber.

improved product but also to effect a saving
of time and expense in the handling and
treatment.

The inventor points out that hitherto in
the manufacture of paper, raw materials have
been placed in a mixer containing fibrous
materials, such as cellulose wood pulp, rags,
waste paper, etc. There have also been
added ingredients such as glue, alum, colours
and some others in the proportions chosen

in each case and mixed with the fibres while
the fibres were being beaten and hydrated.

This process, however, it is stated, has the
disadvantage that, although fibres of different
kinds are mixed, all of them receive the same
treatment in equal degree and during the
same time. A more satisfactory result is
said to be attainable by treating each kind
of fibre independently. And this is the
method adopted according to the invention
which it is desired to patent.

In the case of the new process, the
different fibres are individually treated to
hydrate and refine them. Quantities of the
pulps that are to form the constituents are
introduced into a measuring tank having
means whereby the quantity of each pulp
can be measured.

The pulps are then intimately mixed ."
together with sizing material prior to being
fed directly, or after refining, to the feed
tank of a paper -making machine.

Magazine for 'Planes

MILITARY
aircraft

obviously need
accommodation for am-
munition. As space in an
aeroplane is strictly,.
limited, the storage must
necessarily be as compact
as possible. This point
has been borne in mind
by an inventor who has
designed an arninunition
box or magazine for tile
machine-guns mounted
in a 'plane.

His idea is a box
located close alongside
the guns so as to extend
practically parallel with
the gun barrel. This will
house a number of super-
posed lines of cartridges
arranged in belt or
flexibly linked -up form
extending backwards and
forwards within` the box.

A longinidinal shallow
channel extends along the
Upper part of the boil,
forming an- outlet guide.
Along this the line of
cartridges is adapied to
be fed from the box to
the gun. ,

Besides being appropri-
ate for aircraft, the
invention is suitable for.
other purposes in which
it is imperative to mini-
mise space for ammuni-
tion, or to operate guns
from remote cqntrol. It
is, however, particularly
applicable for use where
a number of machine-

guns are mounted close togethei side by
side in the wings or other convenient parts
of an aeroplane.

DICTIONARY OF METALS
AND ALLOYS

10/6 or 11/- by post from
GEORGE NEWNES. Ltd. (Book eapt.), Tower
House, Southampton Street, Strand, London,

W.C.2.
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Seaweed Extraction
SEAWEED constitutes one of the few

present-day raw materials which are
freely available for the taking. Quite

apart from the large masses of this material
which are washed up annually around the
coasts of the British Isles, the oceans of the

''world must, in the aggregate, contain colos-
sal amounts of the various seaweed species.
Yet among the raw materials of modern
civilisation, seaweed, the universal and inter-
national harvest of the marine depths, is a
veritable Cinderella. After nearly a century
of some economic importance as an important
iodine source, seaweed, apart from having
a few minor and localised uses, is, at
present, a neglected material, a substance
which has been little exploited in respect of
modern demands and developments.

Seaweed is really a highly interesting and,
in many ways, a remarkable and unique
material. It is interesting in regard to the
number of useful substances whith can be
extracted from it ; it is unique in consequence
of its property of absorbing iodine from sea-
water . and concentrating this valuable
element within its own tissues.

During the stormy spring months, great
quantities of deep-sea weed are driven up on
to the western coasts of France, Ireland, and
Scotland. For years, local workers have
collected the weed and have burned it in
heaps at as low a temperature as possible,
the ash being termed " kelp " in Britain,
and " varech " in France.

During the eighteenth century, burnt sea -
Weed or " kelp " was the only source of
alkali in Great Britain. Kelp production,
therefore, in those days, was an important
occupation. When, however, the mass -
production " chemical " methods of alkali
production came into operation about 1840,
kelp ceased at once to be of any importance
for alkali manufacture, but, for a number
of years, it was used as a source of iodine.
Nowadays, of course, all the iodine supplies
normally come from the vast nitrate

_ deposits in Chile, the iodine therefrom
being derived in the form of sodium iodate.

During the progress of the last century,
therefore, the seaweed industry, in conse-
quence of the loss of its alkali and its iodine
markets, has dwindled away almost to

The Promise of a New Industry
nothing. In spite of this, however, it would
seem that the industry has not been killed,
but that it is, at present, merely in a dormant

Common seaweed found everywhere around the
British coasts suffices for many interesting

experiments in seaweed extraction.

condition, awaiting a resurrection to a new
lease of life.

Seaweed Iodine.
Before considering such possibilities of

revival, some information relating to the

Crude alginic acid ; a thick, gelatinous product obtained from
common seaweed.

Cleaning the seaweed
prior to laboratory

processing.

occurrence of
iodine in seaweed
may be of interest.
Iodine is present
in seawater to the
extent of about
o.00t per cent. It
is present in sea-
weed, however,
particularly in the
deep-sea weed, to
the extent of 0.5
per cent. In some
way, therefore, all
species of sea-

weed possess the remarkable property of
being able to filter out the iodine from the
seawater. How they effect this operation is
totally unknown at .present, although future
research may reveal the chemical mechanism
of the process.

Iodine is obtained from " kelp "-the ash
of seaweed-by extracting it with boiling
water. The iodides, carbonates, chlorides and.
sulphates of potash, sodium and magnesium
go into solution, and by subsequent careful
crystallisation it is possible to remove the
majority of the carbonates, chlorides and
sulphates, leaving the much more soluble
iodides in the remaining " mother -liquor."
This latter is then concentrated down to
fairly small bulk. Concentrated sulphuric
acid is added to it, together with sotne man-
ganese dioxide, and the mixture is carefully
distilled. Violet fumes of iodine arise, and
these are condensed in a cooled receiver.
Approximately Io-I2lb. of iodine is obtained
from a ton of carefully -burnt kelp by this
process.

The process is capable of being imitated
on the small scale in the laboratory, yet it is
seldom successful on such a scale. The
seaweed must be ashed at the lowest possible
temperature and in closed vessels in order
to prevent the escape of the very volatile
iodine. Furthermore, a large amount of the
kelp has to be extracted in order to obtain
sufficient " mother -liquor " from which to
obtain the free iodine by the sulphuric acid -
manganese dioxide distillation process.

In view of the
almost uhlimited de-
posits of sodium iodate
in Chile nitrate de-
posits, the extraction
of iodine in any shape
or form from seaweed
will hardly ever be-
come a commercial
proposition a g a i n,
unless, of course, some
much simplified mode
of obtaining t h e
element from the weed
could be devised.

Iodine is by no
means the only valu-
able product which
can be obtained from
all classes of sea -
weeds. A certain
type of weed is found
on the west coast of
Ireland. It is known
as " carrageen moss."
When this material is
boiled with water, it

resolves almost completely into a thick jelly.
This " Irish Moss," as it is often called, still
has its commercial uses iii pharmacy, and as
a thickener for colours in the calico -print-
ing industry. In some parts of Ireland it is
rather extensively used as a food, although
recent scientific tests have demonstrated that
it possesses no food value worth speaking
about.

A curious thing about this extract of Irish
Moss is that it tends to prevent the clotting
of blood. Its chemical composition is un-
known, but it has been shown to contain a
complex sugar-raffinose-together with an
ethereal sulphate of undetermined character.

Alginic Acid'
One of the most interesting substances

which are obtainable from seaweed is alginic
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!cid. This is a very viscous, sticky sub-
tafice, which has already Num! some com-

e ipercial uses, and which holds out promise of
many more.

It is not a difficult proposition to obtain a
quantity of this substance on the small,
experimental scale. The best procedure to
adopt is the following:

Gather any of the usual varieties of British
seaweed and wash the weed well in cold
water. Then cut it up into convenient -sized'
pieces and gently boil the material with water
for about r5 -2o minutes. This process will
extract from the weed a brownish, viscous
substance which is termed fucoidin. The
fucoidin .extract can be concentrated by
further boiling, if desired, until the impure
fucoidin is obtained as a reddish -brown
sticky mass, which is completely soluble in
hot water.

The extracted seaweed is then allowed to
steep for 24 hours in a dilute solution of
hydrochloric acid (spirit of salts), say one part
of the acid in five parts of water. During
this immersion, the weed will change to a
sage -green colour. It is then removed from
the dilute acid (which may be used again and
again for this operation) and rinsed well in
cold water in order to get rid of every trace
of the acid.

The next operation is to soak the acid -
treated seaweed in fairly strong ammonia
solution (two parts strong ammonia to one
part of water) for a further 24 hours, the
weed being frequently stirred. Use just as
much of the ammonia as will cover the weed
in the vessel. If too great a quantity of
ammonia is used, the excess will merely be
wasted.
Ammonia Treatment

The ammonia treatment will result in the
sage -green seaweed turning  a dark brown
and partially dissolving into a thick, brownish
liquid. After 24 hours, the entire mass is
strained by sqUeezing it through a coarse
cloth. The brownish liquid which results
is a solution, more or less impure, of
ammonium alginate.

In order to obtain the free alginic acid,
the ammonium alginate solution is carefully
acidified with strong hydrochloric, which is
added a drop or two at a time. At one stage
of this operation a gelatinous precipitate will
form in the liquid. This is the free alginic
acid. It should he filtered off, dried and
preserved for further experiment. It is
insoluble in water, but is freely soluble in
weak (5 per cent.) sodium carbonate (wash-
ing soda) solution, or in weak ammonia.

When to a solution of alginic acid in
sodium carbonate solution, a solution of
copper sulphate is added a thick gelatinous
precipitate of copper alginate is obtained.
By using solutions of zinc of aluminium
sulphate, the corresponding zinc and
aluminum alginates can be obtained.
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These metallic alginates are quite inbol-
uble in water, and, having that character,
they are capable of forming excellent water-
proofing substances. They still await techni-
cal and commercial development in this and
in other directions, although sodium algin-
te solution (the solution obtained by dis-

Another common type of marine weed which
is suitable for the experimenti described in this

article.

solving alginic acid in sodium carbonate solu-
tion) has been used -as a cloth dressing in the
textile industry.

Absorbed into wood, solutions of metallic
alginates in organic solvents, such as naphtha,
would not only render the material water -

Forcing crude alginic acid through a cloth bag in order to free it
from remaining tissue.

Cutting up the sea-
weed into small pieces
for extraction with
sodium carbonate

solution.

resistant and rot -
proof, but would
also give it pro-
tection a g a in s t
mildew, mould, dry
rot, and bOring=
beetle attacks.

An alternative
w i y of making
alginic acid is to
soak the washed
seaweed directly in
5 per cent. sodium

carbonate solution. (5 parts sodium carbonate
in 95 parts of water). This gives an almost
black solution from which impure alginic
acid can be precipitated by the cautious
addition of hydrochloric or sulphuric acid.

The chemical composition of thi:; curious
substance, alginic acid, is yet unknown. It
contains carbon, hydrogen and oxygen, the
proportions of which correspond to the
formula, C6I-LO, but it is almost certain
that the acid is very much more complex in
make-up than this, and that, in actual fact,
it is composed of a large assembly of these
C,,I-180,; units, all strung up together like
beads on a thread.

Fucoidin, the boiling water extract of sea-
weed, is an interesting material of unknown
composition. It is highly gelatinous, and,
as such, may be combined with various resins
to make bonding materials. All such uses;
however, have been but little investigated,
and, at present, are purely experimental.
Laminarin

Another interesting product of seaweed
growth is laminarin. This can be obtained
from the broad, ribbon-like seaweeds by
brushing the fronds of these weeds with
dilute hydrochloric acid for four or five days
in succession. After this time, laminarin
will be formed as a white deposi: on the
surface of the fronds, which deposit can
then be scraped away and the underlying
surface of the weed again treated for further
quantities of this substance.

Laminarin has been given the chemical
formula (C6I-11,, ,  the " x " designating
an unknown number. In actual fact, lamin-
arin is a sugar of complex composition. It
is one of the rarer sugars. When it is
boiled with a little dilute hydrochloric acid,
it becomes converted completely into glucose,
C,141,206; One of the simplest of the natural

sugars.
These same ribbon-

like seaweeds a r e
usually an abundant
source of the muci-
lage -like substance
called fucoidin, for
when they are
chopped on a board
they exude it pro-
fusely. Fucoidin is
supposed to be a very
complex sugar - like
compound containing
calcium and sulphur.
It should surely find
at least a few uses in
t h e fast - developing
world of commercial
chemistry.

Mannitol is also
present in the majority
of seaweeds, although
its extraction is diffi-
cult. Mannitol is a
complex alcohol.
When pure, it is a
colourless solid, hav-

ing a sweet taste. It is readily soluble in
water and, when oxidised, it becomes .con-
verted into sugars. Whether mannitol will
ever be, commercially extracted in the future
from any varieties of marine weeds is a
difficult question to pronounce on. Neverthe-
less, this useful material is certainly present
in seaweed, and probably the discovery of
a practical process for its extraction will
render it an important product in the chemi-
cal economics of the future.

Plastic from Seaweed
Seaweed, when thrown into ditches or left

to lie in the open, gradually rots away  The
fucoidin and the laminarin, the alginic acid
and other products are sloWly broken down
by natural oxidising agencies. This rotted
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Four Men from the Provinces
Mr. York, Mr. Bristol, Mr. Dover and Mr.

Cambridge live (not necessarily respectively)
in the four towns of the same name. --

Mr. Dover lives in the town with the same
name as that of the man who lives in York.
The man who lives in Dover has the same
name as the town in which Mr. Cambridge
lives.

Only one of these four men lives in a
town with the same name as his own. Who
is he?

Down Our, Street
Four houses in our street are named

Whitefield, Blackfriars, Brownleaves and
Greystones. They are painted white, black,
brown and grey ; and their occupants are
Messrs. White, Black, Brown and Gray.

Only one man lives in a house the name
of which suggests his own name, and only
one house (not the same one) has a name
that suggests its colour.

The name of Mr. White's house suggests
the name of the occupant of the house
painted black. The name of the grey house
suggests the name of the occupant of
Greystones. Brownleaves is painted white.

Who lives at Whitefield ?

Phoney 'Phones
"You are aware," said Professor Crack-

brayne, that my telephone is on the Living-
stone exchange. I have just discovered that
in dialling my own number, if I reckon the
three letter LIV according to their numbers
on the dial, that is, as 548, then the seven -
figure number produced is a perfect square."

" By a remarkable coincidence," said his
friend, Professor Nitwit, " my telephone
number is the same as yours, although on a

product is not without its uses. By steeping
the rotted weed for a few days in dilute
hydrochloric acid, all remaining traces of
alginic acid are precipitated, and any mineral
salts are extracted. The residual weedy
material is then well washed in cold water
and boiled with sodium carbonate (washing
soda) solution of about 25 per cent. strength
(25 parts of soda in 75 parts of water). This
treatment of the weed gives a dark -brown or
almost black horny material which can be
taken up on a trowel and placed into moulds,
in which latter it will dry and set into a
hard, impervious material. The latter can be
cut and sawn like wood, and, like wood,
also, it will take a screw securely. Further-
more, it can be planed, painted, varnished,
and processed in other directions. Surely,
' then, a use will crop up for this curious
marine weed product, or for some combina-
tion of it with resin, pitch, tar, bitumen, or
with one or more of the more modern
synthetic plastics ?

If ordinary seaweed is treated with 25 per
cent. sodium carbonate solution by being
allowed to soak in this solution for a week,
and if, then, the solution is concentrated and
mixed with a little formalin and tannic acid
(or a soluble tan -bark extract), a highly
viscous- mass is obtained. This mass con-
tains alginates and Ether complex compounds
or, rather, their interaction products with
formalin and tannic acid. The important
point, however, is that, when mixed with
products such as glue, shellac, resins, rubber
latex, bitumens, etc.,it is capable of being
converted into oard-hard waterproof

material which is suitable for impregnating
into fabrics, felts- and other absorbent
materials. It can, also, be` used for the back-
ing of linoleum and for compounding various
water -repellant plastic and moulding
materials.

Here, again, however, little work hat been
done in this direction, so that this " sea-
weed plastic " still awaits the investigator
who will develop it thoroughly.

Various authorities have asserted that good
cellulose -substitutes are obtainable from
marine weed. Such is quite possibly the
case, although the question has never been
prosecuted to its full practical extent. It
does seem certain, however, that alginic acid,
as obtained from seaweed, is capable of form-
ing a thread. Here, therefore, probably lies
the germ of some future synthetic thread
application, for there should be no greater
difficulty with the production of an alginic
thread or. of one composed of a metallic
alginate than there was originally with many
of the present-day synthetic or artificial
fibres.

Seaweed Soda
The only mineral constituent of seaweed

which is of any interest is soda. This can
be obtained in the form of its salts by the
simple hot-water extraction of seaweed ash
or " kelp." But, of course, in these days,
the commercial soda producers have far
more abundant resources of their important
and indispensible commodity than that
provided by the humble yet ever-present
weed of the ocean.

In connection with the well-known iodine
content of marine weeds, it should not be
imagined that the iodine occurs in the free
or uncombined state in seaweed. Quite a
lot of modern research on the iodine content
of marine organisms has been conducted in
recent years, and it now transpires that the
seaweeds, the sponges and the corals all
store up iodine in their tissues, the corals
excelling in this activity, since they all con-
tain approximately 8 per cent. of the valuable
element.

It has been proved that the iodine com-
pound existing in coral is very similar to,
if not identical with, the iodine secretion of
the human thyroid gland, which vital gland,
as is well known, functions as the controller
of the bodily processes.

The precise nature of the iodine com-
pound or compounds in seaweed has not
yet been ascertained, but it seems likely to
be similar to that occurring in coral and,
therefore, related to the iodine compound of
the thyroid secretion.

It is highly probable, also, that there exist
in at least some species of marine weeds and
other vegetation, other compounds and sub-
stances of great interest which only await
discovery, extraction and elucidation. For a
worker skilled in the methods and technique
of organic chemistry, the subject of seaweed
and its scientific extraction and processing
forms one of much promise both theoretically
and practically. It is a field of chemical
research in which there is, at present, little,
if any, competition.

Probes and Problems
More Mental Nuts for You to Crack

(Solutions are given on page 206.)

different exchange within the London ten -
mile radius ; and by reckoning the dialling
letters as numbers I too arrive at a perfect
square in the same way."

I want to telephone to Professor Nitwit,
but have forgotten his number. Can any
reader work it out for me ?

Energy on the Escalator
The escalator at my Underground station

is 88yds. long, and it travels at the rate of
2 miles per hour. I myself can run up an
ordinary stairway at the rate of 3 miles an
hour.

Being a little late for my train yesterday
morning, I ran up the moving escalator.,
How much time did I save by doing so ?

Services Dinner Party
" We had a little Services dinner party

last night," said my friend Adams, stroking
his beard. " Six of us dined together at a
round table. As you know, I come from
Liverpool " he continued. " I 'fat next to
Evans, and the sailor was facing me. The
warden, sitting on the left of the fire -watcher,
was opposite Clark, who sat between Brown
and the soldier. Frazer was between Davis
and the man from Glasgow, who sat opposite
the Home Guard. The Mancunian was
opposite. the Leeds man, who sat on the
right of a fellow from Birmingham. Clark
is an airman.'

Who was the only Londoner present, and
what does he do in the war ?

Lady Bountiful's School Treat
" Lady Bountiful paid the whole cost of

our Sunday School outing," said the vicar.
" She hired a bus to take the children to

Winklesea, and gave them a really sumptuous
tea."

" Very generous," I commented. " Did
it cost her much ? '

" I couldn't say how much," the vicar
replied " All I know is that the organisers
charged so much a head-there being no
fractions of a penny-and when her Lady-
ship settled the bill she paid out a Bank
of England note and a penny besides.
Perhaps you can work it out from that," he
added with a. smile.

How many children attended the school
treat ?

Sympathy and Antipathy
" Sympathy and Antipathy " is a simple

gambling game, in which the dealer detaches
two cards from the top of the pack and the
punter (of course without seeing them) bets
a level stake on sympathy or antipathy --
sympathy meaning that the two cards are of
the same colour, and antipathy that there will
be one red and one black card.

It did not take my friend Cleverleigh long
to realise that the odds in this game are
slightly in favour of antipathy, so he sat down
the other day intending to back antipathy
steadily with a level stake of a shilling each
deal.

Coming back a few minutes later, before the
pack was exhausted, I asked Cleverleigh how
he was getting on.

" Very badly," he replied. " As ill -luck
would have it, sympathy has turned up every
time."

"Dear me," I said. " Are you going to
continue with your system ? "

" It doesn't matter whether I do or not,"
answered Cleverleigh, " because the chances
are now exactly level."

How much had Cleverleigh lost?
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Grinding and CrushinA Machinery
The Construction and Operation of Various Types of

Crushers Chiefly Used in the Chemical Industry
By H. BOULTON

GENERALLY speaking, materials when
purchased or produced for the manu-
facture of such things as paints, explo-

sives, pottery -clay, glazes, and even some
types of foodstuffs, are very coarse, and
are often formed into hard lumps and masses.
It is necessary to grind these materials down
into powders or a smaller crystalline size,
before further refining can be done.

As grinding is usually the first process
carried out in the production of certain com-
modities, it is very important, for all follow-
ing treatment given to the materials is
dependent on the efficiency of the first. The
design of machines capable of doing this
work properly presents a number of difficul-
ties not met with in any other type of
engineering design. Chief among these
problems is the considerable difference in
characteristics of different materials. Some
can only be ground dry, so that the machine
must be fitted with dust -hoods, and all
bearing surfaces have to be fitted with oil -
seals and adequate casings to protect them
frOm the dust. Certain types of material can
only be ground when in liquid form, and to
ifiaintain this state have to be kept hot,
in special hot-water or steam -jacketed mills.
Others should not come in contact with any
form ,of iron, and the grinding mills con-
sequently have to be lined with porcelain or
silex linings., Almost every material has its
own peculiar characteristics which call tor
special consideration. However, the follow-
ing is a brief description of some of the
grinding machines used in the chemical
industry. Attention is paid more to specific
types rather than to the considerations which
must be embodied in a machine for a par-
ticular chemical or material. The common-
est, and perhaps the one of greatest import-
ance, is the ball mill, a typical example being
shown in Fig. 1.

The Ball Mill
The tides' effect on pebbles. and rock on

the seashore is ultimately to reduce them
down to grains of sand. The process is, of
course, extremely slow, but is, nevertheless,
a natural wearing or grinding action caused
by the ceaseless turning over ,and smashing
together of pieces of rock, broken off from

Vee rope drive

Electric motor

the shores by the pounding
of the sea.

This principle is used by
the ball mill, the only differ-
ence being that the action is
very much quicker, the desired

Scraper

degree of fineness being controlled by the
length of time which the machine is allowed
to run. The material to he ground is loaded
into the mill cylinder with a quantity of
pebbles, or porcelain balls. The " grinding
media," as these are called, are usually of
the same material as that with which the mill
is lined. Thus a porcelain -lined mill requires
porcelain balls, a steel -lined mill requiring
forged -steel balls, and so on. As explained
above, the type of lining used is determined
by the material to be ground.

The mill cylinder, having been loided, is
rotated mechanically at such a speed as
will cause the balls to climb part way up the
cylinder wall and then fall back thrcugh an
angle of about 45 degrees. Obviously, the
balls when going through this " cascading "
action (Fig. 2) will smash and wear the softer
material present in the mill down to an im-
palpable powder.

Probably the greatest disadvantage of this
method of grinding is the fact that this
machine can only deal with materials in
batches, that is, it has to be stopped to allow
discharging and loading. To avoid this, the
tube mill can in some cases be adopted.

Fig. 1.-Part sectional view of a large ball mill.

Fig. 3.-An edge runner

The Tube Mill
This is identical in its main principle to

the machine lust described, but its method
'of charging and discharging is continuous.
The cylinder barrel is supported on hollow
trunnions or shafts, so that material may be
fed through one of these by a screw con-
veyor, and discharged through the other end
after passing down the length of the
Thus chemicals can be ground in a continu-
ous flow, and the labour necessary in charg-
ing and discharging is consequently elimin-
ated. It is interesting to note that this
method of grinding, used in the ball and
tube mills, is also an efficient method of
mixing. The materials are ground and
mixed simultaneously.

Laboratory Ball Mill
This is a machine used for grinding small

quantities of chemical compounds, and is
used extensively its some laboratories. Its
principle is the same as that of the ball
mill ; grinding is done, however in small
porcelain drums, about one foot in diameter,
which are held and rotated at the correct
speed in frames fitted with suitable quick -
detachable fastenings.

These machines are often designed to
accommodate up to 12 porcelain drums, and
thus the machine is capable of grinding x2
different materials or samples simultan-
eously, one sample, of course, in each drum.
When grinding is complete, the drums may
be removed, and replaced with others ; and
whilst the machine is dealing with a second
set of samples, the first lot can be tested and
inspected.

We will now consider some of the other
types of grinding machinery, which are
basically different from the ball -mill class.

The Edge Runner Mill.
The edge runner mill relies for its grind-

ing action on the crushing action of a heavy
roller or runner, revolving round the inside
-of a large pan in which the material to be
ground has been loaded. The principle is
merely the obvious one of crushing the
material between the pan bottom on which
the roller rests and the heavy roller itself.
In the type shown in Fig. 3 the pan is
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stationary, and the whole runner assembly
is rotated by a bevel gear drive from belt
pulleys. Two scrapers are fitted to this
assembly, designed to scrape the sides and
part of the pan bottom, guiding material thus
collected into the path of the runner, so that
none of it can remain uncrushed. A further
scraper is arranged to prevent adhesion to
the roller. The machine can discharge its
contents, whilst in motion, quite attomati-
cally. A sliding door in the bottom of the
pan is opened by hand, and through this
the material is discharged, ass:.szed by the
scrapers which push and guide it to the
outlet.

It will be understood that an edge runner
mill of this description, would hardly be

Direction of rotation.

Fig. 2.--Diagram illustrating the cascading
action of a ball mill.

suitable for grinding dry and dusty com-
petitions, for the amount of dust generated
would be such as to cause most unhealthy
and uncomfortable conditions for persons
working near, or attending to the machine.
A further disadvantage would be the
appreciable amount of material lost.

Some machines intended for dry grinding
are constructed as follows:

Two runners of equal diameter are
arranged diametrically opposite each other
resting on the bottom of a revolving pan
containing the dry composition to be
ground. In the bottom of the pan a " track "
of cast-st.sel plates is fitted, and it is between
this " track "-and the rollers that the crush-
ing is done. The rollers spread the ground
material on to a set of perforated plates, and
if it is ground sufficiently, it passes through
these into a stationary container from which

' it is discharged. Should the material not be
groun i fine enough to pass through the
perforated plates, it is passed under the
rollers again by scrapers. A dust casing

is fitted over the pan and runners of
machines dealing with dangerous or
extremely dusty chemicals.

The Jaw Crusher
As the name suggests, this, machine con-

sists principally of two hardened steel
" jaws " which are made with vee grooves
running down their full length, looking
remarkably like long, shallow teeth. Actually
when the machine is working these grooves
really do have the effect of teeth. One of
the jaws is fixed stationary, and the' other is
given a reciprocating motion by a heavily
constructed eccentric coupled to either one'

FRONT VIEW

ground or " disintegrated." The ball mill,
of course, certainly makes use of this
principle of percussion, but as it is essentially
a slow speed machine the effect is very
small and may be ignored. The disintegrator,
however, running at a speed between 3,000
and 5,000 revs. per minute, depends entirely
upon this force for its efficiency as a grinding
machine.

Referring to Fig. 4, it can be seen that
the disintegrator is in appearance quite
similar to some kinds of water turbine. The .
rotor, having arms set like cutters, is installed
inside a lined housing and is rotated at a
high speed by a belt drive to the pulley

Feed

Fig. 4.-Sections of a diSintegrator.

or two flywheels, depending on the design.
In this way the space between the jaws
increases and decreases as the eccentric
rotates. Obviously any material present
between the jaws, when they close, is crushed
by the great forces applied. Thus the machine
virtually devours the materials fed to it, and
it is most useful for breaking stone, flint,
and any other fairly brittle chemical com-
pound r -;ch can be smashed by impact.
The jaw crusher may also be used with suc-
cess for breaking up crystalline chemical
compounds which are apt to form into hard
lumps, after becoming damn during
transport or storage.

The Disintegrator
Unlike any of the previously mentioned

machines, which depend upon a rubbing or
crushing action, the disintegrator performs
its task by percussion, or, in other words,
by the forcible striking and collision of high
speed rotor -arms and the material being

Discharge

SIDE VIEW

shown. The material to be ground is then
fed into the housing, and there meets the
blades of the rotor, which beat it against
the sides and top of the housing linings until
it is fine enough to pass through screens,
situated above the receiving casing. The
grinding and discharging actions are both
continuous.

'The foregoing is intended to cos et only
the commonest and most important types of
grinding and crushing machinery met with
in what may be broadly called the " chemical
industry."

There are some other machines which have
not been included. Examples are the
" Stone Mill " ; similar to the edge runner
mill, but employing four heavy Blue -Welsh
or Derbyshire-Chert stones, in place of
rollers, which are " skidded " round the
inside of a pan by four wooden arms, one
arm to each stone. This is probably the
most ancient method of grinding.

Flexible Bearings and Bushings
WITH the exception 'of the special types

of machinery whose main function is
of a vibratory nature, such as pertains
in shakers and certain types of crushers, the
presence of vibration and noise is unwelcome,
and any expedient that will eliminate the
evil is of paramount importance to
engineers.

The introduction of the " Clayflex "
flexible bearings and bushings has brought
a solution to many of the problems arising
from the transmission of vibration and -the
suppression of noise in machinery ;. the
" Clayflex " flexible bearings and bushings,
which are manufactured by Clayflex, Ltd.,
Tiddington Road, Stratford -on -Avon, con-
sist essentially of a seamless tube composed
of natural rubber compound which is pre -
stretched between an inner and outer metal
tube as shown in the sketch.

On account of the method adopted in
pre -stretching the rubber compound between
the inner and outer metal tubes, the rubber

continually seeks to conform to its original
shape, with the result that the constant force
exerted within the rubber ensures a high
capacity bond between the rubber and
metal: the strength of this bond is such
that it will only_ break down after the impo-
sition of a considerably higher overload than
that for which the bearing has been designed.

The load -carrying capacity of !he

Seamless Tube Of
rubber or Clayprene

Metal inner ring '

Meta/ outer ring

Section of "Clayflex'! flexible bearing.

" Clayflex " bearings and bushings varies, of
course, in accordance with the particular
application for which they are required, and
since the capacity depends upon the% class
of rubber compound, its length and thick-
ness, in addition to the length and relative
diameters of the inner and outer metal tubes,
it is not practical to give a -general formula
for determining the load -carrying capacity
of the full range of bearings and bushings ;
an average figure, however, for the types
and sizes in the greatest demand at the
present time is a radial load of approximately
600lb. per square inch.

Where the bearings or bushings are liable
to come in contact with oil or high per-
centages of .ozone, a special material
marketed under, the trade name of
" Clayprene " is recommended in. place of
the natural rubber compounds, and in order
to cater for the requirements of bearings
and bushings that must be of a self -oiling
nature the " Clayflex " types can be supplied
with the inner tube or bush made in brass
or graphited bronze.
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AIRCRAFT ON ACTIVE SERVICE

5.-The Handley Page Halifax
By L. H. HAYWARD, A.R.Ae.S.

w.
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The Handley Page four-
ingined, all metal, heavy

bomber.

THE Handley Page Halifax heavy
bomber, officially described as a four-
engined, all -metal, mid wing, canti-

lever monoplane with stressed skin
construction, is manufactured by the parent

a firm, many large " shadow " firms, and by
a large number of sub -contractors. Many
types of Halifax are now in service with
Bomber Command, the table below gives the
general leading particulars.

Construction
The fuselage is a light alloy, monocoque

structure with flush riveted stressed skin.
The main body is divided into eight major
compartments. The nose compartment
houses the front gun turret, when fitted, and
the navigator who is also the bomb aimer.
The second compartment is divided across
the middle. It houses the radio operator and
his equipment in the bottom half and the
two pilots, who sit side by side, in the top
half. The third.or flight engineer's compart-
ment has an astral dome with a bullet-proof
glass panel, enabling firing operations to be
directed by a control officer when the aircraft
is attacked by enemy fighters. The first three
compartments. are all forward of the leading
edge of the aircraft wings and protection
is afforded to the crew from rearward attacks
by armoul-plated bulkheads.

The crew's quarters are heated by trapping
a quantity of the air which has become warm
in passing over the engine cylinders and led
away through ducts to the fuselage com-
partments. Observation windows are fitted
all along the sides of the fuselage. Rest

quarters fitted with bunks occupy the fifth
compartment, while the centre gun turret
occupies the sixth. Various accessories, such
as the master compass, gyro and auxiliary
ammunition chutes are located in the seventh
compartment, and the rear gun turret com-
pletes the fuselage assembly. An entrance
door, with a ladder which can be retracted
into the left hand side of the fuselage when
the machine is in flight, provides entry for
the crew. All crew stations are connected
by a walk -way extending the complete length
of the fuselage.

Wings
Each tapered, swept back wing is built up

from six main sections and seven smaller
ones. Twelve self-sealing fuel tanks are
installed in the wings, and on early Halifax
aircraft -three large emergency fuel jettison
pipes were fitted in the trailing edge of each
wing. Two engines are mounted in each
wing, one at the outer end of the centre
section and at the inner end of the main
span. The ailerons are formed from light
alloy sheet and are fabric -covered. Special
Handley Page trailing edge flaps to assist
take -off are fitted between the ailerons and
fuselage. The flaps enable the huge heavily -
loaded Halifax to take off from normal
service aerodromes. A dinghy for use in an
emergency is stowed in the rear of the left
hand centre section. A bomb compartment
is housed in the centre' section of the wings.

Undercarriage
The massive undercarriage necessary to

support the fully -loaded bomber has a wheel

track of approximately 25ft. That means
that one of the Miles trainer machines could
almost be st3od between the wheel base of
the Halifax.

A Messier type of hydraulically -operated
undercarriage unit with a large single casting
forming the wheel arch is attached to the
underside of each wing at four points. The
wheels retract backwards into the engine
nacelles.

Crew
A crew Of seven is normally carried, com-

prising two pilots, a navigator who is also
the bomb aimer and front gunner, a radio
operator, a flight engineer, rear gunner and
midship gunner.

Armament and Bomb Load
The Halifax exists with several different

types of armament. Early versions carried a
two -gun nose turret, four -gun tail turret and
four beam guns. The bearti guns were
replaced by fitting a dorsal turret with two
machine-gu is. Enemy night fighters usually
attacked from the rear and the nose turret
was eventually discarded.

To try to improve performance the dorsal
turret was then removed, but most of the
Halifax machines now operating have a
power -operated four -gun midships -turret, a
four -gun rear turret and a single hand -
operated nose gun. These various modifica-
tions have meant several changes in the
design of the nose and three or four types
may be seen flying at the present time.

Eight hydraulically -operated doors enclose
the 22ft long main bomb compdament
capable of housing incendiary, 2501b. or
5oolb. and 2,000lb. bombs. In addition, the
centre section of the wings is formed into six
extra compartments for housing 5oolb.
botribs. The maximum bomb load that is
carried by a Halifax is between 5 and 6 tons..

Engines
Four Rolls-Royce Merlin XX or Merlin

XXII liquid -cooled, twelve -cylinder, 6o deg.
" V " type motors, operating three -bladed,
constant speed, fully feathering airscrews are
installed in the leading edge of the wings.

Span

99ft. Din.

Length

70ft. pin.

Height

22ft. Oin.

Weight
Max. Load

Max.
Speed

60,000 lb.

Bomb
Range Load

Motor
Type

300 m.p.h. 3,000 m.
Rolls-Royce

5-6 tons. Merlin

Motor
Power

1,175 h.p.
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The motors, renowned throughout the world
for their reliability, are built to allow each of
maintenance and accessibility and are entirely
self-contained units, including the coolant
radiator and oil cooler. The Halifax can fly
on two engines only.

An extremely large amount of research and
developm-nt work has been carried out by
Messrs. Rolls-Royce so that the exhaust
flames could be effectively damped out, and
many types of shields and muffs may be
seen fitted over the Halifax exhaust stubs.

A great tribute to the co-operation and
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standardisation between Messrs. Rolls-Royce
and Handley Page is the fact that one engine
can be taken out of the airframe and a new
one fitted in a little over six hours.
In Service

The first operational flight made by
Halifax machines was during March, 1941,
the targets being Kiel and Le Harve. Since
this time the number of machines in service
with Bomber Command has been ever
increasing and to -day almost every bombing
report on Germany or the occupied countries
mentions the Halifax as having taken part.
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The distinction of being the first four-
engined British bomber on active service
overseas belongs to this machine. Squadrons
of Halifax bombers badly dislocated the
German communication and defence systems
during the victorious advance of the. Eighth
Army in Libya, and they were also engaged
in the invasion of Italy.

One of the most outstanding four-engined
aircraft to -day, it is expected that the Halifax
will still be " on active service " in a modified
form in the civil air -lines now being planned
to operate at the cessation of hostilities.
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Oliver Evans
America's Pioneer Steam Engine Inventor

NOT infrequently, Oliver Evans is
dubbed " the James Watt of
America," the title purporting to

embody a compliment to the inventive.
achievements of this American steam -power
pioneer.

In reality, however, the cognomen is one
of more than doubtful honour. For -whilst
Oliver Evans was, at least, a life-long
advocate of high-pressure steam, Watt, the
Scotch instrument -maker, proved himself
to be wholly a bigoted, crafty and confirmed
opponent of it. The honour which an
official and unthinking history has bestowed
on James Watt is aneything but justified.
Consequently, to - credit an inventor in
another country with being Watt's " opposite
number " is, however well -intended the
appellation may be, hardly expressive of the
true state of affairs.

In the industrial history of his own
nation, Oliver Evans has risen pretty much
to the status of a national hero. Indeed,
some of his countrymen claim for him the
origination of the use of high-pressure
steam and, also, the construction of the
world's first locomotive. Such claims, how-
ever, do not bear investigation, for Evans,
brilliant. though he was, undoubtedly took
his cue in the invention of steam engines
from the pioneer Englishmen who were his
contemporaries.

Oliver Evans was born in 1755. The
place of his birth was the then diminutive
town of Newport, Delaware, although in
some historical accounts it is given as
Philadelphia. Apparently, he came of humble
yet capable parents. With his brothers, he
was imbued with innate mechanical capa-
bilities, and, during his early 'teens, he was
apprenticed to a wheelwright, an occupation
which he took to with great gusto, and in
which he found every opportunity of
exercising his own inborn creative bent:

The "Steam Cannon!'
When Evans had, arrived at manhood,

news concerning the then novel and experi-
mental applications of steam `powerbegan
to trickle through from England. It was
such news which turned Evans' fancy to the
subject of constructing a machine which
would propel itself without the aid of horses.
Evans knew something about the practital
aspects of the expansive force of steam. A
favourite experiment of his (and a somewhat
sensational one, in the bargain !) was to fill
a small iron ,cannon with water, -to plug it
up tightly and then to place the water -filled
cannon on the fire of his blacksmith's forge.
Evans would then operate the forge bellows
until the small cannon exploded with some
violence. .

It was this type of experiment which
originally turned the mind of young Evans
to the subject of steam power, and to the

effective utilisation of the expansive force of
water vapour. He studied Newcomen's
" atmospheric " engine principle, a principle
in virtue of which, as the reader will, no
doubt, recollect, steam was alldwed access to
the underside of a large piston. The subse-
quent condensation of the steam created
a vacuum under the piston, which latter was
then driven down by the external force of
the atmosphere on its upper side.
Newcomen's engine was not a steam pres-
sure contrivance, for, in it, the only purpose
of the steam was to enable an under -piston
vacuum to be created with ease and readi-
ness. Like his English confreres, Evans
came to the conclusion that motive power
could only effectively be obtained from the
application of steam by dint of making use
of steam's constant and ever-present
pressure. In other words, Evans made
himself the apostle of steam pressure in his
own country, and even of high pressure
steam, for, during his subsequent career,
he advocated high pressures in contra-
distinction to the then almost universal low

An early American locomotive.

steam engine' pressures.
His first invention of which there exists a

definite record was made when he was 22
years of age. It comprised a machine for
making the metal " card " teeth which were
used in the construction of " combing "
machines for wool and cotton. The invention
was successful although Evans himself
appears to have got little out of it.

Mechanised Milling
About the ear 1780, Evans entered into

partnership with his two brothers who were
practical flour millers. During the ensuing
15 years in which he was in close contact
with his industry, he almost completely
revolutionised its methods. Numerous
inventions connected with the mechanical
aspects of milling machinery were made by
Oliver Evans during the period i78o-1795.
He published a description of them in a

at least as -1(at-

book which he composed in 1795, and which
was entitled The Young Miller and Miller's
Grist. Patents for milling machinery were
granted to Evans in the American States of
Maryland, Delaware and Pennsylvania in
1787, and, also, by the United States
Government in 1790 and in 18o8.

Evans' invention simply mechanised the
process of flour milling which, previously,
had been very much -of a hand operated job.
He practically eliminated all manual labour
from the milling process. From the time
the crude grain entered Evans' mills until
it was collected in clean sacks, the material
was untouched by hand. Evans not only
speeded up the milling process ; he also
cheapened it and enabled a cleaner, and a
much -improved product to be obtained.

It was during the course of these milling
interests and inventions that Oliver Evans
developed his early ideas on the subject of
steam poiver. Steam power, to him, was an
important achievement, for not only would
it enable him to drive his flour mills faster,
more cheaply and with greater economy, but,

also, it would be the
means' of allowing
him to devise other
objects of its em-
ployment, particu-
larly the ' self-
propelling carriage
which Evans had
pondered over in his
active. imagination
ever since his
earliest wheelwright
days.

Evans was an
earnest man, and
had the courage of
his convictions, so
much so that, in due
course, his plans
came to be re6aided

un feasible.

High-pressure Steam
In general, Evans planned a steam engine

operating at high steam pressure. Many of
his present-day countrymen state that Oliver
Evans originated the employment of high-
pressure steam, and they point to, the fact
that, in 1787 (and, also, in 1795) he "sent
plans of his high-pressure steam engine over
to England.

Now, in England, the Cornishman,
Richard Trevithick, is usually considered to
be the originator of the high-pressure engine,
which he brought out and developed in the
face of the bitterest opposition on the part
of James Watt and his party. The Americans
say that Trevithick had sight of EVans'
plans, and that the former took his ideas
from the latter. It is impossible with any
degree of certainty to deny or to assert such
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a happening, although all the available and
accredited evidence favours the British con-
ttntion that Richard Trevithick, the
Cornishman, was the true originator of the
high-pressure steam engine.

High-pressure steam engines were con-
structed independently by Evans and by
Trevithick about the year 1800. Both
inventors subsequently applied their engines
to propel road carriages, but, in this con-
nection, it is quite certain that to Richard
Trevithick belongs the honour of having
been the first man to make practical use of
steam power on a railway.

Locomotive Projects
Although Oliver Evans did not succeed in

constructing a serviceable locomotive engine
before the dawn of the nineteenth century,
his connection with the subject of locomotive
trains goes back to 1787, for in that year
he . actually obtained from the State of
Maryland an exclusive right' to construct a
steam train " that would run on a level with
the swiftest horse." Later, he was granted
the right (without opposition) to provide
steam carriages that would " run at the rate
of 15 miles an hour on good, level
railways."

Perhaps it was the ineradicable streak of
the visionary in his character which was
responsible for Evans dying a comparatively
poor man. He seemed to lack the ability
to prosecute his designs in concrete form,
as one might put it, to the bitter end. For
all that Evans possessed tremendous
enthusiasm, which was of an infective'nature.
It was Evans, without any doubt, who laid
the trail of the " steam engine fever " .in
the United States of America at the
conclusion of the eighteenth and the
beginning of the nineteenth centuries.

There is little doubt that Evans experi-
enced opposition to his locomotive schemes.
Such opposition was only made the stronger
by his not having a locomotive ready to place
on a railway or on the road. It is said that
an American engineer who was acquainted
with Evans' prOject for a railway wrote a
semi-official report in which he stated, that
it would be materially impossible to run a
vehicle on four wheels by the means of
steam!

Stone -sawing Machine
By way, perhaps, of a change from his

steam locomotive designs, Evans, in 1803, -
constructed a stone -sawing machine which
was operated by a high-pressure stationary
steam engine. The engine, so the record
states, drove " 12 saws in heavy frames,
sawing at the rate of iooft. of marble in 12
hours."

In his steam engines, Evans used a
cylindrical boiler having a cylindrical flue
inside it, the fire being placed within the

-flue. Such a construction formed the origin
of the present-day well-known Cornish
boiler. Richard Trevithick used a similar
type of boiler, and it seems likely that, both
these inventors designed their boilers
entirely independently of each other.

The " Puffing Amphibian "
In 1804, the year following his successful

" stone -sawing machine," Evans determined
to buill for himself a steamboat. Previously,
in 18or, he had made some attempts at the
same project, but they had never come to
anything. In 1804, however, the steamboat
was completed. In tattler to get it from his
workshop to the river, Evans had to provide
the vessel with four under -wheels. It was a
curious contraption, and its inventor and
constructor saddled it with a still more
curious name. Evans called his somewhat
fantastical boat -car the Eritctor Amphibolis
or the " Puffing Amphibian."
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The available accounts of Evans'
"Puffing Amphibian" vary. Some say that
the boat -car was successfully driven along
the streets of Philadelphia to the river and
then equally successfully launched therein.
Other accounts, and probably the more
reliable ones, state that before the vessel was
finally completed, it underwent total
destruction as the result of a disastrous fire
which occurred in Evans' workshop. The
incident is supposed to have played so much
on the mind and the health of the inventor
that, after this disaster, he relinquished the
greater. number of his, more " advanced
projects of which he had formerly been so
fond.

It is certain that from about this date he
sank gradually into an obscurity from which
he never again arose. It
is true that, as one of his
last public acts, he planned
a railway between New
York and Philadelphia, but
nothing ever came of this
project. Unfortunately,
Evans, at this period of his
life, had neither the ability
nor the means to carry out
such a formidable and
revolutionary plan. He
returned, therefore, to his
flour milling, an occupa-
tion from which he even-
tually retired when en-
feebled by ill -health.

Evans died in New York
on April 16th, 1819, his
death being very little
noticed at the time.

For a century or more,
Oliver Evans and his pion-
eering work have been
entirely forgotten by his
posterity. It is only within comparatively
recent times that his memory has been
resurrected. It would not be true to state
that Oliver Evans was in any sense a great

inventor. Furthermore, he lacked the ability
to concentrate on a job and to see it through
to its ultimate satisfactory culmination.

Yet in spite of all his constitutional faults
and defects, Oliver Evans functions as a
landmark in American industrial, engineer-
ing and economic life, and, to a certain extent
in the wider narrative of the world's
engineering activity.

Evans found the way of the pioneer and
the mai with a creative vision to be a hard
one. Let us therefore take advantage of
the histor,cal perspective in which we are
now placed, and, in consequence, endeavour
to realise the precise impact which Evans'
inventive energies made upon the course of
steam engine development. That it was,

The trial of Trevithick's first locomotive.
print.)

on the whole, a favourable one and, in some
respects, even a memorable and distinctive
one is the verdict which history has now
pronounced.

(From a contemporary

Solutions to Probes and Problems
(See

Four Men from the Provinces
Mr. Bristol.
Mr. Dover lives in Cambridge, Mr.

Cambridge in York, and Mr. York in Dover.

Down Our Street
Mr. Black lives at Whitefield.
The complete solution is as follows:
Name of House Colour

Greystones brown
Blackfriars black
Brownleaves white
Whitefield grey

, Occupant
White
Gray
Brown
Black

Phoney 'Phones
POPesgrove 0281.

Energy on the Escalator
54 seconds.

Services Dinner Party
Clark, the airman, must have been the

Londoner.
Numbering the seats clockwise, and putting

Adams at No. a, the party was arranged as
under:
No. Name Home town Service

r Adams Liverpool Home Guard
2 Evans Manchester Soldier
3 Clark London Airman
4 Brown Glasgow Sailor
5 Frazer Leeds Fire -watcher
6 Davis . Birmingham Warden
A second solution, with a different set of

page 201)
diners, is possible according to the terms of
the puzzle. In that arrangement, however,
Adams would be the soldier. Since he

." stroked his beard " and beards are not
permitted in the Army, this second solution
must be rejected.

Lady Bountiful's School Treat
There were 49 children, and the outing

cost 4s. id. per head.
Lady Bountiful could not have paid

los. rd., since that would have meant ii
children at rid. per head, and one could
not have a bus ride and a " sumptuous tea "
for as little as IId. 241 pence (kt os. ad.)
and 1,2o1 pence (£5 os. ad.) have no factors,
whereas sums over L20 would require too
many children for a bus -load or too high
a cost for the outing.

She must therefore have spent to os. Id.
(2,401 pence). She would not have hired
a bus for as few as seven children, and one
bus could not have accommodated 343 of
them. Therefore there must have been 49
children.

Sympathy and Antipathy
as. It can be proved that for the chances

to be even, the number of cards left must be
a Square number, and (since sympathy has
turned up every time) an even square.

Experiment shows that the only possible
number of cards remaining is 16, so that
36 cards have gone and there have been 18
deals. Thus Cleverleigh must have lost t8s.
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"LonA John Silveri,
Many Interesting Additions to be Seen

IUNDERSTAND that considerable
interest was taken in the article I
contributed to the January, 1939, issue

of this journal on " Long John Silver's "
collection of ships' relics at " The Look
Out " on the Waterfront at Gravesend.
During last summer this collection was open
to the public for the first time, for the benefit
of the Merchant Navy Comforts Service, and
a short while later I again had the pleasure
of visiting this " Valhalla -by -the -Thames,"
as it is sometimes called. I found that since
my last visit there had been many important
additions to this unique collection. There
are now over 600 relics and souvenirs-an
amazingly large number for a private collec-
tion-and the realisation that each one has
either a romantic history attached to it, or
is the only example of its kind in existence,
must make a lover of the sea and ships feel

Fig. r.-(right). " Long John Silver"-from
the painting in oils by his artist friend.

Fig. 2.-The Forecastle-or " Model Room."
5.

almost reverent, and most certainly awe -
inspired, upon entering. I welcome the
opportunity of being able to tell you about
some of the new figureheads and models,
and about some of the older ones I was
not able to mention in my last article.

The " Model Room"
I dealt mainly with the bridge last time ;

this time I shall devote myself to the
Forecastle and Valhalla. The Forecastle is
the " Model Room." Nearly all the models
have been made by men of the sea, quite
often during the long and tedious voyages
of the " square rigger ", days, and one can
feel the love and care that went into their
Making-nothing impersonal or " land-
lubberish " about these models. In my first
tiff of the ForeCastle (Fig. 2), the model
kinder the Eagle is of an old Blackwall frigate
t -the Renown-modelled by her bos'n.
Next to her is the Loch Torridon' the sails
of which are made entirely of tobacco tins.
A rather interesting " relic " can be seen

at "The Look Out," Gravesend

By W. J. BASSETT-LOWKE, M.I.Loco.E.

on the extreme right of this picture. It is
a carved Viking drinking horn which Capt.
Silver found in .an old farmhouse in Iceland
about 4o years ago. The mountings are,
of course, modern. Next to the horn
is a particularly fine model of Forwood
Bros.' s.s. Orotava;

An historically interesting model is set
between the two figureheads to the left of
Fig. 3-it is of the last English -owned square
rigger (four -mast barque), the Garthpool. In
the centre of this same photograph-immedi-
ately under the figurehead Sophie Kirk-is
a model of the Gull. It was made by her
ship's carpenter, and all the sails are of wood.
I was not surprised to learn from " the
Cap'n " that this is considered to be one
of the best examples of carving in any model.
Another model is of the oldest craft in com-
mission-the Ellen. She is at least 540 years
old.

The " Queen Mary "
In the third photograph of the Forecastle

(Fig. 4) will be seen a " modern " touch-a
model of the Queen Mary, made by one of
her crew. She seems almost to be trespass-
ing in tlit* place, where time has been
arrested and " the past " is still " the
present . . . where the " good old days "
still hold sway. Above her, on the wall, are
two builders' half -models. " Valhalla " is the
real " home" for " Long John's " figure-
heads, but his collection is now so large
(it is the largest private collection of mer-
chant ships' figureheads in existence) that
some have, of necessity, had to " overflow "
into the Model Room. To save confusion
I will deal with these before entering "
Valhalla. On the extreme left of Fig. 3 is
a fine figurehead of the Sovereign, an old
brig. The right arm is detachable, and,
upon inquiring why, I was told they used
to " unship 'em at sea "! A chance photo-
graph revealed the identity of the next
figurehead as being from the Aberdeen Line
s.s. Thermopylae. For many years it had
been one of the few " unknowns " in Capt.
Silver's collection. Next, with arm out-
stretched, is Zenobia, an old Salcombe

Fig. 3.-The Forecastle again-note " Elizabeth Fry" in the corner.

-4
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Fig. 4.-The view of the Forecastle
showing the " Queen Mary."

" fruiter "-one of the last of a
long line of these famous craft.
iTo many, history is "dull and

uninteresting," but everyone re-
members the little human stories
which every so often creep into
the history books. One of them is
about Elizabeth Fryremember
how she used to hold services on
the convict ships before they sailed
with transportation prisoners ?
What more fitting than that she
Should " adorn " a ship's bows ?
'And there she is in the corner,
with her prayer book in her hand.

' Although , figures of human
beings were by far the most popu-
lar as figureheads, birds and
animals were used, and a superb
example is the 4agle on the
extreme right of this picture, from
the full-rigged ship of that name
(1856). Although the days when
she " proudly sailed the seas " are
long since gone, this ship is still
doing useful service-as a coal hulk
in Gibraltar Bay.

The dog over the door in Fig. 4
has a very definite claim to
" fame." He is from the quarter
galleries of the Sirius-the first
British steamer to cross the Atlantic
under her own steam. You may
be interested to know that the
figurehead of this ship can be seen
in the Hull Municipal Museum.

The two most recently acquired figure-
heads have been " coveted " by " Long
John " since he was eight years old-truly
a perfect example of "patience rewarded "!
One of them can be seen to the left of
the dog, and the bottom of the other is
just visible to the right of Fig. 2. This
latter is of a man of the early nineteenth
century-possibly from the Lord Beacons-
field-but there is, unfortunately, no trace
of the other. Both ships were sunk off
Ramsgate-one on the Broadstairs Knoll
Banks and the other on the Goodwins-
and the figureheads stood in the sheds in
Beeching Moses' shipyard on the west side
of Ramsgate Harbour for many years (it
was here that Capt. Silver used to gaze at
and long fir them). When the yard was

Fig. 5.-(above)" Valhalla."
Fig. 6.-(right) The seascape from the

bridge with stuffed gull on davit.

dismantled they were removed
to a shipwright's store, and it
was from here, after long nego-
tiations, that they at last " came
into their own " and entered
the sanctuary of " The Look
Out," to be cared for by " Long
John."

" Valhalla "
And now " Valhalla "-full of

so many memories of " gallant
merchantmen " proudly battling
against the whims and fancies
of that great force, the ever-
changing but unchanged sea "-
still untamed even to -day,
despite the great strides that

are being made in land, sea and air power.
The very beautiful piece of carving at the
top to the left of the picture is thought
to be from the Helene, one of the Bordes
" White Ships." On her right is Old
Goody, a 174 tons brigantine built in 1865.
William Wilberforce (1868)-famous as the
emancipator of slaves-comes next, then
Maud, from a 1,108 tons barque built in
1878, which became an' isolation hulk at
Plymouth before being broken up.
Cleopatra will easily be recognised. Next
to her, with scroll in hand, is Havelock,
from an 1859 barque. The Bride, from a
292 tons iron screw steamer built in 1863,
is, unfortunately, almost hidden by the ship's
bell in the foreground, but her " history "
is an interesting one, as she was named
after Queen Alexandra. who came to
England that year as the bride of King
Edward ' VII. Tradition has it that she
actually landed on a pier facing the lawns
outside " The Look Out." . Last of all is
Abraham Lincoln, from a 688 tons wooden

barque, built in 1865.
But the most precious of all Capt.

Silver's wonderful collection of
figureheads, and worthy of special
mention, is the Golden Cherubs
(1663), which overhangs Cleopatra
and Havelock. This is the. oldest
and rarest figurehead known to
exist. It is reputed to have been

' carved by Grinling Gibbons, and
once adorned the bows of John
Jacobs' frigate. Jacobs was the most
Atorious smuggler and plunderer of
his day, and his portrait in oils is
one of the most interesting, to an
outsider, of " Long John's collec-
tion of photographs and pictures,
most of which are more of personal
interest to their owner than famous.
Apparently the feature of this figure-
head which makes it so rare is that
it " fiddle
variety. From -the little information
I have been able to give you here
you will not be surprised to learn
that the' Golden Cherubs has a long
and romantic history-one day I
hope to make this figurehead the
subject of another article.

(Continued on page 2 to)
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Letters f from
A CYCLE LIGHTING UNIT

SIR The blackout " hours usually renew
the cyclists' headache over the question

of lamps and batteries.
The following particulars are of a scheme,

which, during the " blitz," I found most
satisfactory-one Ever -Ready 2 -cell battery
(used 20 minutes nightly) lasting the whole
of last winter !

The basis of the idea is to run one's front

Top of Old Torch

right Fit on Circular
Wood Block,

Bulb Holder Tight Fit
in Hole Drilled in
Centre of Block

Details

Readers
for the battery to rattle about (one cause of
their early deterioration).

This box has a sliding lid at the rear or
bottom end and a radio socket at the other,
which makes contact with the top strip on
the battery. The side strip on the battery
faces downwards and contacts a bolt which
secures the rear lamp beneath the battery
box, which is finally secured beneath the
carrier by means of two screws.

Fixing Screw
S/ide Lid

Old Circular Rubber Heel
........

Lamp Bracket

of a front

Contact Bolt Secures
Res,L Lamp to Box

and rear cycle lighting arrangement.

and real lamps in series from the same
battery, thereby doubling its life and re-
ducing the power of each lamp.

The screw -type switch on an ordinary
headlamp is removed, and an ordinary
radio socket (insulated from the lamp casing)
is inserted. The circuit is completed by
inserting a plug connected to the centre
contact on the hack lamp via a length of
flex (see sketch below). Earth return via
the frame is unsatisfactory, and can be
improved by a direct soldered connection
between the lamp cases. Ordinary lamps
suffer from the defect of rust and dirt
interrupting the electrical circuit through
the various parts of the casing.

Construction
In the scheme illustrated above the top

of an old focusing -type torch was wedged
on to a circular block of wood through which
a hole had been drilled to accommodate the
bulb -holder, the bottom contact of which
had been replaced by a long bolt, insulated
all roun.1

This bolt passes through a discarded
rubber heel, and secures the lamp holder to
the cycle lamp -bracket by means of an
insulated nut.

The wood block with torch top attached
is slid over the bulb holder, and secured by
a screw and washer through the -back of the
lamp. bracket. The wooden battery box was
built round an ordinary 2 -cell battery to
ensure a good fit and obviate any tendency

-Replace Switch
with insulated
Radio Socket

Method of converting an ordinary lighting set.

The centre contact of the rear lamp bulb
is connected to the case of the front lamp
bulb holder, the centre contact of the latter
being connected via a plug to the socket
in the battery box.

Details will depend on materials to hand,
but providing the parts are solidly con-
structed, and proper attention given to
insulation, no difficulty should arise.

This latter method is thoroughly recom-
mended as the battery has far better pro-
tection from the rain and damp, especjally
if the carrier is of the " solid " top variety,.
and the mudguard adequate.

S. H. THOMAS (London, S.W.t6).

ELECTRIC CLOCK CONVERSION
SIR,-Wishing to dispense with batteries,

I decided to experiment with some
parts from an old radio set which had a
Westinghouse rectification:

As the clock was functioning quite satis-
factorily on batteries, I did not wish to make
any alteration to the electrical system other
than the method of supply, therefore trans-
forming the current alone would no suf-
fice. I then tried a portion of t -bar of the
Westinghouse rectifier, fitting a brass clip to
slide along the copper oxide rod, which I
found served two purposes: (a) Rectifica-
tion, (2) Voltage reduction. I then put the
two 4v. windings on transformer in series,
and adjusted the clip on the rectifier to
give me the voltage that the clock was
using on battery, namely 41, and found that
by using in addition the mains condenser

across the circuit, that the clock
would function quite satisfactorily.
Another advantage of not inter-
fering with the battery operation is
that a relay can be arranged from
C.T. on transformer to work on
2v. A.C, and operate a battery in
the case, of mains breakdown.

My clock has been working for
about sir months now, as described
above, and with a 151b. pendulum
weight I get 52 swings per impulse
on mains, as against 35 on battery
operation.

The unit here described has
the advantage of simplicity and
reliability, and constructors of the

"P.M." Battery Master Clock with A.C.
mains at their disposal will find it worth the
trouble of assembly.

The parts required, if not already at hand,
are usually obtained from the local junk
shop, an old radio set with " Westinghouse "
rectification will supply all the parts that
are not easily made, and the coil for the
relay .(if fitted) can be taken from an
ordinary domestic bell.

Whet/. the components Ithve been col-
lected, it will be necessary to arrange them
to find the size of baseboard required the
writer found Sin. by 6in. would be sufficient
and thus enabled the unit to be fitted to
a small cabinet to form the base of the clock;
although this is not essential, it is well to
remember that mains voltage enters the
unit and therefore precaution should be
exercised.

Another point to bear in mind is that it
is not the voltage that works the clock ; the
current or amperage supplied by the unit
will be found to exceed that of a battery
and it is on this fact that the success of
the unit depends.

You will observe from the illustration
(Fig. a) that only one' bar of the rectifier
is used, the reason being that the Westing -

Plan

Elevation_

Grass Clip C

,,X ;a.
Grass Bracket,

x

Fig. a. Plan and elevation f# the A.C. mains
unit, and details of clip and brackets.

house rectifier in a radio set is designed to
work on high voltage and we require it to
operate on a low or 'transformed current,
and the clip C is fitted to enable adjustment
tq be made.

' It is advisable to raise the rectifier above
the rest of the unit, as shown, by brackets
A and B as a certain amount of heat will
be dissipated, and a few holes bored in the
back of the cabinet just behind the rectifier
will ensure adequate ventilation.

Now tut ning to the transformer, first see
that input on mains side corresponds to the
supply in use ; a length of 5 amp. lighting
flex will he quite sufficient to carry the load,
and this should be kept as short as possible
and connected to its own plug, as obviously
it will be switched on all the time the clock
is in use.
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Looking at the low voltage side of the
transformer it will be seen that there are at
least two sets of terminals (or tappings)
generally marked 4 volts, and also one in
the centre marked C.T. (centre tap). This
will be referred to later. Each of these
tappings if connected in series will increase
the voltage by the amount shown on the
terminals, so therefore connect the inside
of the first pair to the outside of the second.
and so on, which will leave the outside
terminals vacant to carry the wires, 2 and 4,
to the rectifier and clock, the condenser
being a safety measure, is put across the
circuit-that is each wire is connected to
one side of the condenser.

rap B.4 erda

4 54 C/earance

Soft iron Coil Bracket 0

Indent Rivet

"
Armature of Soft Iron

X a"
Phos. Bronze Spring

 010 X

Tap 4 8.A.

set
S,br Pole H

Fig. 2.-The complete relay and details of
the parts.

-4

The wire marked (3) taken from clip C
and wire 5 from the condenser form the
two leads to take the place of the battery
in use, the only other wire is taken from
clip C to the opposite side of the condenser.

When the wiring has been completed and
checked the rectifier can be adjusted by
sliding along clip C, which should be moved
to the right as far as good performance
allows, the further along the better the
rectification, and the lower the voltage, but
it will be found that the number of swings
of the pendulum per impulse has been
substantially inproved for the corresponding
battery voltage.

The unit to drive the clock is now com-
plete whilst the mains are working, but by
the use of a simple relay and standby
battery it is quite easy to guard against these
occasional annoyances.

This is where the two outer terminals
on the transformer come in ; a wire from
those, as indicated in the top sketch (Fig. t)
will supply 2 volts A.C., which will be found
quite sufficient to energise a relay which, in
the event of mains breakdown, switches on
the battery.

The illustration (Fig. 2) explains itself,
but perhaps a few remarks on running a
bell coil on A.C. will be helpful.

In order to reduce hum caused by the
use of alternating current, it is wise to slot
the pole piece, as shown at H ; an ordinary
hacksaw cut will suffice.

A further point to be observed is to see
that when armature and pole piece are in
contact, they are well " bedded," and to
assist in this it is advisable to arrange that
the contact spring is at right angles to the
pole -piece when in contact. Bend slightly
back and screw the adjusting contact on G
to suit, and a small indent made with a
centre punch will assist in battery contact,

and a battery of the same power as formerly
used is, of course, necessary.

The connections to the switch, or relay,
are : G to battery, E to clock and, of course,
the other wire from battery directly to clock,

Finally, see that the transformer clamping
screws are tight ; fix a strip of felt or similar
material under the baseboard, and there
should be no perceptible hum.

F. W. KEYWOOD (Leicester).

SPACE ROCKETS
SIR,-I note in the January issue that a

reader has been asking about ipace
rockets, and feel that I may be able to help
a little. Some time ago, whilst studying
special fuels, I read a book by the British
Interplanetary Society, and whilst I cannot
now remember the name of the book, the
following facts may be of interest to your
correspondent, They are quoted from
memory, but are, I think, reasonably
accurate:

(I) In the German " Mirak " rockets,
using first petrol and liquid oxygen, and
later alcohol and liquid oxygen, the combus-
tion chamber was of copper, but burnt out,
then given a ceramic lining, but still burnt
out, and, finally, water .was added to the
alcohol to reduce the temperature in the
chamber until the fuel amounted to a light
beer for alcohol content. The fuel was fed
by carbon dioxide pressure behind it, and the
oxygen by evaporation. (The oxygen con-
tainer had to be fitted with a safety valve.)

(2) To leave the earth's gravitational field
a speed of 60o miles per second was calcu-
lated to be necessary.

(3) Nothing was stated as to method M
ignition, but it will obviously be, necessary
to apply considerable heat to such a fuel
as the above to ignite it.

(4) Solid fuel rockets were stigmatised as
being very much more dangerous than
liquid, being responsible for most of the
deaths, so far, Oberth, Opel, etc.

(5) Stress was laid in the book on the
great cost of experimenting, together with
the, up to then, relatively small results
obtained.

J. SCANLON (Leeds).

SIR,-I was extremely interested in Mr.
Boggio's query on rockets, in the

January issue of PRACTICAL. MECHANICS, and
in your answers.

Wilt regard to the British Interplanetary
Society, this is in hibernation for the dura-
tic of the war, but the furthering of the
science of astronautics is being carried on
by the Manchester Astronautical Association
and the Astronautical Development Society.
These two societies are working in close
co-operation, and if any of your readers are
interested, further information may be
obtained from either Mr. K. W. Gatland,

Southcote Avenue, Tolworth, Surbiton,
Surrey (A.D.S.), or Mr. E. Burgess, 7,
Hillview Road, Denton, Manchester
(M.A.A.).

The only two books in English on the
subject that are likeIS, to be obtainable at
the present are Rockets Through Space, by
P. E. Cleator, published in 1936 by G. Allen
and Unwin, Ltd., at 7s. 6d., and Stratosphere
and Rocket Flight, by C. G. Philp,
published` by Sir Isaac Pitman and Sons in
1935 at 3s. 6d.

J. HUMPHRIES (Farnborough).

CYCLE CRANK ATTACHMENT
QIR,-Noticing H. H. Valentine's article,

" Cycle Crank Attachment," in the
October, 1943, issue, I thought perhaps he
would be interested in how I overcame the
same difficulty with a difference. I have a
straight leg, the only movement being
obtained from the ankle.

I may say that at week -ends I have
cohered as much as 6o miles in a day. My
attachment has two distinct advantages :

(1) Quickly and easily detachable (by
remc 'ing cotter pin).

(2) No friction, and it is also adaptable to
right or left foot.

M.S. CbIler
turned to
suit ban races

weideri to
crank.

2 Magneto
ball races

Pedal

The materials required are : two cranks,
two magneto ballraces, one pedal spindle and
one piece of mild steel for making the ball -
race housing. The complete assembly is
shown in the accompanying sketch.

E. F. HACKSHAW (Twyford).

Bottom
BreCket,

Crank welded
alter being
shortened.

peal spindle
turned to salt
inside diameter
of ball races.

General arrange-
ment of E. F.
Hackshaw's cycle
crank attachment.

RELICS OF "LONG JOHN SILVER"
(Continued from page 208.)

A Realistic Setting
On this last visit I took a photograph

" looking seawards from a portion of the
bridge," and I think you will agree that,
with the seagull perched on the top of the
davit, the effect is quite amazingly realistic.
A lot of the credit for this " illusion " must
go to the artist friend of " Long John " who
painted the surrounding seascape (he was
also, incidentally, the modeller of the Queen
Mary in the Forecastle). This artist friend
has painted an excellent portrait in colour
of " Long John " himself, and I am happy
to be able to reproduce a photograph I took
of this picture. If, therefore, any readers
are sufficiently interested to want to visit this
fascinating " seaman's paradise," they will
easily recognise the owner when he welcomes
them at the foot of the " Gangway "! One
word of warning, however. " Long John "
is a busy man, and can only visit his water-
front residence at odd times in the spring
and summer. A visit must, therefore, be
made by appointment, and he has especially
asked me to say, " Please don't make this
journey to Gravesend, either direct or via
Tilbury (which includes a ferry across the
Thames), unless you are genuinely interested
in the romance and history of ships through
the ages."

NEWNES ENGINEER'S
VEST-POCKET BOOK
By F. J. CAMM 10/6 or by post 11/.

Obtainable from all booksellers, or by post from
George Newnes, Ltd. (Book Dept.), Tower House,

Southampton Street, London, W.C.2.
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QUERIES a/44

ENQUIRIES
A stamped addressed enveldpe, three penny
stamps, and.the query coupon from the current
issue, which appears on page iii of cover, must be
enclosed with every letter containing a query.
Every query and drawing which Is sent must
bear the name and address of the reader.
Send your queries to the Editor, PRACTICAL
MECHANICS, Geo. Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,

Southampton Street, Strand, London,

Heating Small Aquariums
HAVING taken an interest in tropical fish

breeding I would be pleased to know of
Methods- of heating and airing aquariums.-
H. Collis (Beckenham).
TN order to heat a tropical or sub -tropical aquarium
L you require an immersion heater, whrth comprises
merely a specially -wound electric element placed in
an ,insulative case. Such articles can be obtained from
any dealer in aquaria requisites, as, for example,
Mr. B. T. Child, 113-r2r, Pentonville Road, N.I,
Messrs. L. Cura & Sons, Bath Court, Warner Street,
Mount Pleasant, E.C.r, or The Waterloo Goldfishery
Co., 47, Great Guildford Street, Borough, S.E.I.
The same firms will also be able to supply various
devices for berating aquaria. These consist usually of
small motor -pumps which project a miniature jet of

 water, fountain -wise, above the surfaZe of the water
in the aquarium. Quite a good and a simple device
for " airing " an aquarium consists merely of a narrow
glass tube positioned atiout a foot above the water
surface in the aquarium and connected to the main
water supply. On allowing a slow stream of water to
flow through the tube it breaks up into a series of drops.
which fall into the water, each drop carrying a little air
with it. This system, however, necessitates the provision
of an overflow to the aquarium and some type of
effective screen to prevent the inmates of the aquarium
from disappearing via the said overflow ! If, however,
you approach any of the above -mentioned firms they
will be very ready to give you practical advice concern-
ing your needs.

Making Ventilators for Model Launch
T WISH to make some small ventilators to fit

on to a model motor launch. I have heard
that these could be made by copper depositing
on lead castings, afterwards running the lead
out.

I shall be glad if you can give me any informa-
tion on this subject.-A. S. Boyes (Birmingham).
YOU can deposit a substantial shell of metallic

copper on a lead model by making the latter
the negative electrode of the following plating bath,
the positive electrode comprising a rod or a strip of
copper, or, better still, a cylinder of copper sheet,
which is curved around the negative electrode.

Copper sulphate, 28 ozs. ; sulphuric acid (conc.),
4 ozs. ; water, t gallon. Operate the bath at a
temperature of 70 deg. to 75 deg. F. Voltage,
preferably from an accumulator.

After a shell of copper has been built up on the lead
model the connecting wire can be pulled away. The
model is then heated, and the lead allowed to run out
through the hole made by the removal of the wire.

As an alternative method, you can cast your model
in wax, and then dust the wax over with fine graphite
powder. The graphited model can then be plated in
the above manner, and the wax finally removed by
melting.

Chemicals from Sea -water
T DESIRE some information regarding the

" Isolation of New Chemicals from Sea -water "
-new in the sense that they are not usually
obtained from this source, e.g., gold, bromine,
magnesium, etc. Could you please tell me, of
any books or references where I might obtain
some information on the subject ?-A. W. Cleland
(Pumpherston).
THERE are no books of reference relating to the
A obtaining of chemical substances from sea -water,
important though this interesting subject undoubtedly
is. The Germans, particularly Dr. Haber, tried hard
to obtain gold from sea -water, but they gave it up as
an impracticable proposition. It has also been proposed
to obtain copper from sea -water, but this project, too,
is apparently- impracticable.

The only successful sea -water process is that which
is being worked on the eastern coast of America for
the recovery of bromine from the sea. Essentially this
consists in the treatment of sea -water with chlorine,
which liberates the free bromine. Practical details are
not available, being maintained- more or less secret.
By electrolytical methods it is considered practically
possible to extract magnesium from sea -water, and of
course it would be possible to obtain metallic sodium
from this source, merely by evaporating the water and
electrolysing the fused salt.

We are afraid that if you want any more detailed
information on this subject, particularly on the subject
of bromine extraction, you will have to write to the

American Bureau of Standards, Chemical Division,
Washington, U.S.A., band inquire whether they have
any literature available. Some papers on sea -water
chemicals were, about to years ago, published in one
or two of the German scientific journals, but these are
now quite unavailable.

If you -consult a good modern textbook on inorganic
chemistry, such as J. W. Mellor's " Corstprehensive
Inorganic Chemistry," you will come across several
references to the presence of various substances in
sea -water and the possibilities of their extraction, but
you are only likely to find the above many -volume
monumental work on the shelves of a large or important
technical reference library.

Chemistry Course : Silver-plating
T WOULD be pleased if you will kindly answer

the following queries :
(a) I wish to take a dearer. So chemistry, and I

am studying a course on Matric. chemistry.
Can you suggest what books to follow on from
the course and where could I obtain them ?

(2) I have one or two small articles that I Wish
to silverplate in my spare time ; can you tell
me how this is done, and what chemicals will
be required ?

(3) I would also like to know a firm where can
obtain leather work tools and leather.-K.
Hargreaves (Rochdale).

YOU do not state your age, but we assume thatI you are still at school and that you have not yet
passed Matriculation. Before you can study for a

degree- or a professional diploma in chemistry you must
have passed Matriculation, or an examination which
will exempt therefrom. For particulars of all such
courses of study you would, we think; be best advised
to apply to your local teclmical institute, or, alternatively,
to one of the day " c*tinuation schools " in your
district.

Having obtained your Matriculation or exempting
examination, it would be quite impossible for you to
prepare for a degree or a diploma in' chemistry merely
by studying textbooks. Much practical work is
necessary, and this extends over as much as six years.
For this and other reasons it would be useless for us
even to attempt to give you a list of books which you
might require for your future course of studies. That
matter can only be decided on when the particular
course of study commences.

Your best menediate courses of action are : (a)
Consult your local technical school. (b) Consult the
Principal of the Manchester (or Salford) College of
Technology. (c) Write to the Registrar, Royal Institute
of Chemistry, 30, Russell. Square, London, W.C.r,
requesting particulars of the " Studentship " of the
`Royal Institute, and also for a copy of a publication
entitled " The Profession of Chemistry," which will
help you ' enormously in your final choice of your
future career.

(2) The best silver-plating is done with the use of a
silver cyanide bath, which is excessively poisonous.
You can, if you wish, obtain silver-plating salt ready
made up from Messrs. S. Canning and Co., Electro-
platers, Birmingham, but you will probably find the
following formula suitable for small articles, since it
gives a silver deposit without electrical means : Silver
nitrate, t x parts ; sodium hyposulphite, 20 parts;
sal ammoniac, 12 parts ; whitening, 20 parts ; distilled
water, 200 parts.

The articles are cleaned well and immersed in this
solution for a few minutes. Silver nitrate can be
obtained from Messrs. J. W. Towers, Chapel Street,
Salford.

(3) Leather work tools can be obtained from the
" Leatlierwork Shop," Bridge Street, Deansgate,
Manchester, or from Messrs. G. W. Russell, Hitchin,
Herts.

Copper -plating
IWISH to make a small number of miniature

boats by copper -plating. I can manage the
pattern, and the making of a moulding box in
plaster of Paris, but what I want to know is
what material should be used for the actual
mould, and how to proceed to plate it ?-D.
Halliday (Halifax).
S far as we interpret your inquiry, you wish to make
L./ miniature ship models comprising a hollow shell
of copper, the latter being formed by electro-deposition.
In this instance the mode of procedure is as follows.

Using a plaster mould, cast the model of the ship
in wax, preferably in a hard wax. Then remove the
war from the mould and secure a copper wire to the
moulded wax. Using a camel's-hair brush, dust the
will model over with fide graphite powder, making
quite sure that the graphite adheres to every part of
the wax model and also that the graphite makes effective
electrical cohtact with the copper wire.

Now immerse the graphited wax in the following
plating bath- so that it forms the negative electrode
(gathode), the positive 'electrode (anode) being a rod
or strip of copper : Copper sulphate, 28 ozs. ; conc.
sulphuric acid, 4 ozs.; water, I gallon.

Operate the bath at a temperature of 70 chg. to
75 deg. F. Use a current voltage of t=r.s, preferably
from an accumulator.

After about half an hour a fairly substantial shell of
metallic copper will have been deposited on the wax
model. This can now be removed. A small hole is

_then drilled in the model at some inconspicuous
position. The model is 5arefully heated to enable the
wax to liquefy and run through the hole.

It will, in all cases, as a final operation, be advisable
to give the finished copper model a coating of a trans-
parent varnish in order to preserve it from tarnishing.

The above process is not quite as easy as it seems.
It demands care and some experience. If you run into
any difficulties with it, consult a -book in your local
library on electrotyping.

Water -softening Material
T HAVE installed a domestic water -softener, and

apparently the previous owner had neglected
to regenerate according to instructions, with the
result that the softener has now lost its properties.
I would be glad, therefore, if you would furnish
me with the address of anyone who could supply
the necessary softening materials and also the
quantity required.

I would add for your information that the
softener in question requires regeneration after
152 gallons of water at 25 deg. Clarke's hardness
have passed through Winstanley (Maghull).
IT is possible that the makers of your water -softener

may be in a position to supply you with a small
quantity of the necessary active softening material.
If not, write to the Permutit Co., Ltd., Gunnersbury
Avenue, London, stating the type of your water -
softener and inquiring . whether the material used in
their " Deminrolit " process (which produces a water
of zero hardness) will suffice for your requirements.
You might also write to Sofnol, Ltd., Greenwich,
S.E.xo, and to Allioc, Ltd., Bush House, Aldwych,
Lotidon, W.C.2, making similar inquiries.

The precise amount of active material which you will
require depends entirely upon the nature of the
material. If you give the suppliers information relating
to the capacity of your water -softener they will be able
to advise you of the exact amount required.

Damp Detectors
CAN you please inform me what actuating

material is used in the construction of the
small cheap dial -type damp detectors which are
on sale at about 3s. 6d.? I have one, but the
small piece of actuating material is broken.

What material can be used to actuate a fairly
sensitive hygrometer ? I have made one, on the
lever principle, using brown paper as the actuating
medium, but it is rather large and I would like
to make a smaller dial -type one. Can you give
me rough details as to construction ?

What is the actuating medium in the Swiss type
of damp detector, in which small dolls go in and
out of a house, and what is the method of
construction ?-J. Dimond (Bournemouth).
THE actuating material of the usual damp detectors
A is generally a hempen cord which has been
immersed in a solution of gelatine and glycerine in
water.

Dissolve t part powdered gelatine in to parts water,
and then add 6 parts glycerine, together with a few
drops of carbolic acid to act as a preservative. Soak
the cord isi this material for a few hours, then allow it
to drain arid to dry. Cardboard, string, silk, wool, etc.,
may all be impregnated with the above moisture -
attracting solution. The Swiss -type ,damp detector
usually operates by virtue of a cord' which twists and
untwists under the influence of varying degrees of
atmospheric humidity.

None of these instruments, even the dial type, is
reliably sensitive, since the actuating line, string or
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other material takes up a greater amount 9f moisture
than it readily parts with, in FoEidqUence Of Wfileb
fact the surroundings of the instrument are always
damper than the instrument indicates them to bar
You can make a dial -type detector by using one pr
two twisted hempen lines, but we would advise you to
make a " chemical hygrometer " which utilises the
moisture -attracting properties of sulphuric acid, and
which is, in consequence, I scientific, albeit not a
portable, instrument. For details of this instrument
see any textbook of practical physics, as, for instance,
E. S. A. Robson : " Practical Exercises in Heat "
(Macmillan).

" Sealing Liquids"
WILL yOu please tell me the composition of any

" sealing liquid " which can beaPplied over
paint and enamel to make effective crystalline
lacquer ?

Having purchased a number of brands of
crystal -forming lacquer, I fine in use that they
are not suitable for application over pre -Painted
surfaces, perhaps because of inter -penetration.
Incidentally, the brands of coloured Crystal
lacquer purchased do not work on absorbent
materials. Since a sealing coat seems the required
thing, any information you can give will be
appreciated.-H. Ball (Leicester).
'COMMERCIAL " scaling liquids " have various

compositions which are kept secret by their
makers. Usually, however, these preparations are
made up on a basis of a solution of a metallic stearate,
such as aluminium stearate, in, a solvent. You could,
for instance, dissolve aluminium stearate in benzine
or naphtha so as to make about a 25.per Unt. solution.
This could then be incorporated to the extent of, say,
15 per cent. with an ordinary lacquer, and it would
cause the lacquer to dry out with a " crystallised "
effect.

Alternatively, you can give the porous or painted
surface a coating of the stearate solution before you
apply the commercial crystallising lacquer. Apply to
Messrs. A. Boake, Roberts and Co. Ltd., Buckhurst
Hill, Essex, for a copy of their leaflet cOncerning .the
use of aluminium stearate in the paint trade.

Freezing Mixtdres
COULD you please publish a list of freezing

mixtures, for ;poking at home small
quantities 6f ice-creatil, etc. ? The type of Lhing
I have in mind is the in the small
commercially made ice-el'ea freezers Which
were sold before the war. I thi that the mixtut'e
which I used in one of these freezers was two
parts of nitrate of ammonia and one part of
common washing soda mixed together in a small
quantity of water.

Perhaps you could suggest some other simple
chemical mixtures which ars not too expensive,
and which would suffice to freeze, say, a pint of
mixture in a reasonably short time.-C. F. Mander
( Stoke-on-Trent).
WE can tell you quite frankly that none of the many

chemical freezing 'mixtures will serve your
purpose satisfactorily. It is not that they do not,
in most cases, get down to the low temperature required,
but rather that they are very expensive to make up
and also that their effect is of only short duration.
Hence, in our opinion, any attempt to make ice-cream
by means of a chemical freezing mixture is doomed
to disapPointrnent, if only in view of the cost entailed.

A good chemical freezing mixture is the following :
Saltpetre, 2) lbs.
Sal ammoniac, 21. lbs.
Sodium sulphate, 4 lbs.
Water, 8-9 pints.
The pre-war success of the modern ice-cream

industry which sent out its products in tricycle vehicles
was entirely dependent upon the use of solid carbon
dioxide gas which was marketed (industrially) by
Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd., under the name
of Dricold." This material was cheap, water -free,
and it produced a very great degree of cold over a long
period. It formed the only really practical way of
making ice-cream and other products without the use
of ice.

We suggest that you write to British Oxygen Co.,
Ltd., Wembley (or to your nearest branch of this
company), and inquire whether they are prepared to
supply solid carbon dioxide gas. Alternatively, you
could use liquid air, which the above company supplies
(or did supply) in hired containers. A quarter of
liquid air (costing about 5s.) would remain at an extremely
low temperature for three to four days, and it would
be amply sufficient to freeze a large amount of ice-cream
material, its only objection being that it would lower
the temperature of the cream mixture too far, and
thus necessitate the material being warmed up by the
surrounding atmosphere before it could be eaten. It
would be highly dangerous to eat ice-cream material
at the temperature of liquid air.

Acetylene Gas Cycle Lighting
IWISH to construct an acetylene gas lighting
A system for my cycle so that gas will not be
wasted on short runs and the system will work
automatically. I propose to make a generator in
which the water supply to the carbide is regulated
by the pressure of the gas generated, and all gas
produced after the lamps are put out is to be
stored under pressure in a small reservoir about
the size of a small autovac off a ear (about
gin. x 31in. diameter), the lamps being supplied
through a reducing valve. I am aware that
acetylene under pressure is unstable, so propose
to make a dissolved acetylene system for the

reservoir. f was thinking of using a pressure
pf about to-islb. per sq. in. fof normal operation,
though this would be exceeded by the accumulated
gas producsd after the lamps are put out. Can
You tell me at what pressure acetylene gas
becomes unstable, and how to prepare the
material with which the dissolved acetylene
reservoir should be packed ? Also, what is the
Method for estimating the volume of acetylene
stored in the reservoir for a given gas pressure ?
-P. Chatterley (Cosford).
ACETYLENE gas is stored by being dissolved under

pressure in a paste cornposed of pure acetone
and kieselguhr, both of which materials are nowadays
absolutely unobtainable except for uses of No. r
priority. We fear, therefore, that you will not be able
to employ .this method of storing acetylene gas, and
since the gas is not merely unstable but is definitely
liable to explode with the greatest violence when
stored at pressures of more than 3olb. per sq. in., we
are afraid that you would not be justified in constructing
any pressure -storage system for this illuminant. Even
under atmospheric pressure, the . gas should not be
stored in metallic holders, since it is always liable to
form " acetylides," or compounds with copper and
iron, which compounds are powerful detonators.

One volume of acetone dissolves about 24 volumes
of acetylene, hence this substance is the ideal solvent
for the gas. We suggest that you might write to either
British Industrial Solvents, Ltd., Hull, or General
Chemical and Metallurgical, Ltd., Moorgate, London,
and inquire whether supplies are available of any
acetone -like solvent which could be used as a substitute
for acetone in the above respect. Your prospects of
obtaining any such compound are rather remote.

There is no direct method of estimating the amount
of acetylene gas stored in solution form in a container.
Probably the British Oxygen Co., Ltd., Wembley,
might let you have tablestgof acetylene pressures,
showing the amount of gas corresponding to a given
pressure, but any such tables would naturally be
applicable only to the standard presstre containers
owned by this company.

Leaf Skeletonising
T HAVE seen leaf skeletons, that is leaves with
-11- the soft parts removed, leaving only the
veins.

Can you tell me the necessary chemicals, or
method of obtaining this ?-F. E. Taylor
(Edinburgh).
THE usual leaf-skeletonising formula prescribes a

strong solution of chloride of lime , (bleaching
powder) in which milky solution the leaf is soaked until
the softer parts are destroyed. The remaining skeleton
is then carefully removed, washed and dried. This
process, however, is never satisfactory, for the reason
that, after a time, the skeleton itself begins to deteriorate
owing to the delayed action of the lime solution.

A better way to prepare these skeletons is as follows :
Dissolve so parts of caustic (soda (or " black ash ")
in So parts of water. Immerse the leaf in this for three
or four days. Preferably the leaf should be a dead or a
dying one, that is to say, its brown colours should be
well evident. The caustic soda will dissolve out all the
brown and other colouring matters, leaving a thin,
semi -transparent skin in which the " skeleton " can
be seen clearly. The next process is to immerse the
leaf in strong vinegar, or, better still, in g fairly strong
Solution of acetic acid (say, 3o parts acetic acid to 7o
parts of water). This immersion should proceed for
two or three weeks until the transparent skin surround-
ing the skeleton is almost invisible. On washing the
leaf with warm water the skin will finally disintegrate,
leaving the bared skeleton, which can then be mounted
On glass.

Most workers do not proceed so far as this stage,
which leaves the leaf skeleton in an exceedingly fragile
condition. They stop short at the stage at which the
leaf is rendered transparent, and they mount the
skeleton on glass at this stage, this mounting operation
being able to be carried out with very much less risk
of the delicate leaf structure being torn or mutilated.

Semi -matt Varnish
T SHOULD be glad if you could give me a recipe

for making up flat or eggshell finish varnish
to cover oil paints.-T. A. Bidford (Portsmouth).
TO make a fiat famish which will dry with a semi -matt

or eggshell surface mix together equal parts of
aluminium stearate (or zinc stearate) and magnesium
carbonate, and work this mixture into any clear oil or
synthetic varnish, employing about r part of the mixture
to, say, 8 -to parts of the varnish.

These materials can be obtained from Messrs. A.
Boake, Roberts & Co., Ltd., Buckhurst Hill, Essex, or
from any large firm of wholesale chemists and laboratory
furnishers.

. Asbestos Cement
WILL you please inform me if it is possible to

make asbestos -cement ay home ? If 'so,
what are the ingredients, and where can I purchase
same ?

Also, what type of mould should I need to
mould it into various shapes ?-1C. A. Penn'
(Forest Hill).
QUITE a good cement of this nature can be made

by mixing equal parts of Portland cement and
asbestos powder, and then by mixing r part of fine
sand with 2 parts of the cement -asbestos mixture.
This is slaked with water and used in the ordinary
manner. 'Asbestos is difficult to obtain nowadays
except for really essential purposes. We would advise
you to apply for supplies to Turners Asbestos Company,
Ltd Rochdale, Lancs.
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You can use an ordinary wooden or metal mould

for your purpose, giving the inner sides- and outer
edges of the mould a good smearing over wjth a thin
layer of a thick grease. Pressure is not essential for
moulding cement articles, but often a slight pressure
is an advantage.

The following (according to U.S. Patent No.
1,985,764) is said to provide an excellent " asbestos
moulded plastic " :

Asbestos flour .. 4o pacts
\Vood flour .. 6o
Slaked lime .. 10-15

Suffazient water must be added to the above mixture
to convert it into a Very thick pasty mass. This can
then be rolled or worked as required. Articles which
have been moulded from thii material must be stiffened
by a few days' immersion in a solution of sodium
silicate.

Preparing Acetyl _Chloride
CAN you give me any information on how to

prepare acetyl chloride CfInCOCI also
metaldehyde j (C211403).-H. A. Petterd (Victoria,
Australia).
VOU will find details of the preparation of both
3. acetyl chloride and metaldehyde in a textbook
of practical organic chemistry, and in such a book
you will find greater detail than we can possibly give
you within the space of a short reply.

However, to prepare acetyl chloride, CH3C0C1,
mix glacial acetic acid with half its volume of phosphorus
trichloride. The mixing must be done very slowly,
since a considerable amount of heat is evolved. After
a time, the mixture separates into two layers, the top
layer comprising a mixture of acetyl chloride and
unchanged phosphorus trichloride, the lower layer
being made up of a solution of phosphorus acid in
acetic acid. In .order to purify the acetyl chloride, the
upper layer of liquid is separated and distilled. The
portion of the liquid distilling at 50-58 deg.. C. consists
of fairly pure acetyl chloride. It can be further purified
by redistillation.

Metaldehyde ( Cali403), is a white solid substance
which sublimes when heated to about 115 deg. to
12o deg. C. It is readily prepared by adding one or
two drops (not more) of concentrated sulphuric acid
to ordinary formalin (formaldehyde), great care being
taken to cool the formalin to a temperature below
o deg. C. If the temperature of the formalin is
allowed to rise above o deg. C, another substance,
paraldehyde, will be formed.

Pottery Making
T SHALL be glad of your help in connection with

making pottery of various types, as a .school
activity. The chief difficulty is the firing of the
clay model, and if you could inform me as to the
cheapest and easiest method of doing this-apart
from providing an elaborate kiln-I should be
greatly obliged.

Assistance would also be welcomed in choosing
suitable glazes, assuming reasonably low tem-
perature baking. Would borax be an efficient
glaze ?

I should be glad also to have information as to
where to obtain the best materials for this purpose
-clay, colours, glazes, etc.-H. Woodcock
(Doncaster).
WE are afraid that it is utterly impossible for us to

give you the vital and necessary :details con-
cerning the glazing of school -made pottery within the
space of an ordinary reply.

We suggest, however, that you approach the subject
as a whole by procuring either of the undermentioned
volumes and perusing them carefully :

H. & D. Wren : " Handbook of Pottery for Workshop
and School." (r2s. 6d. net).

C. F. Shuts " The Potter's Craft : A Practical
Guide for Studio and Workshop." (14s. 6d.) These
prices are pre-war ones.

In order to effect a satisfactory glaze, the material
must be fired at a temperature of at least 95o deg. C.
This necessitates a furnace the temperature of which
can be carefully controlled. An ordinary fire is more
than useless for the purpose. Previous to the war, a
number of scientific instrument firms, such as Messrs.
Philip Harris & Co., Ltd., of Birmingham, used to
supply suitable gas furnaces at a cost of about £S, but
whether these are now obtainable we are unable to
say. We should advise you to write to Messrs. Philip
Harris, or to Messrs. J. W. Towers, of Victoria House,
Widnes, or, again, to Messrs. Reynold & Branson, Ltd.,
Of Leeds.

Regarding glazes, ordinary borax used alone does
not make a very satisfactory glaze, although it can be
employed for this purpose. Modern glazes are much
more complicated things. For example, the follotifing
is a typical formula for the making of a white glaze :

"Farr "
Stone
Saltpetre
Borax .. 52
Flint .. 4 >,
Pearl ash.. .. 2

Grind the following to an impalpable powder:
Frit (made as above) .. . Z4 Parts
Stone .. 15
Flint ........6 
White lead .. 31

 Pottery clays and colours may be obtained from
Messrs. Cowan Brothers, Ltd., Stratford, London, E.,
and it is possible that British Colour and Mining, Ltd.,
Coleford, Glos., may also be able to help you.

We think, however, that by far your best plan is to
refer to either (or both) of the above -mentioned books
before proceeding any further with your projects.

6 parts
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REAL BUILDING
IN MINIATURE

is a possibility of Pyruma Modelling, because by making and baking
Pyruma bricks and tiles, and using Tiluma as a binding cement,
normal building practice may be followed closely. The above
shows a partly completed bungalow built by this method.
Pyruma modelling is fully explained and illustrated in an

Instruction Sheet obtainable from the manufacturers of

PYRUMA PUTTY
CEMENT

Obtainable from 1/3 a tin from Ironmongers, Hardwaremen,
Hobbies Shops and Bassett-Lowke Depots.

Instruction Sheet from

I.H. SANKEY& SON,LI'?
Ilford Essex

Head Offices, Aldwych House, London, W.C.2

INSTRUCTION IN
PLASTICS TECHNOLOGY

ANEW organisation has been formed to supply
ambitious people interested in the Plastics

Industry with modern instruction in Plastics
Theory and Practice.

The new organisation, known as The British
Institute of Plastics Technology, is the specialist
Plastics Division of The British Institute of
Engineering Technology, Ltd., one of the largest
home' -study technical training organisations in the
world.

Specialist Plastics Courses are being prepared
and will be available within a reasonable period.
Those interested are advised to submit their
Karnes and addresses, when full particulars will be
forwarded as our tutorial plans mature. Enrolment
for the special courses will first be offered to those
whose names have been thus recorded, but no
obligation whatsoever will be incurred in lodging
an application.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
PLASTICS TECHNOLOGY

4, Shakespeare House,
17-18-19, Stratford Place, London, W.1.

YVOILW
Four accessories from the range
available to users of Myford 31,"

and 3 Lathes.

MILLING SLIDE (MA. 68). Swivelling,
adjustable both horizontally and
vertically.

4 -TOOL TURRET (MA. 66), with
locating plunger and quick release
lever. Takes 2" x I" cutters.

TRAVELLING STEADY (MA. 63 for
31" and MA. 64 for 31"), for long
and slender work.

FIXED STEADY (MA. 62 for 31"
and MA. 62a for 31"). Hinged to
permit work to be removed and
replaced.

Obtainable through your Tool Merchant.

MA -66

MYFORD ENGINEERING CO., LTD., BEESTON, NOTTS.
(Telephone : BEESTON 54222 3 lines)

078-36

Accept this Trial Offer
before it is too late.
The dark evenings are
passing very quickly
You have often wanted to make some more prints from
those snaps you took last summer. Why not do it now ?
With some Azol, that simple one -solution developer (it
only needs the addition of water) you can make beauti-
fully bright prints on gaslight paper. Azol is so simple to

use and you don't have

AZOL to mess up the bath-
room-or wherever you
work-with a lot of other
chemicals. Just Azol
and, of course, the acid -
fixing to make up the
hypo bath. If you
haven't tried Azol send

for our trial set. You'll never know what splendid
results it gives until you've used it yourself. Azol is
jolly good, too, for developing films.

is the developei
to use. It brings
out the detail.

Special Trial Offer :
For 213 P.O. Johnsons will send you post free (G.B. only) a trial set
of Chemicals, including I -oz. bottle of AZOL, to develop eight
spoti; 2Iin. by 3Iin., 4 -oz. tin ACID -FIXING, making 30-60 ozs.
solution, one packet AMIDOL DEVELOPER, enough for 2 to 3 doz.
bromide or contact " gaslight " prints.

Address : Dept. 41,

IOHNSON & SONS Manufacturing Chemists Ltd.,HENDON,N.W.4
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E. PULL'S

WORKSHOP
PRACTICE

By F. JOHNSTONE TAYLOR
780 PAGES 542 ILLUSTRATIONS

Containing Trade Knowledge Indispensable tor: ENGINEERS, APPREN-
TICES, IMPROVERS AND ALL ENGAGED IN ENGINEERING TRADES

LIST OF CONTENTS
MEASUREMENT AND MEASURING CAPSTAN AND TURRET LATHE

MACHINES TOOLS
MEASURING TOOLS
GAUGES AND GAUGE SYSTEMS
COMMON WORKSHOP TOOLS
BENCH WORK
MATERIALS : CAST IRON
HEAT TREATMENT OF METALS
SOLDERING, BRAZING, AND

LACQUERING
LATHES
TOOL HOLDERS
LATHE -TOOLS ; SPEEDS AND

FEEDS
LATHE ACCESSORIES
TURNING
SCREW AND SCREW -CUTTING
TURRET LATHES

PLAIN AND UNIVERSAL MILLING
GEAR AND GEAR CUTTING
GEAR HOBBING AND PLANING

MACHINES
PLANING, SHAPING & DRILLING
PLAIN & UNIVERSALGRINDING
FORGE TOOLS AND PROCESSES
WELDING
SPECIAL GRINDERS: FIVE

MACHINES
THE ENGINEER'SSQUARE.

THREE TYPES OF STEEL SQUARES
AND A COMBINATION SQUARE
DESCRIBED

TESTING A TRY SQUARE
TABLES (Measures, Rules, Etc.)
INDEX OF 2,000 ITEMS

FREE EXAMINATION FORM NO CHARGE NO
OBLIGATION TO ORDER

To VIRTUE & CO., LTD., PM Dept.,
Crown Chambers, Upper Parliament Street, Nottingham.

Please send me " MODERN WORKSHOP PRACTICE." Price
17'6. I will return it in one week, or send you 3/6 deposit and the
balance by monthly payments of 3:6. (Cash Price 16/6).
Signature

(Send this Form in unsealed envelope, stamped id.)
Address

Occupation

BOLT DOWN THAT MACHINE IN HALF THE TIME

with CINCH Bolt Anchors
Suitable for all fixings to walls, ceilings
and floors of cement, brick, .stone, etc.

No delay : full !mid can be applied
inimediately. Depth of hole

40% to 60% less than ordin-
ary fixing methods. Cinch
anchors give a quick and
positive bite that holds per-

manently. Will not slacken or
work loose. Sizes to suit all

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.needs.

Free! SAMPLE AND DETAILS ON RECEIPT OF TRADE CARD.

HOYT METAL CO. OF GT. BRITAIN, Dept. P.M., Deodar Rd., Putney, London, S.W.15

MO-R-S-E
COMPLETE

PRACTICE UNIT
as supplied to H.M. Services

No. 1261. Complete Morse Practice Unit.
Heavy commercial Key with nickel silver con-
tacts and sensitive triple adjustment. High -tore
Buzzer with silver contacts. mounted on balEelite base
with cover. Battery Holder, complete with 4.5' Ever
Ready battery. All metal parts heavily nickel plated.
and the whole mtd. on polished Mahogany Base, Olin. x Slin.

Send Id. stamp for Illustrated List

1ice

976

SIGNALLING EQUIPMENT LTD. (Dept. 19)
Merit House, Southgate Road, Potters Bar. Phone : Potters Bar 3133

ELECTRIC ENGRAVERS.-Powerful
instruments in cylindrical case, on
stand with spring attachment and
switch. Suitable for dog collars, tool
marking, etc., 4-6 volt model, price
551-; A.C. Mains model, HO -COO volts,
75!-, postage 1/-.
CHARGING DYNAMO.-Ballbearing,
small power drive, output 40 watt.
Price 65', post 1,-.
PHOTO-ELECTRICTELLS.-For all
sound films, high fidelity production,
speech and music. Large tube, 4 -pin
base, 2lin. a lin. Price 28/6. Small
tube. 2 terminal base. I On. a On. Price
26/6.
COMPLETE OPTICAL SYSTEM for
35 or 16m.m. sound film. tin. long,
tin. di projects, 0.00.rin. light image.
Price MATO.
TATTOOING MACHINE. Handy
Pocket size, CM:long, RM. dia. Works
from 2 -volt accumulator. Price 50',
Tran#former for working same from
A.C. Mains. Price 156.
foul) SPEAKER OUTPUT TRANS-
FORMER. Output 40Wa. D.C. Price
1216.
Delivery of engravers and dynamos
14 days from order.

ECONOMIC
ELECTRIC CO.,
64. London Road. Twickenham,

Middlesex.
POPesarove 1318.

" Easily the best soldering fluid
obtainable."

This statenient by a regular user
of " BAKER'S " expresies the
general opinion of motor and
engineering trades. Sold in 6d.,
If- and 116 tins. Also in Bulk.

SIR WM. BURNETT & CO. (CHEM CALS) LTD.
Gt. West Rd.. Islerrertb. Midda. Hounslow 0476

ROTARY

T QUICK MAKE & BREAK
BRITISH MADE THROUGHOUT

For all purposes - fully tested Switches to
customers' requirements.

Let us use our long experience to
solre your Switching problems.

TOK SWITCHES LTD.,

K
CAMBRIDGE ROW, BU R R AGE ROAD,

WOOLWICH, S.E.18

SWITCH ES
YOU.

can become a first-class
RADIO ENGINEER

Post coupon now for free booklet and learn
how you can qualify for well -paid employ-
ment or profitable spare -time work.

We are specialists
in Home -Study
Courses in Radio
Reception, Servic-
ing, Transmission,
Television, Mathe-
matics and Radio
Calculations.

(Post coupon to
unsealed envelope

-v. stamp.)

T. & C. RADIO COLLEGE,
2, The Mall, Ealing, W.S

Please send. me free details of your Home -Study
CourseS la Mathematics and Radio.

Name

1

Address..

I M.6

NORTHERN MODEL
Al RCRAFT COMPANY
25, LOWER MOSLEY ST.,
MANCHESTER, 2. Tel, : CEN. 1804

BLUE PRINTS
SHIPS

King George V Class,
Nelson, 2181,, post free.
M.T.B., 116. Ark Royal, 216.

00 GAUGE RAILWAY
L.M.S. Standard 5 Plank Open Waggon.
L.N.E.R. Standard 12 -ton Open Waggon.
L.M.S. Refrigerator Van.
L.M.S. Large Cattle Van.
Wooden Contractors' Hut or Coal
Order Office.
Wooden Platelayers' Hut.
Coal Order` Office in Modern Style.
L.M.S. 20 -ton Double Bolster Waggon.

All 9d. each Plus Postage.

JUBILEE WORM DRIVE
HOSE CLIPS

The long -life
clip with the

ever -tight
grip

The Ben Known
For

Radiator Joints,
Air, Oil and
Water Hose

Joints
We guarantee a

Tight Joint
L. ROBINSON & Co.

25, London
Chambers.

GILLINGHAM,KENT
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ELECTRADIX--
DYNAMOS- MOTORS -ROTARIES.
For essential and experimental work,
permit free. Fine modern quarter -horse
D.C. motors, 200 to 250 volts, enclosed,
drip -proof silent bearings, flange or base
fixing, double end shaft, /in. dia., 1,450
revs. ; size 7../in. x 7in., weight 35 lbs.
Compound or shunt. We fully guarantee.
I 15t h H.P. £3/101-. 1 H.P. £4. Larger powers
in stock. Double Current Dynamos,
6 'volts and 603 volts, ball bearing, 17 lbs.,
as new, 301-, carr. 216 extra. Charging
Dynamos, 30 volts 15 amps., 251151,
A.C./D.C. Motor Gen. Chargers, State
wants. Rotaries for Radio. E.D.C.
and Crypto,. etc. Various D.C. inputs and
50 cycle A.C. output for power jobs.
With filter and silence cabinet for A.C.
Receivers and Radiograms on D.C. mains.
PUMPS. Stuart motor pumps, centrifugal
C.D. shelter, 12 volts D.C. or 230 volts
A.C. in stock. Rotary pumps with or with-
out motors, for suds or water.
CHUCK JAWS (new). 100 sets of
3 -jaw self -centring Scroll. Two sizes,
Sin. jaws, 81- set of three. Size 4in. jaws,
I0/- set of three.
CIRCUIT BREAKERS, ironclad ; 2- and
3 -pole with thermal delay, 351-. Mains
Contactors, 35/, Auto -cutouts in stock.
RECORDER PARTS. Spare parts, new.
Chart Drum and Clips, 516. Magnetic
Clutch, 6 volts, complete, 251-. 9in. Tra-
verse Shaft, 4in. threaded 120 to inch with
bearings, 1216. Stylus, with carriage rods
and brackets, 716. 5 -pin plugs, with panel
socket and cords, midget type, 416 pair.
WATER TANKS for engines, storage,
etc., kW. Stuart galvo. iron, 5ft. high.
I4in. dia., with pipe unions, only 401-.
Small oil or suds tanks, square, plate,

x Sin. x lin., 116, post 6d.

METAL CABINETS AND COVERS.
Die cast aluminium boxes with hinged lid ;

inside 8/in x 41in. x 5/in. for oscillators,
etc., 101-. Covers. Light metal, ventilated
special arch shape to contain 6fin.x 5 in.,
with terminal cover extension, 316.
GALVOS., ETC. Circuit testing, G.P.O.,
vertical, 351-. Elliott, etc. Bridge Galvos.
Sullivan Marine Mirror Galvo., vertical
suspen., M.C., £171101-. Tinsley Ballistic
Susp. Coil Mirror Galvo., as new, £61101-.
Wheatstone Bridges, incomplete, G.P.O.
surplus, less coils and plugs, 451-. -

A.C. SLOT H 0 USEMETERS for
shillings ; new Chamberlain and Hook -
ham. 10 amps. for fuel controlling.
TURNTABLES. Bakelite, 4/ in. diameter
steel ball bearings, 2/- post paid.
MAGNETS. 'He have a large range of
permanent magnets. All sizes from 2 ozs.
to 4 lbs. Stamped envelope for leaflet.
Electro-magnet Solenoids, for 11 volts
D.C. with 2in. free plunger lin. dia.,
compound wound, 616.

Please enclose postage on mail orders.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
214 Queenstown Rd.,Battersea,London,

S.W.B.
Telephone : Macaulay 2159

35
FIRST PLACES
AND HUNDREDS OF PASSES
in the A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.M.E., A.IYI.I.E.E.,
A.F.R.Ae.S., A.M.I.Chem.E.' C. & G., etc.,
Exams. have been gained by students
studying at home with the T.I.G.E.
Engineering First Places are your best
guide to the most successful Engineering
Courses. Write to -day for " The Engineer's
Guide to Success." containing the world's

widest choice of
Engineering
Courses - over
200 - covering
all branches -
Me c ha n ic al ,Electrical,
Aeronautical,
Wireless, Civil
Chemical, etc.,
and which alone
gives the Regu-
lations govern-
ing admission to
the Recognised
Institutions.The
T.I.G.B. guaran-
tees training
until successful

The TECHNOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF
GREAT BRITAIN,

218, Temple Bar House, E.C.4.
ININMINIIMININNIIIMMI11101.1111

World's best choice of
Courses in Engineering

ll

EVERY ENGINEER E. MECHANIC NEEDS

THE 4644,

CON F RACTOR
ROTARY CONVERSION TABLE

The most compact, handy and accurate
table ever devised. .

Converting inches to millimeters -
millimeters to inches -to an accuracy
of 7 decimal places is a matter of
seconds with the new " Confractor."
The readings, ranging from "general
purpose " to " extra accurate " are
clear and foolproof -the table wash-
able and virtually indestructible.
Send today -or write for fuller details.

W.J. STEE LE & CO. LTD. Phone
ST IN R IFON MI LE EX Feltham 2871-2

0,,,vEsS/Orr

Obtainable from
all W. H. Smith &
Sons Shops.

/ /40 YEARS' reliable service to the industry,

OLIVER PEEL CONTROL LTD.
CAMBRIDGE ROW, BURRAGE ROAD,

WOOLWICH, LONDON, S.E.I 8.

i Electrical and Mechanical
Engineers

Makers of VARLEY Products

MASTER THE PIANO
Easily, Quickly, Enjoyably
To learn to play beautifully ie
eaey-with proper teaching !
Even lf . you start at middle
age. I CAN TEACH. YOU to
play really well. By POST.
Snu-clear. Fascinating Lessons

using ordinary musical notation, no
freakish methods, enabling you to
read and play at sight any standard
tutisi.i composition. I have en-
rolled more than 14,000 adult pupils
during the War. Denise 39 years
I have taught over 63,000, and I CAB
TEACH YOU. Proof: Beginner No.
61,026. Age 20. "I have quite exceeded
all expectation." FREE BOOK & advice

Say Moderate, Elementary or
Beginner.

Mr. H. BECKER

(Dent. 658). 69, Fleet st., Londoa. E.C.4

WHY
are so many .people taking up
Esperanto nowadays ?
Because they realise that an inter-
national auxiliary language is a
postwar necessity, and only
Esperanto, with its thousands of
adherents throughout the world,
really " fills the bill."
A correspondence course costs
only 5/-, and is an enjoyable pas-
time. Write for free particulars
today to the
British Esperanto Association,Inc.,

Dept. AL, Heronsgate,
Rickmansworth, Herts.

LARGE DEPT. FOR TECHNICAL BOOKS

OYLES
* BOOKSELLERS TO THE WORLD *

New and secondhand Books on
Engineering and all other subjects.

119-125, Charing X Rd., London, W.C.2
Open 9 a.m.-6 p.m. including Saturday.

Telephone : Gerrard 5660 (16 lines)
& G. Foyle, Ltd.

BECKS CHEMISTRY
EXPERIMENTS AT HOME

FOR BLACK -OUT EVENINGS.

SPECIAL OFFER
PARCEL OF USEFUL APPARATUS
With Booklet: "Experiments in Chemistry,"

(Post 10,6 Paid)
England, 'Scotland and Wales only.

SEND. STAMPED (1d.) ADDRESSED
ENVELOPE FOR PRICE LIST OF

OTHER EQUIPMENT
BECK (Scientific Dept. A), 60 High St.,

Stoke Newington, London, N.16.

RATCHET & REVOLUTION
COUNTERS

Ask for
LeafleiNo.183
Speed up to
6,000 r.p.m. w

R. & F CARTER & CO.
LTD.. BOLTON 5

Easily made
by our method

J.HALLAM
& SON,

Upton, Poo'e,
Dorset.

ty:INIATURE PETROL ENGINES for
Aeroplanes and Speed Boats.

Send 31. 'or 'hart intlars.

ELECTRIC ETCRING EQUIPMENT

IL a

,qtE)
' RUMBAKEN AMC HIER1

AS SIMPLE TO
USE AS A PEN
WII I etch on any
metal. Quicker than
machine engraving.
From Dealers or direct.
Send for leaf
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PELMAN ISM
For All Times

and Circumstances
DELMANISNI has stood the

test of time. During the last
half -century, in peace and war, in
times of prosperity and of depres-
sion, it has -helped and encouraged
men and women in all the affairs
of life. Now in this time of un-
precedented happenings and
supreme efforts two facts stand
out against a background of
evidence -the large number of
serving members of H.M. Forces
enrolling for the Pelman Course
and the continued support of
those not in uniform but held
closely to civilian occupations.

Half fees for serving members of
His Majesty's Forces

(Apply for Services Enrolment Form)

This increasing demand proves
the creative and re -creative value
of Pelmanism. Minds under stress
and strain are sorely in need of
restful recreation and soothing
stimulus. Pelmanism gives all this
and more. It is the way to clear
thinking and calm but determined
action under all circumstances.
You cannot be harassed by anxie-
ties, fears and worries, or feel
helpless, mute and fearful in times
of sudden emergency when
imbued and buoyed up by the
-friendly peronal guidance of
Pelmanism. Take the Course
to -day and possess those self-
reliant attributes permanently
enjoyed by over half a million
grateful Pelmanists.

A True Philosophy
Pelmanism is a true philosophy

of living for ordinary sensible
people who wish to make the best
of themselves at all times and under
all circumstances. The Pelman
Institute has won and held its
unique position through all wars
and worries, trials and tribulations,
during the last half -century.
To -day Pelmanism is appreciated
as much as ever. The test of time
has proved the Power of Pelman-
ism and in these exceptional and
ever-changing times it plays its
part in the National Effort.
Remember -Everything you do is
preceded by your attitude of mind.

The Pelman Course is fully
described in a book entitled
"The Science of Success." The
Course is simple and interesting,
and takes up very little time ;
you can enrol on the most con-
venient terms. The book will be
sent you, gratis and post free, on
application to :-

Pelman institute,
(Established over 40 ?/runs)

130, Albion House, New Oxford St.,
London, W.0.1.

Readers who can call at the Institute
to welcomed.

.

PELMAN (OVERSEAS) INSTITUTES.'
NEW YORK 271 North Avenue, Yew
Rochelle. MELBOURNE" 396 Flinders
Lane. JOHA2VNESBURI7 : P.O. Bac
4928. DURBAN : Natal Dank Chambers'
(P.O. BOX 1489). DELHI : 10 Alivore
Road. CALCUTTA: 102 Clive sere&
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SYNTHETIC RUBBER

Dunlop bicycle tyres
now 'contain Synthetic
Rubber:

It is essential that these
tyres are inflated very
hard and kept in that
condition:

`IMPORTANT
In repairing synthetic cycle tubes, it is

essential to apply solution irrespective
of the type of patch used.

ILFORD FILM ON WAR SERVICE. Miles of Ilfor4 Filial are used
by the Fleet Air Arm and the R.A.F. to loCate their targets
and to record the results of their devastating work. The
six British factories of Ilford Limited are contributing
their great resources to the vital part which PhotograPhy
is playing in the War effort.

ILFORDmakers o
LIMITED

films

kr -

gHj303

THE " FLUXITE OWNS "
AT WORK

Cried the Man in the Moon'
Gracious me !

Forgive our intrusion," said EE.
" We used FLUXITE all right

But that cranky young kite
Can't tell gas pipes from water

pipes, see.'

For all SOLDERING work-you need FLUXITE-the paste flux
-with which even dirty metals are soldered and " tinned." For
the jointing of lead-without solder ; and the "running"- of white
metal bearings-without " tinning " the bearing. It is suitable
for ALL METALS-exCepting ALUMINIUM-End can be used
with safety on ELECTRICAL and other sensitive apparatus.

With Fluxite joints can be " wiped " successfully
that are impossible by any other method.

Used for over 30 years in Government works and by leading
engineers and manufacturers. Of all Ironmongers-in tins,
8d., 114d. and 2/8. Ask to see the FLUXITE SMALL -SPACE
SOLDERING SET-compact but substantial-complete with
full instructions, 7/6.
 TO CYCLISTS ! Your wheels will

NOT keep round and true unless the
spokes are tied with fine wire at the crossings
AND SOLDERED. This makes a much
stronger wheel. It's simple with FLUXITE

-but IMPORTANT.

ALL MECHANICS WILL HAVEN-

THE " FLUXITE "
GUN puts " FLUX-
ITE " where you
want it by a simple

pressure.
Price 1/6 or filled

2/6.

tFLUXITE.
IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING.

Write for Book on the ART OF "SOFT' SOLDERING and for Leaflets on
CASE -HARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING TOOLS with FLUXITE.

Also on "WIPED JOINTS.' Price Id. Each.
FLU XITE LTD., Dept. P.M., Bermondsey Street, S.E.I
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Comments of the Month

All letters should be addressed to
the Editor, " THE CYCLIST,"
George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street,Strand, London,

.W.C.2.

Phone : Temple Bar 4363
Telegrams: Newnes, Rand, London

By F. J. C.

Sir William Rootes, K. B.E., on Road Problems
NEARLY too members and guests sat

down to lunch at the Roadfarers' Club
luncheon, held at the Waldorf on January.
21st, under the chairmanship of Major
H. R. Wading, O.B.E., J.P., in the absence,
due to illness, of the president, Lord
Brabazon. There were many distinguished
members and visitors present, including Mr.
H. G. Wells, Professor A. M. LoW, Gilbert
Smith (president of the Manufactureti.
Union), Sydney Camm, C.B.E., Harold
Eley, Sir Harold Moore, A. Percy Bradley,
Mrs. Kay Petrie, etc.

Sir William said: " As a man of Kent,
when I speak of roadfafers I am naturally
reminded of the pilgrims winding their way
through the dells and over the downs of
the countryside. The first thing that
appealed to me was the old piltririns and
the way they travelled in those days. Travels
as they were in the past were bad, and we
to -day know very little about them. Never-
theless, I was encouraged by the thought
that if the right mentality of approach could
be made to the subject there is treat scope
for us to be able to improve the roadfarer's
lot in the future. I am sure that if the roads
in this country are tackled in a bold and
aggressive way, we can bring into the life of
future roadfarers much more of the peace
than he had in the past when the pilgrims
of Kent used those roads. -

" The need for motor roads is one that
I do not think I have to stress before this
assembly, but I do feel that it is one that the
Government authorities should tackle in the
boldest way both from the point of view of
safety, speed and the alleviation of con-
gestion, which undoubtedly will be a
problem of the post-war era. I feel, also,
that no stone must be left unturned at the
appropriate moment to bring about the
reconstruction-and the rapid reconstruction
-of the roads. I am sometimes nervous
that anything in the way of a compromise
is likely to fail and not receive the full appre-
ciation of the public as a whole ; what we
fear is that we may get some half-baked pro-
posals that would not bring us very far and
will lose a great deal of time.

" Our Prime Minister has collected around
him what I believe he termed ' A broad
based Government' comprising, as it does,
many shades of political opinion. It is a
united Government and the burdens that
that Government and the nation will have
to bear now that we are about to face the
greatest conflict of our life will be very
serious ones, and in those circum'stances we
can well imagine that those whose task it
is to pur me the present war work will be
fully engaged, but, on the other hand, there
are those who serve with forward planning,
and I feel to those we should appeal that
they may make the greatest possible head-
way so that when the time for reconstruction
approaches' we can be given .a bold and
forward policy without further delay.

Passenger and Goods Transpprt

IF one speaks in terms of passenger and
goods transport, then it is right to

advocate that a new and progressive opinion
must be taken if we are to make the most
of our opportunity. It might be asked, what
are our -opportunities ? In the first instance
I believe that the use .of automobiles and
trucks in this country can, and should be,
vastly increased. If you look up the figures
of 5938, ,,ou will see there were 2,490,000
cars and commercial vehicles in use in this
country, This represents I in 23 of our
population, whereas in California it was
I in 3.6, and even in, our Dominions, for
instance, take New Zealand, it was t in 6,
and in Australia I in 9. I think that these
figures indicate that there should be a fuller
use made of wheeled vehicles whether for
industrial or domestic purposes, as they are
essential to the efficient conduct of our new
national life.

" For goods carrying vehicles, particularly
for economic hauls, I hold the view, and I
hope my friend, Mr. Birtchnell, of the
Ministry of Transport, who is here to -day,
agrees, we must make more use of
Commercial vehicles. In the past we have
permitted one of our greatest potential assets
to be hindered and given a back place in our
international life. Successive Governments
have allowed an obsolete method of taxation
to 'hinder and to hamper the United
Kingdom in the production of cars and light

-commercial vehicles of the type that were
in demand by the great majority of users
throughout the world. In addition to this,
they have also taxed the road users at such
a prodigious rate that transport generally
has been thwarted and not allowed to expand
at the rate it should have done.

" Sir John Anderson's statement in the
House this week is therefore all the more
welcome, and it is to be hoped that he and
his colleagues will encourage the traveller in
reviewing this matter by taking the broadest
possible view of the subject they can. I
should also like to see, as far as both " the
Ministry of Transport and the Board of
Trade are concerned with this problem, that
Mr. Birtchnell will not fail, when he is
next back at the Ministry of Transport, to
appreciate that viewpoint also.

" Commercial vehicles, to my mind, must
be freed from some of the shackles they have
around them to -day, shackles which have
been imposed on them with a distinct inten-
tion of holding them in bondage. Gentlemen,
I think we have to appreciate in road trans-
port that when it comes to road haulage,
motors are definitely handicapped, and if this
hardship is not removed it is impossible for
them to be efficient in the postwar era.

" In the .past it was thought that railways
could not be successful if other forms of
transport were not robbed of their 'rightful
place in a progressive world.

" I hold the view, and I am sure you will
agree, that railways must be successful and
that it is the duty of every citizen in this
country to see they are successful. I believe
they can be, but I unhesitatingly say that if
the public are to be asked to use stations
that are cold, bleak, untidy and unfit to use,
and trains that are out of date in appear-
ance and lacking in modern comforts, then
the railways will need to continue the policy
they have been pursuing during the past few
years, which is, to endeavour to handicap
other forms of transport which are of a more
modern type.

Postwar Rail Traffic

"
ON the other hand, if- the railways are

given the opportunity of modernising
their equipment, then I am convinced that
industry and the public will use them to even
a greater ement for post-war goods and
passenger traffic. From a national point of
view, I think we should be agreed that we
need to see that all forms of transport are
efficient I hope that
Mr. Birtchnell, from the few remarks I
have made, will realise that, in the motor
industry in particular, we are not in anv
way opposed to the railways. We are all
looking forward to the opportunity being
given by both the Government and the
railways of sitting around tables and
collaborating and endeavouring to work out
a future which will be of benefit to the
people of this country.

" Gentlemen, it is to be hoped that our
Government will take a realistic view of
the whole of this problem, and that when we
start again we shall not commit the errors
of the past.

" One of the major tasks we are confronted
with is the re-establishment and advance-
ment of our trade in general, particularly in
respect to our overseas and export trade.
Under the new economic conditions we will
have to face, this will be one of the vital
planks in our future policy.

" By heavily taxing private passenger
cars, public conveyances and transport
vehicles in general, I am convinced that the
Government have imposed a recurrent
burden on every phase of trade and indus-
try, including agriculture. A .burden like
that, if allowed to remain, will be a handicap
in building' up our industrial effort and our
overseas markets. Nobody to -day can have
a greater influence over those matters than
the Minister of Transport, and when I say
the Minister of Transport I also mean those
who_ are around him. They are in a unique
position because they not only control roads,
they control road and rail traffic, they con-
trol shipping and the canals, and, I presume,
if we have a correct grouping of transport,
in the future they will also have a big say
in matters concerned with the air.

" Upon Lord Leathers's shoulders, there -
(Continued on page 48.)
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PARAGRAMS

Neidpath Castle, on

Regional Record
WITH a total of 5,879 bednights during the year
" ending September 30th, 1943, Winchester Y.H.A.
set up a new regional record. The London Region's
total for the corresponding period was 5,60o in excess
to 1942.

Povey at Portsmouth
ERIC POVEY, Marlborough A.C. and North Road

C.C., stationed with the Royal Navy on the
south coast, is a keen attender of Gosport C.C. fixtures.

Ridley C.C. News

4- the R.A.F. in Southern Rhodesia, has been
promoted to pilot officer.

Home from Africa
THOlVIASIMARK, Barras Road Club, is home after

many months' service in North Africa. He met
several of his club -mates while abroad.

" Early Bird" Pathfinder
SERGEANT JOHN WALKER, Early Bird C.C.,

is now on duty with an R.A.F.,Pathfinder squadron.

Barnesbury C.C. Record -

EIGHTY members of the Barnesbury Road Club
are serving with the various armed Services ;

three have lost their lives at sea. A corresponding
number of members are prisoners of war and another,
William Toddle, has been " missing " since June, 1940.

Died in Itgly
AA MEMBER of Glasgow Lancia C.C., Gordon

Stewart, has died in a hospital in Italy. He
was serving with the Royal Engineers.

The Sergeant's Return
OGMOFtE Valley Wheelers, a Welsh club, recently

welcomed home from service in the Middle East,
Palestine, Syria and India', Lance -Sergeant W. J. Jones.
Royal Artillery, one of the club's founder members.

Barnet a Mixed Club
BY resolution passed at the annual general meeting,

the noted Barnet C.C. has decided to admit
ladies to membership.

Chichester Reunion
AFTER being with the Eighth Army throughout

its long campaign, Sergeant Leslie Osborne,
Chichester C.C., has been home on leiwe, as has his
club -mate William Long (Fleet Air Arm), who has
been stationed in Gibraltar.

Wally Reynolds Killed
WHILE on his final flight before taking a commission,

Flight Sergeant Pilot Wally Reynolds, Swindon
Wheelers, was killed while engaged in operations over
Germany. He was very well known to West Country
club -folk.

A Cycling President
ARTHUR ROGERSON, Spen Valley Wheelers
" president, takes a very active part in his club's
riding activities.

the Tweed, Scotland.

Frank Tillman Decorated
FORMER treasurer of the Finsbury Park C.C.,

Frank Tillman has been awarded the Polish Cross
and bar for his part in shooting down two Ju. 88s. He
has also been promoted to pilot officer.

Clubman's Promotion
FORMER member of the Crouch Hill C.C., and

later of the Finsbury Park C.C.. Robert Lasham
has been promoted to pilot officer. He has taken part
in many operational sorties.

Alex Hendry's Haul
ALEX HENDRY, Glasgow Wheelers, closed last

time -trial season with a total of 45 road prizes.
In addition, he won numerous track awards.

New Scottish Officials
FOLLOWING the retirement of Alex Urquhart

(Glasgow Wheelers) and A. McArthur from the
chairmanship and secretaryship respectively of West of
Scotland T.T.A.-positions each has occupied since
the outbreak of the war-Harold Briercliffe and Frank
Huggins have been elected to fill the respective offices,

A " Twelve " for Scotland
DOUGLAS C.C. (Scotland) anticipate promoting a

12 -hour event this year..

Notts Castle B.C. Revival?
AMOVE is afoot to resuscitate the famous Notts

Castle B.C. which, two decades ago, provided
open events attracting the cream of competitive riders.

Pickersgill in Uniform
H. H. PICKERSGILL, Veg.C. and A.C., is among

the latest famous cyclists to join the Forces.

Tom Hughes's Mileage,

TREE ainous Wigan " evergreen "rider, Tom Hughes,
A covered over ie,000 miles in 1043. Since he

Passed his both birthday he has recorded fiver 170,000
miles and has ridden in almost every European country.
He has been riding regularly since 1887.

Romford Wheelers Talk Business
ROMFORD Wheelers' annual general meeting

revealed that from the five members who were
left after the general mobilisation of the club's youth,
membership had grown to 53.

Charles Davey Honoured
CHARLES DAVEY, famous record breaker and

one-time Olympic rider, has been elected life
member of the Addiscombe C.C., of which lie is
president.

Met in Africa
UUBERT WHITEHURST, Wolverhampton City
" C.C., has met in North Africa " Clarry " Hopkins,
Crewe Wheelers, against whom be frequently raced.

Fred Willett Presumed Lost
XTOTIFICAT ION has been received from the Air
AN Ministry that the death on active service must be
presumed of Fred Willekt, popular Norwood Paragon
rider, who has been missing for the past eight months.
He was an R.A.F. Sergeant -Observer.

Allondon Road Club
THE Allondon Road Club, which formerly con-

tributed many notable riders to the sport, has
been resuscitated.

Manufacturers' President
C. GILBERT SMITH has been elected president
...° of the Manufacturers' Union for the fourth con-
secutive year. George Wilson, 0.13.E., A.F.C., J.P.,
and A. E. Dovey have been elected vice-presidents.

Forest C.C.
DESPITE the fact that 75 per cent, of its members

are in the Forces, the Forest C.C. is . being
revived. It promoted classic open events before the
war.

Albert Watson Remembered
FRIENDS are opening a fund to commemorate the

memory of Albert Watson, famous Scottish rider
and tricycle record holder, who died in Canada while .

serving with the R.A.F.

Scots Awards
AWARDS won in the Scottish championship last

season were presented at the Douglas C.C.'s
prizegiving in GlasgoW, when Alex. Hendry, Glasgow
Wheelers, took most of the prizes.

Ben Nevis Railway?
rORT WILLIAM Town Council has proposed that
A- a mountain railway be run up Ben Nevis, the
highest peak in Britain, 4,406 feet.

Canal Closing
A T one time regarded as the shortest, straightest,
" and deepest canal in England, the mile -and -a -
quarter -long Ulvcrston Canal, in North Lancashire, is
to close.

No Change
ALTHOUGH attempts were made to increase

charges, the annual council meeting of the
Scottish Y.H.A. decided to continue the present charges
for membership and overnight stays.

Situations Vacant
APPLICATIONS are invited for the post of part-

time Secretary to the Road Time Trials Council.
(Women must be exempt from National Service.)
Applications, stating experience of road sport, qualifica-
tions for administrative post of this nature, time
available, and salary required, should be sent to S. R.

Surrey.
1, Glenwood Road, Stoneleigh, Epsom,

Club
Maxfield Missing
VLIGHT LIEUT. W. W. MAXFIELD, nog
L. sprint champion of England, is reported missing
from an Atlantic operational flight.

Lonsdale in Midlands
FRANK LONSDALF., the Douglas C.C. star, has

been training with the Navy in the North Midlands
and has met such outstanding racing men as Douglas
Hartley, C. Cartwright, and C. Gorman.
Death of Bill Pinder
" BILL" PINDER has lost his life while serving

with the R.A.F. as a Flight Engineer. He was
a Yorkshire Vegetarian C.C. official, as well as an
enthusiastic Clarion member.

More for Oldham
THE Oldham and District Cyclists' Union is now

stronger than at any previous part of its history.
Most of the leading Manchester and South Lancashire
clubs are affiliated, a recent recruit being the Cheshire
Roads Club.

Notes
Mid -Scotland Opens
TEN opens will be run this season in Mid -Scotland,

as well as a women's " 25 " and two hill climbs.
This is a longer programme than in 1943-
Clario4 Opens
THE West of Scotland Clarion will run open events

at 25, 5o, and too miles this season, as well as
the "'four de Trossachs " hill -climbing time trial.

Open to All
THE Barnet C.C. has opened its ranks to women

riders. Formerly this noted North London body
was confined to men.

" Twelve" for Clydeside
THE West of Scotland T.T.A. will be running an

open " 1z -hour" this season for the first time
since the war. Additionally, the Association is entering
a new field by promoting a " 25 " for women.

Addiscombe " 30 "
THE Addiscombe C.C. will be running its opeti

" 3, " again during the coming season.
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Around
What is a Real Cyclist?
T WAS interested to read a short time ago
11 a definition of what the writer of the
article considered to be a " real " cyclist.
According to him, a real cyclist is one who

. cycles in all weathers, every day of the
year and on every possible occasion, who
thinks of nothing but cycling, who, is for
ever advancing the cause of cyclists, and
more or -less lives on his bicycle. Now this
sort of nonsense has been written and spoken
so many times during the past 3o years
that it is time it was debunked. The most
reprehensible type of cyclist is that defined
above. Fortunately, however, I doubt
whether there is such a cyclist in existence.
A cyclist who states that he enjoys riding
in the rain .is a liar. A cyclist who elects
to start on a cycling journey in the rain
(provided, of course, he has not an appoint-
ment to keep which cannot be postponed)
is a fool, and one who makes a fetish of riding
a bicycle every day to provide himself with
a boast about the number of miles he has
covered (and thereby, when walking, takes
the permanent attitude of one riding a
bicycle, shoulders bent forward) is a candi-
date for an asylum. To promote this sort
of insincere belief is to do the greatest
possible disservice to cyclists. Godyfin rode
every day the whole year round as hard as
he could, and he told me he was not anxious
to repeat the experience.

Of course, the contributor omitted to say
that a' " real" cyclist must have a hatred
of motorists, that he must not use cycle
paths under any consideration, and that he
must oppose all forms of legislation. Addi-
tionally, when visiting the wayside teashops
he should conduct himself as a hooligan,
parking chewing gum on the furniture,
creating a din, and possibly breaking up
the crockery. He should, of course, regard
teashops as places where you go to. harrow
a cup and saucer, a plate, knife and fork,
by means of which you can drink the liquid
in your flask and eat the sandwiches which
you have brought. He must, of course, join
every cycling organisation,

A Definition
j WILL give you my definition of a
11 " real " cyclist. It is one who cycles
for pleasure when the mood fits him. He
does not necessarily wear plus -fours, because
Scottish artists always draw cyclists in plus -
fours. He does not wear plus -fours when
he is not riding his bicycle, as so many do
to proclaim the fact that they are cyclists.
He does not wear half a dozen club badges
in his lapel. He is not anxious to pile up
miles, but pleasure. He does not ride
through the rain unnecessarily. It is bad
for the machine, anyway, and possibly for
the health.. He does not necessarily belong
to an organisation, for this is riot a sine
qua non. He does not hate motorists, and if
it is more pleasant to use a cycle path, he
will use it. He will be reasonable in argu-
ments, and not oppose things for the sake
of opposing them. He will not wear colour-
ful and fantastic clothing, nor imitate the
racing attitude of a , cyclist. He will not
necessarily want to cycle amongst, mobs, and
he will be of clean appearance.

Now there are hundreds of thousands of
such cyclists amongst the millions on the
roads ; they do not belong to the noisy
minority and so their praises go unsung.
Thry do not spend a large part of their
cycling, time arguing cycling politics ; and
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they have their own views, not the views
mass-produced ad museum by national
bodies. They do not oppose things just for
the sake of opposing or because they were
opposed in 1888. I know a few real cyclists
of the right sort who have been cycling for
over 3o years; they do not belong to a
cycling organisation. Of course, a clubman
is chiefly interested in racing, and there are,
of course, those who like riding in company,
but there are far more who prefer to ride
alone.

Let us hear less nonsense, or rather tripe,
about " real " cyclists, or " really " cyclists,
and less about touring with half a comb and
a toothbrush, borrowing or stealing the hotel
soap! I challenge the writer of the para-
graph to show me a real cyclist who fits
his definition. I can show hint thousands
who fit mine.

Road Accidents-December, 1943
THE number of deaths resulting from

road accidertts in December, 1943, was
69o-the highest monthly total of the year.
In, addition, 11,537 persons were injured,
3,15o seriously. These figures compare with
78o killed, and 12,859 injured in December,
7942.

More than half the accidents occurred
during darkness, and among adult pedes-
trians the proportion killed at night was as
high as three out of four. On the other
hand, accidents to children, most of which
occurred in daylight, caused fewer deaths
than in any month since the previous
January. The total was 77, of which 68
were pedestrians.

As daylight lengthens, accidents to children
tend to increase, and the Ministry of War
Transport reminds all parents and road users
of the need for taking the greatest possible
precautions, including the regular training
of children in kerb drill.

The figures for December bring the total
number of road deaths in 1943 to 5,796.
Although this total is the lowest for many
years, the number of children killed, 1,124,
is well above the pre-war level. The total
number of injured of all ages during the
year was 116,740. The following is a table
showing the total of road deaths for the
years 1938-43 inclusive, together with those
for child pedestrians and child cyclists.

1938 1939 1910 1941 1942 1943

All persons... 6,048 8.272 8.609 9,169 6.926 5.796

Child 870 850 972 1,231 1.112 903
pedestrians (app.)

Child cyclists 205 184 206 231 203 191
(app.)

Lt. -Col. Chas. Jarrott, O.B.E.
THE passing of Lt. -Col. Charles Jarrott,

O.B.E., is a' great loss to the Royal
Society of St. George (of which he was
secretary for several years), the Roadfarers'
Club and several other clubs and societies.
He was a founder member of that pioneer
body, the Nineteenth Century Circle of
Motorists. He was also a member of the
Fellowship'of Old-time Cyclists. To me his
death came as a great shock, for we were
friends of over forty years standing. In
those far-off days, when the motor industry
was almost entirely in the hands of Con-
tinental firms, and its development in this
country was retarded by repressive legisla-
tion, Charles Jarrott was one of that band
of hardy pioneers who helped to bring
England to the fore, for he competed with
success in the big road races abroad against

the giants of that period. But he will best
be remembered for his activities in connec-
tion with the Automobile Association. Before
its foundation, when motorists had to submit
to considerable persecution by the police,
he conceived and carried out the idea of
engaging a squad of boys, each wearing an
armlet as a mark of identity, to stand at the
danger spots on the roads and warn
motorists of the proximity of police traps.

From this modest beginning, due largely
to the vision and abounding energy of
Jarrott, grew the vast organisation we know
to -day. The Automobile Association, of
which- he was chairman for several years, is
an enduring monument to his memory.

To -day we mourn the loss of an ardent
Roadfarer, a great sportsman, and a man of
very lovable personality.-E. Coles Webb.

Fountain C.C. 1944 Officials
Gen. Sec., G. T. Avis, 44, Badminton

Road, S.W.I2 ; Treasurer, Miss E. Butler,
17, Eckington Gardens, S.E.14. Racing Sec.,
H. Patman, 113, Tivoli Road, S.E.27.
Runs Captain, S. Chalmers, 63, Lough-
borough Park, S.W.9.

H. Patman is dealing with inquiries, entry
forms, etc., for the Balham R.R. 25, which
the Fountain C.C. are promoting shortly.
The usual Kent and Surrey lanes course is
to be used on the usual week in late
February, and offers to marshal this diffi-
cult course will be much appreciated.

The annual dinner and dance, held on
February 26th, was very successful.

The Road Time Trials Council

IVIR.
A. E. ARMSTRONG, chairman of

11 the Road Time Trials Council, was
also elected chairman of the National Com-
mittee at a meeting held on Sunday, January
23rd.

The main business of the meeting was the
consideration of matters arising from the
decisions reached at the National Council
meeting.

National championships will be held in
1944 at the following distances: 25, 5o, too
miles, 12 hours and hill climb. One event
at each distance will be allocated to district
councils in different parts of the country, and
a ' district council to whom an event is
allocated may delegate the promotion to a
club in its area. Full details concerning the
promotion of the championship events will
be given shortly, but the main provisions
will be that the events must be timed on
split-second watches holding current Kew
" A" certificates ; entries will be limited to
too riders both an individual and team
championship will be decided at each dis-
tance, but the riders will be selected on
individual merit, without regard to team
representation.

The national best all-rounder competition
will be based on average speeds at 25, 50
and too miles. The events to be included
in the competition are under consideration,
and a further statement will be made as
soon as possible. Not necessarily all the
events to be promoted in 1944 will be
included in the competition. It may be
decided to limit the competition to a certain
number of events at each distance. It was
decided not to include the 12 hours distance
while war conditions prevail.

The amount of the levy on each rider in
open and association events has been fixed
at 3d. for each event This amount is to
be added to the entrance fee\ and forwarded
by the responsible official of the promoting
club to the district council treasurer.
Cycling Instructors

SPECIAL instructors of cycling, as of
cricket, football and boxing, have been

suggested by the National Committee on
Cycling to the Board of Education. ve
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Wayside
Thoughts

.zy
F. J.URRY

;NUMEROUS amalgamations have lately taken place
in the cycle trade, led by the absorption of Rudge-

Whitworth by the Raleigh interests, soon after which
the B.S.A. Co., Ltd., bought the New Hudson and
have since acquired Sunbeam ; and J. A. Phillips and
Co., Ltd., have purchased Armstrong. Cycles, Ltd.
These are facts ; but rumour is busy with many well-
known names, and I understand various other amal-
gamations are likely to take place in the near future.
It is not surprising that with the end of e4se war in
sight, great firms are busily planning tit output for
their extended factories, nor do I think the changes
will be other than beneficial to cycling interests. I am
told on good authority that these absorptions will not
affect the specialities of the machines for which the
absorbed firms were responsible, but that the amalga-
mations will enable the widest possible field of demand
to be covered. If this works out in practice, then
certainly we can be sure the result will mean the high
probability of a fine range of better class bicyclei.
'Think of the old Rudge. I once owned one weighing
281 lbs., a very beautiful bicycle, that carried me
thousands of happy miles in the early part of this century ;
and I still own and ride a little e.unbeam, now in its
twenty-third year, and still making the daily winter
journey without complaint. Only a few years ago I
gave a New Hudson away that had outside liners to the
main tubes, an introductiOn to lightness, strength and
rigidity that was first used by the late F. J. Osmond on
his famous machines. One hopes these things will

. be remembered by the new owners of those famous
names, not for the purpose of reversion to type so much
as the modernising of the bicycle to be a worthy successor
to those that built a great and remembered reputation.
There is still much room for improvement, and one hopes
this object is in the minds of the new owners of the old
names.

The Constant Joy
I BELIEVE there will be a big demand for the

good type of bicycle in the post-war days, firstly
because we are all rather tired of the dead level of qiiality
imposed by war conditions, and secondly for the simple
reinin that economy in travel will be essential and
many of us who could just afford to run a car in itno
will now find that financial burden impossible, and so
will be looking for the very best the cycling world cab
supply. To the fit and active this limitation will be a
fine thing, since it will replace the car as a purveyor
of fresh air and scene, and add that inestimable advantage
of exercise and the feeling of complete freedom that is
ohly to be found ins elf propelled travel. (`liven the right
bicycle and the eoffeet way of riding it, the ordinarily
active individual ought to be as happy as the day is long,
and gather to himself a good deal more personal satis-
fiction at the end of it. People say it is all very wall
for me to talk like that ; I aril used to it, &nil that makes
a difference. Of course it does, but I had to get used fo
it once, and so can they. It is merely a question of
overcoming that silly notion that there is aornething the
matter with the man who rides a bicycle. and that
matter is mainly because it is felt he can't afford any -
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thing betterI And the worst cases
of this kind of snobbery are among
the people to whom the limitations are
true. Get rid of that feeling, for the
only thing in it is worry and a condition
of covetousness that is worse. A good
bicycle and the ability to ride it easily
is the greatest health and happiness
asset I know, and I am prepared to say
so in any company and under the most
virulent form of criticism. The cycle
trade arid the cyclists have never said
it half seriously enough, perhaps. because
it is the truth, which too often is taken
for granted. There is much more
constant joy to be extracted from
cycling than any other game I know.

The Easy Rider
THE comfort of riding to work instead

of waiting in the rain in the. bus
queue has to be experienced to be
believed. Anyhow that is how I feel as
far as this provincial city of Birmingham
goes, and what happens here in the
way of traffic is probably no better or
no worse than in most cities. I know
the taped cyclist sliding past the
waiting crowd seems to many of them
an -object of pity because I have heard
such remarks paSsed on numerous
occasions ; but asfar as I am concerned
the pity is all for the other fellow whose
journeying is nearly always uncomfort-
able, and for ever at the dictates, of time.
Mine is when I like, and as for the rain,
it just makes the difference of a pair of
leggings and a cape, and nothing else.
I know, too, that many riders give up
their daily journeys when the weather
turns rough, for they do not stop to
measure the loss of regular convenience
against the occasional struggle against
wind and rain; if they did I think
they would absorb my philosophy, and
be the better in health and temper for
the experience.. The only conditions
that deter me from my daily journeyings
are more than an inch of snow and that0... glazed frost condition of the roads
when the slightest deviation from a
straight course means skidding, and
that is particularly dangerous because
the car ahead or behind you is in

the same jeopardy and may " bump you off " without
the application of carelessness. Taken all round my
daily rides are an enormous saving of time and a tre-
mendous convenience, to say nothing of the value of
regular exercise and the economy. If offices had
parking places for bicycles I believe their regular use
would be enormously increased, and we ought to
agitate for them in the same way we are now agitating
for cycle storage room in the houses to be built after
the war. We have a fine servant in the bicycle, but we
have not given it the best chance to prove its highest
value.

Registration Racket
THE police voluntary registration of bicycles goes

on apace, but what good it will do to stop the
thief has not yet been told to us. When the experiment
was first launched-by the Portsmouth Chief Constable,
I believe-we were told the Cases of theft fell away
enormously. Natural enough, for the professional thief
just waited awhile to see what effect this voluntary
registration would have on his business. Now I under-
stand-though not officially-that with the lapse of time
sufficient to show the thief he has nothing to fear from
this " check-up," the number of stolen bicycles has gone
back to normal. One would expect that to happen, for
the registration of anything will not prevent it being
stolen. If only cyclists would take the little trouble to
preserve the maker's number stamped on their machines,
ready to hand to the police, together with a description
of its latest equipment, .in case they are unfortunate
enough to have it stolen, that would be far more valuable
than registration-voluntary or otherwise-for it would
save the police much clerical work (which in most
cases would he out of date) and the owner would be
in a position to hand to authority an up-to-the-minute
description of his property. That obviously is the right
method of check-up in case of loss. If this voluntary
registration business is allowed to " get away " with
the story, you can take it as a certainty that compulsion
will follow, and that definitely means 'some form of
taxation, and once a registration fee is imposed, who
shall say where the impost will stop ? Remember, for
many years motoring interests hate voiced the opinion
that all cyclists should be taxed and made to carry a
number plate I Do you think such opinions will be
qbieted by any form of voluntary regiltration ? .1
don't.

Answer to the Cycle Thief
ACTUALLY the best thing for the prevention of

cycle theft is a built-in locking device, and the
neatest thing I have seen in this way will be marketed
by the B.S.A. Co., Ltd., immediately after the war.
The company would not be waiting for the cessation
of hostilities if they could obtain the materials and the
labour to operate their patent device now, for they
realise how important the queition is, and the fact that
they possess a complete answer to the cycle thief,
which cannot now be marketed, is galling. Actually,
I have one of these locks fitted to a machine I own,
and guarantee you would not readily discover its
position, for it is remarkably unobtrusive and neat.
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The lock is fitted in the crown fork and operates a bolt
in the steering column by the turning of a small Yale
key when the front wheel is at a slight angle. It is
positive in action and cannot be tampered with except
by dismantling. Only when the lock is in operation can
the key be withdrawn, a safeguard against the loss of
the key when the machine is doing'its rightful service.
The weight of the whole device I should imagine is not
MOM than a couple of ounces, so that the fitment is
Suitable for every type of bicycle, and is as simple to
operate as it is neat and sure. This is the sort of " extra "
regular cyclists have been looking forward to purchase
ever since cycle thieving became a profession, and, in
my opinion, it justifies the description of a complete
reply to registration and that curse of dishonesty, the
cycle thief. Some years must elapse before its use
becomes universal for, as at present designed, it is a
built-in job; but the fact that the answer to all this
registration nonsense is ready to market with the ending
of the war, is one of the satisfactory things in cycle
design and improvement we are waiting for.

Waiting For It
THE war news is such that it gives one hope that the

European theatre will close down " before
another winter is on us. We all hope and desire that
fact, for the relief from all our present daily troubles
will be tremendous. What will hanpen, thereafter is a
speculation agitating the minds of most thinking men.
For myself, I imagine cycling will go forward in a
wonderful way, not merely as a result of its own intrinsic
value, but because the economic position of most of
us will be such that will suggest the use of the cheapest
form of transport, but not, I hope, the cheapest type
of bicycle. Surely we have had enough of the latter
during the war when the manufacturing firms did their
best, but were by no means proud of their products.
What we shall need when peace comes to us is lighter
and brighter bicycles, multi -speed geared, well saddled,
and replete with stainless rims ; bicycles to be proud
of, and to ride with the conscious certainty that we
possess a piece of marvellous machinery giving us a
wide freedom and a way of health at a cost within the
easy reach of millions. Personally, I have no doubts
about the matter ; my only trouble is to find the power
to put over the story to those same millions who
languish their leisure in dull places, and know not of
the beauty and splendour a bicycle-and particularly a
good bicycle-can give them. No doubt, even when
peace comes tons, things will be difficult in the early
days. We shall have to wait a while longer for the hest
in bicycles: our caterers will need to get into their
strides again before that ultimate glory of cycling, the
holiday tour, can be considered completely comfortable ;
but the start of peace will, I think, be the beginning of a
wheeling epoch the like of- which has never been seen.
Yes, I believe in cycling because I know cycling, and
to know it intimately is to love it intensely as a giver of
joy.

Repeating History
AMONG the numerous letters I receive from

interested readers many contain suggestions/ for
the improvement of cycle design, and it is remarkable to
observe that a high percentage of them tabulate notions
that were tried out long ago and found wanting, or, at
any rate, the then wheeling public would not have them.
There is no point in enumerating the ideas propounded,
for that would merely be waste of space ; but it is
interesting to note that successive generations of riders
have found their inventive minds directed to similar
things. Personally, I do not think we have reached
limitation of design in bicycles, for there are many
avenues open to welcome improvement, but I do think,
we are unlikely to see any major alteration commensurate
with the Dunlop tyre or the original S.A. 3 -speed hub.
I have lived in the world of wheels long enough to
remember the coming of the Dunlop and the sensation
it made, and to now realize that event was " a once in
a lifetime " happening, for even the S.A. gear and the
Bowden wire cable did not stir imagination and trade as
did the pneumatic. Several of my corresponding
inventors are keen on lengthening the throw of the
crank in

the
forward movement, and reducing the

travel of back stroke, and if it gives them any
satisfaction, that has been the aim of thousands of
people. It can be done, but only under handicaps of
weight and very considerably increased cost, and it is
doubtful if the gain in power, even if obtained in a very
simple form, is worth the additional cost, °or-more
important to me-the upsetting of the easy rhythm
of the pedalling action as we now know it. If there is
any compensation in growing old, then some of it
resides in watching
history repeat itself
and discovering
that mankind stum-
bles on most good
thinis by accident.

"Holidays
at Home "

Many of us will
be spending " holi-
days at home " this

\ year. There is
nothing like going --
right away on one's
vacation, but if this
cannot he managed,
thed a daily ride oft
anything up to a
zoo miles, makes a
good substitute.

rj
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A glimpse of Tintern Abbey, Monmouthshire.

Synthetic Rubber Tyres
EVER since the loss of the Malayan

Rubber Plantations and the need for
rubber economy, we have heard a good deal
about " Synthetic." It has always been
surrounded by a certain amount of mystery,
this question of the " substitute " for natural
rubber, but I am glad to see that tyre -users
are being given some hints about the use
of tyres which contain some proportion of
synthetic. And, what we have to do,
apparently, is to see that such tyres are
inflated hard, and kept hard. Simple enough
advice, and really nothing different from
that which tyre manufacturers have always
given us . . . but we -have so often neglected
it! Well, I am told that it is just impera-
tive to keep tyres hard when they have been
made partly from synthetic . . . the penalty
is-greatly reduced mileage! So wise
cyclists now know what to do and will do it.

Cycling Parsons
MY recent comments about an aged

Derbyshire rector who bought a new
cycle, and took good care to buy a good
one, so that it would last, have brought me
one or two 'letters from cycling parsons of
advanced age. It appears that country
parsons live long, and that they are keen
cyclists . . . and I doubt not that the cycling
habit has had much to do with their
longevity! But when one comes to think
of it, it is obvious that the country parson
has a job which renders possession of a
bicycle a sheer necessity ; what better mode
of transport for " doing the rounds of the
parish " than a bike ? It would be interest-
ing to know of the very oldest cycling
parson!

Lure of the Dart -board
CAME, on a moonlight night, to a village

in Hertfordshire where there is a good

and ancient inn. And inside it there is a
little low-ceilinged room sacred to the game
of darts. And I can never resist the lure
of a dart -board, so I sought a game . . .

and how good it was to play this fine old
game with some old village worthies who,
despite the fact that they worked and lived
quite near to London, nevertheless were true
countrymen . . . speaking the country dialect,
thinking country thoughts, and looking upon
life through the eyes of the land, the cow -
byre, the rick -yard, and the green meadows.
And what worthy exponents of the game
they were! If a townsman, fancying himself
an adept at this old English game, ever
thinks that he is necessarily superior to the
countryman, let him enter some inn in a
hamlet and try his skill against the " locals."
He will very likely get a great surprise!
After our games, I sat and smoked, and
sipped ale with two of the villagers, and
found them up to date in agricultural politics
and full of optimism about the future of the
English farm. And I cycled towards
Mother London happy and optimistic
too. . . .

The Cotswolds in Spring
FEBRUARY! And although it may still

be winter, I find myself thinking of
spring, and wondering whether I can steal
away for a day, and go to my beloved
Cotswolds, and look for snowdrops!  I love
those little virginal blossoms which seem to
herald the arrival of all the floral hosts to
come . . and I used to know just the dell,
nestling in the very heart of the Cotswolds,
where I could always he sure of finding
them . . . and in February, too. Not very
far from Stanway and Stanton Court . . .

and if you know those delightful Cotswold
places you will know why I long to visit
them again. - .

By

H W. ELEY
The Last Cycle Show

.LOOKING over some business photo-
graphs the other day I came across

a collection of pictures taken at the last
Cycle Show to be held prior to the outbreak
of war. What memories they brought back !
Hard, urgent, unremitting toil to get
" stand " ready for the opening! Problems
of display, memories of crowds touring the
exhibition, of speeches about the cycle
industry.. . I found myself wishing that
I was again in the thick of " show prepara-
tions " and longing for that good day when
it will all be possible again. May it come
soon!

Literary Chatter
ALOVE of cycling is often allied with

a love of literature, I find, and , just
lately I exchanged " literary chatter " with
a cycling friend, and found that both of us
had been indulging in a sort of " course "
of the classics. Both of us had grown a
little tired of " thrillers " (though I confess
to an abiding love for them!), and, curiously
enough, both of us had turned to the same
old book for quiet joy and instruction ;
Cobbett's Rural Rides. I commend it to
all who would know more of their England,
and who love to read of the English scene
and character. At the moment I am dipping
once again into Pickwick and finding, as
every Dickensian ever does, that it is
inexhaustible in its allure, and unsurpassed
in its power to charm and 'entertain. Oh,
for those spacious Pickwickian days, when
tables groaned 'neath the, weight of boiled
fowls, and gargantuan pies, and mounds cf
cheese, and bottles of claret, and port and
bottled beer! Oh, for the inns of Pickwick's
day, when landlords greeted the applicant
for a bed with beaming smiles, acid straw -
chewing ostlers sprang from the dim corners
of stable yards to take one's horse and give
it " good stabling." The days are gone . . .

but Pickwick remains, and we can journey
and laugh with. him still.

Road Accidents
THE death -on -the -road figures are still

tragic. Many factors account for the
still far -too -high figures, but I wonder some-
times whether parents are as thoughtful and
wise as they might be in connection with
the use of the roads by small children. The
child on a toy cycle can be, and often is,'
a real menace to other traffic, and I have
seen many children, riding who have no
control of their small machines, and who are
quite unfitted to be allowed on a modern
road. And when one meets groups of these
kiddies, cycling happily but carelessly to
school, one feels that legislation should take
a hand and forbid them the road. Now, no
wails about "freedom," please! There is
no freedom in folly!

Brighter Shops!

MOST
of our shops-and I include cycle

shops-need a coat of paint ; they are
getting shabby after over four years of war!
But I know the difficulties, and so just sigh
for the day when we shall be able to smarten
up our shops, and put in colourful window
displays, and say good-bye to this dreary
drabness which is not the least of the bad
things which Hitler has brought upon us.
Meanwhile, I think that traders do their
best, and I have seen some quite ingenious
efforts at window display . . . " home-made "
efforts which show that the zeal and the
enterprise of our retailers  is not dead .

merely sleeping an involuntary sleep!
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IN SAFETY

When you obey the call of the open road' be sure

that you can rely on your brakes. Wet or fine, on

steep hill, dangerous cross-roads or treacherous curve

you can rely on Ferodo All-weather Brake Blocks.

In all emergencies they grip firmly and noiselessly

giving confidence and safety along every mile you

ride. Be sure to fit

ALL-WEATHER BRAKE BLOCKS
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Dazzle, and Deep Waters
N that part of the world which I call " mine "(withoutI

implying ownership !), the weather on the penulti-
mate Sunday of January was a mixture. It followed
what the sailor -men speak of as a dirty night, but it
departed from pattern-for a time. On the Saturday
evening, ignoring the darkness and the rain, I had
deliberately done a 3o -mile journey, when two-thirds
of that distance would have carried me home. On
the Sunday morning-I hate to say it !-the sun, low
in the heavens and shining on wet roads, was something
of a nuisance, dazzling to the eyes in a mildly painful
manner. Ore does not complain of sunshine in January,
of all months, and it was really delightful to behold the
liquid gold.

I picked up an old friend at lunch, and thereafter
we set forth for a village three miles away in order to
obtain tea. As, however, the journey occupied two
hours, it is obvious that we did not seek the shortest
route. In other words, we " made a ride of it." We
were interested in noting the effect of the over -night
rain. The little rivers were brimming, their attendant
willows standing knee-deep (as it were) in the flood,
and angry, tumultuous waters hurried across the field%
and under the bridges. Here and there a new stream
had come into being, flinging itself downhill or over the
road, in a 'most reckless, irresponsible fashion, and
making the mole of its brief life.

The morning dazzle had long since departed, and a
grey sky reigned supreme. When we turned into the
hitter, searching wind, life was not so easy, but there
came a lucid moment at sundown when the sky
momentarily cleared and displayed a riot of colours in
the west, giving us also a glimpse of distant hills. The
house aimed at for tea turned us down owing to illness,
and we went forward to the cottage which had provided
our midday meal, there eating hot buttered toast and
absorbing many cups of tea in an atmosphere of warmth
and joviality, and forgetting the ordeal through which
we had passed.

Afterwards we lived again the strenuous life, battling
,with a fierce cross -wind, which ultimately developed
into a head -wind, accompanied by cold rain. Despite
difficulties and discomforts-and remembering the joy
of the morning sunshine-we wrote down the day as a
good one. It was a day of acceptable adversity-a day
to recall with pleasure-and the process of jotting the
figure " 7o " in my diary (representative of my mileage)
crystallised the delight of an experience in which dazzle
and deep waters played very definite parts.. Of the
ultimate glory of the night sky of black velvet, pricked
by a million brilliants, one can only say that it added a
fitting crown to a good day.

" It Never Rains . . ."
THE recent experience of one of my cycling friends

seems to show that there is some truth in the old
tag that "it never rains but it pours "-as some of us
know from the incidence of punctures. This man keeps
three bicycles in commission. The front forks of one
collapsed the other day. Almost immediately after-
wards a horse knocked over and trampled on a second
bicycle, necessitating extensive repairs. Up to the
moment of going to press, the third machine is intact
and in use, and it is to be hoped that the " rain " has
stopped. Two such incidents all at once, in these days
of scanty (and second -grade) repairing material, are a
trifle unfortunate for a keen cyclist who, living on an
isolated farm, must rely on bicycles for transport to
and from business in an adjacent city.
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Deaf Ears
IT is well known that if you tell the man in the street
I. a thing often enough he will come to believe it.
Hence the success of rot quack remedies for pains in
the back, bad legs, spots in front of the eyes, and so
on and so forth. But when the man -6r woman-
in the street does not hear what is said, or see what is
written, where are you ? Just nowhere I We who
travel on wheels have had impressed on us for some
time past the urgency of proper inflation of tyres, but

A Fenland Gem
THE Isle of Ely is one of those so-called islands-

one that just comes within the definition, because
it was at one time surrounded by water. There are
many such inland islands in this country, relics of the
days when the Fens were not so well drained as they
are to -day. History tells us that owing to its position,
surrounded by fens and marshes, it was once a place
of refuge. Ely is a somewhat little town, standing on
one of the comparatively
high spots in Fenland and
is often called the capital of
Northern Cambridgeshire. The
county is not one that draws
cyclists by the hundred to visit
its charms, but in Ely at least
there is a glorious attraction in
its superlative cathedral.
Although, perhaps, it is not con-
sidered one of the finest of our
beautiful churches, it is certainly
unique in its design. Its towers
can be seen from Peterborough
Cathedral, 35 miles away, and
from nearer view points it bulks
on the skyline, appearing so huge
that one can imagine that one
sees a mirage. The nave is
Norman, and one of the out-
standing features of the exterior
is the fourteenth century Octa-
gon. Many parts of the church
have collapsed in its Soo years
and have been rebuilt and re-
stored, without, however,
destroying its beauty. It was
the collapse of the tower that
led to the building of the Oct-
agon, a feature that is not to be
found in any other English
cathedral. It is said that it was
built owing to an error of judg.
ment on the part of the architect.
He realised almost too late that
the span was too great for a
stone dome and consequently
be built it of oak. After
searching the country for eight
oak trees, free from fault and
big enough for the task, they
were cut from Chicicsands in
Bedfordshire. Like Wells, Ely
has something to be said in its
favour from a photographer's
point of view. It can be seen and
photographed from a distance
without a wide-angle lens, and
without the necessity of tilting
the camera. Although sleepy
the town itself is far from
uninteresting, and is a real hay=
of peace.

My Point
of View

WAYPARE.126
200,.

those ,words oft wisdom have fallen on
much stony ground and there is no harvest
in certain directions.

One day recently, at a Shropshire haunt,
I fell into conversation with two middle-
aged ladies who were having tea, and
when the meal was over I had a lock at
their bicycles. One was five years old
and in good condition; the other was at
least four times the age, and jn shocking
condition. But there was little to choose
between the two machines so far as the
state of the tyres was concerned. Having
secured the consent of the ladies, I got busy

with my pump (a real one I) and did the
needful. " There I " I said. " Now you'll be
able to ride in comfort and with efficiency, and
you'll prolong the life of your tyres, which are in very
short supply nowadays." The ladies thanked me-but
I could not help wondering whether I had not been
"wasting my sweetness on the desert air."

Quick Decisions
QNE of the most important things, as a cyciist, is to

know what to do in an emergency-and then

to do it. Two of us were traversing a narrow, and
(as we thought) a deserted, lane, riding "all over the
road "-a policy suggested by the seclusion, and
dictated by the broken surface. Suddenly, round a
bend, came two other cyclists, travelling in like manner.
The total speed was considerable, and instant action
was necessary if collisions were to b% avoided. As it
happened, all four cyclists did the right thing. The
two inner men of each party accelerated ; the two outer
men reduced speed and each got in behind his com-
panion. Thus nothing untoward occurred. But it
was an occasion for quick decision, and there was no
time for mental fumbling. This is a worth -while
lesson which can be gathered up only in the hard
school of experience, where one learns to do the safe
thing.

On another recent occasion two of us, emerging
from a lane into a secondary road on which traffic was
not expected, saw a hurrying motor -car approaching.
There would probably have been time for us to cross
over in front of the vehicle and take up our rightful
position on the road, but instinct said " No 1 Stop
and we both palled up. This was the safer plan,

" Some " Detour
IWAS interested to read in my newspaper the other

day that General Eisenhower, on his way to this
country from North Africa (or thereabouts) called in
at Washington and had an interview with President
Roosevelt. Evidently the Supreme Boss of the Second
Front is a man after my own heart, though my detours
are very " small potatoes " in comparison with his.
As a cyclist, however, I am all for roundabout routes
from one place to another.

Jest
AWAR correspondent in Italy reports that a local

cyclist threw a bomb at a lorry full of Germans,
killing the lot. Perhaps, thereby, not improving the
general reputation of cyclists I

Notes of a Highwayman
By LEONARD ELLIS

A Lakeland Fraud
FROM the low-lying country of the Fens we travel

swiftly to the highlands; of Cumberland, England's
-lake country. Here we can see another feature, this
time a natural one, that is world famous. The Lodore
Falls are perhaps as well known as any falls in England,
and this is probably due to the publicity given to them
by the poet Southey, who wrote a magnificent and
thrilling poem extolling the dashing falls. The curious

fact remains, however, that Lodore
Falls are something of a fraud. It
is true that when Lodore is in spate
it is a wonderful sight, but this is
only after a heavy rainstorm. At
most other times it is possible to sit
in the middle of the watercourse, as
I have done, and wonder where the
falls were. It must not be thought,
however, that the scenery around is
fraudulent, as the site of Lodore is in
a really beautiful glen. The Lodore
jokes are almost as famous as the
Lodore poem. It should not be
necessary to say that the stream is
the Watendlath Beck, a stream that
runs into Derwentwater at the
south-east ccrner.

Ely Cathedral.
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SIR WILLIAM ROOTES, K.B.E., on
Road Problems --(Continuedfrom page 41.)

fore, more than -anyone else, rests a great
responsibility-a responsibility fof bringing
about a new state of affairs to the benefit not
only of employment, but of the country as
a whole. I am sure that Lord Leathers will
not let this opportunity pass, because it is
an opportunity. We have alwayi been told
in pre-war days, that we cannot change it,
that we cannot start again, thit this and that
cannot be done, but no Government has
had such an opportunity presented to it
like ours to -day, where they have expert
planning, where they have a world receptive
for new ideas, where they have a determined
courage, where there will be a great change,
and this country will gain in prosperity and,
as an empire, will be able to hold its own in
matters of commerce.

" I also feel that the Government can be
certain of one thing, and that is that, as
time goes on, there will be a growing volume
of public opinion in this country that the
citizen should have as much freedoria as is
reasonable for rebuilding our national effort
and giving scope and initiative for enter-
prises without which, to my mind, we cannot
become competitive and successful.

" I hope that these few remarks which I
have made at random will appeal to you all.
You as Roadfarers must obviously be looking
forward to what is to come, and I feel at any
time that transport, whether rail or road,
requires a greater volume of support, it will
be forthcoming."

Professor A. M. Low, in proposing the
toast of " The Visitors and the Press," accen-
tuated the remarks of Sir William Rootes,
but thought that there should be a move for
more silence on the roads. In ' replying,

Mr. H. G. Wells said : I will do my aged best to
respond to the very flattering reception the
Roadfarers' Club has accorded me. Nowadays
I am a Roadfarer in spirit rather than in fact.
I don't get on the road very much ; gout
(richly deserved, thank Heaven !) and a
patriotic disinclination to use petrol (which
also I can't get, anyhow) keep me in London.
Such ways as I follow nowadays are sea -ways
and air -ways. If I travel much in future, it
will, I hope, be by Brabazon No. t, for your
president, the Lord of Tara, is also no longer
a Roadfarer. Like all the rest of us here I
profess nomadism: I am by habit and nature
a nomad. I hated my ,.home is a child and
rejoiced to leave it. I admit it was not a
model home. Mostly I lived in an under-
ground kitchen, or in an attic that let in the
wet, and I spent as much of my time as
possible in the streets of Bromley. Home,
Sweet Home meant nothing to me. But do'es
it mean much more to any of us Roadfarers ?
Home, Sweet Home is a sentimentalist's dream'
Suitable for singing abroad. As far abroad
as we can get. Then nostalgia ceases to be
a vice and becomes a pleasure. But people
who really want to live at home for good
and all-well, it seems to me that the
proper penalty for them is to put them in a
Home-for good and all.

All this talk that is being bandied about,
about putting men back in the places to
which they belonged before the war, fills me
with piotesting doubts. Only the other day
I was publishing a letter from an admirable
British soldier, in hospital in the Middle
East, a Zulu namd Hlope. His one passionate
desire was that he should never be sent back
to servitude and inferiority in South Africa,
and I believe there are hundreds of thousands
of British soldiers who will be of the same
mind. Back to the old round ? No fear !

They won't want to be put back. We haven't
fought this war to be pullback.

Never in all my life have I wanted to stay
put. Directly bicycles became available for
me I got one and went off on it. Directly
I could get a car I got a car and went off in
it, driving dangerously, I admit, but anyhow
getting away. I believe you are all with'ine
to -day in a unanimous detestation of being
rooted to the soil. 1 am a man, not a tree.

Here on my right hand I find Sir William
Rootes, and I am happy to say he has belied
his name and pulled himself up to join us
Roadfarers. On comparing notes we find we
both belong to that great nation, that star
upon the front of England, Kent, which still
to this day sustains the equestrian tradition,
the Roadfaring traditions of Hengist and
Horsa. Those two came to England by sea.
Yes ! but they didn't call themselves seamen.
They were riders, and they must have ridden
a long, long way before they reached Jutland
and jumped the narrow seas to Kent.

Well, you will be wanting to hear what
Sir William has to tell you, so I will end
this little Hymn to Movement.

I have lived in a great variety of places, I
have built several houses, but always I have
shaken thein off, given them away, thrown
them away, with infinite relief and the happy
expectation of new and refreshing experiences.

At present I am interned in a house upon
Regent's Park. I can die very comfortably
there if need be, but I am just as willing for
my ashes to enrich the soil of China or Peru
or South Africa.

So let us move on to the next speaker.
Move on, says the Greet Policeman. Get a
move on. That, I take it, is what this Club
exists to assert, and which I have done my
best to underline.

THE WORLD-FAI`40U,S

44 KING'S ENGLISH"
DICTIONARY

30/- R-

SPECIAL °FrEORR 25/-DICTIONA
TO READERS OF " PRACTICAL MECHANICS"

THE BEST ONE VOLUME DICTIONARY
Thoroughly Revised and
Up -to -Date.
Many New and Important
Features
INTRODUCTION by the
Rev. Dr. C. A. ALINGTON,
formerly Headmaster of
Eton.
DICTIONARY OF HEALTH.
A Healthy Diet. Medicines in
Common Use. Prescriptions.
FIRST AID IN THE HOME.
DICTIONARY OF COM-
MERCE.

MOTORING, AVIATION,
WIRELESS.
HISTORY OF LITERATURE.
MAPS. WORLD HISTORY.
SYNONYMS &ANTONYMS.
AG U IDEtoCOMPETITI 0 NS.
DICTIONARY OF ALTER-
NATIVES.
CORRECT SPEECH AND
HOW TO WRITE ENGLISH
AND DEFINITIONS OF
OVER 150,000 WORDS.

Difficulties in Usage and
Spelling.

jr Let Us Send You The Dictionary And You
Can Examine It At Home Without Obligation,

Will previous applicants who have been disappointed please note that a few final copies
ace now available.

To BOOKS OF DIGNITY AND SERVICE, LTD..
34-40 LUDGAE HILL, LONDON, E.C.4.

Please send me The " KING'S ENGLISH " DICTIONARY (New Edition)
for 5 days' FREE Examination. I will return it on the sixth day ; or, if I

desire to purchase it, I will remit a first payment of 3s. and 6s. per month
until 25s. is completed. Plus postage and Packing II-.
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ADDRESS

P.M. 160

YOU CAN TIN ANY

HOYT'S
METAL QUICKLY AND EASILY

with

TINNING COMPOUND
consisting of powdered metal combined with an active flux

0 SEPARATE APPLICATION OF FLUX, SOLDER OR TIN REQUIRED
JUST CLEAN THE JOB AND FOLLOW DIRECTIONS

Heat the work and just sprinkle the powder evenly
tipon §urface to be tinned. The flux should " boil "
and cleansing action will be assisted if the surface
is stubbed with a wire biush at this stage. When
flux has all melted and the surface is tinned evenly
all over, remove from heat and wipe with a clean rag.

Price 6/3 per lb. nett carr. paid.
HOYT METAL CO. of GT. BRITAIN, Dept. PM, DEODAR RD.. PUTNEY,

LONDON, S.W.I5

HEAVY MAINS TRANSFORMERS
Brand new, well made
heavy duty mains trans-
formers. Exceptionally
robust. 200/250 v. A.C.
1 Phase 300-0-300 v.,
250 the., 4 V. 5 a., 4
v. 2 a. Size 41 x 41
X 31,. Weight 10
lb., 46/6.

P.M. LOUDSPEAKERS
Fine quality, brand new
loudspeakers. Lar g e
purchase enables us to
offer at low prices. Offered
in two types. Sin.
diameter with trans-
former, 2T/6. Sin.
diameter without trans-
former, 24/6.

MILLIAMMETERS
Ferranti moving coil
milI innimbtera. 0-5
milliatnps. Panel
mounting, size 23/is
x 23/1s. A tine
instrument., brand new.
and packed in
original cartons,

63/6

MERCURY
SWITC-RES

These switches are
of the best manu-
facture and not
easily -obtainable
to -day. Quick
make and break
and will carry 5
amps. Many hun-
dreds of usefulapplications.
Smal quantity to
clear. Price 8'6.

ONDON CENTRAL
ADIO STORES

23, LISLE STREET,
LONDON, W.C.2.



HIGHSTONE UTILITIES
apes main

CRYSTAL SETS °"' hue t mod,' I,m REAL RADIO
RECEIVER. .d
is fitted with a
PERMANENTCRYSTAL
DETECTOR.
WHY NOT HAVE
A SET IN YOUR
OWN ROOM OR
AS A STAND-BY ?
-918, post 65.
PERMANENT
DETECTORS, 29,
post ad.

BELL TRANSFORMERS
These guaranteed transformers work front any A.c.
Mains. giving I. 1 or 8 volts output at 1 amp.,
operate bulb. buyer or bell. Al.. for A.R.P. light
fn bedroom, or shelter. PRICE 616, POST 5d.

MORSE KEYS
Practiee on a iegulation size Tapping Key. Oar
heavy brass motel is mounted on a wooden base,
has an edintatable gap and nickel contacts. Key is
wired to work buzzer or flash lamp he -using a 41 -volt
battery or the transformer described above.
BRASS KEY, GIL Chromium .plated. 716. ^W.O.
Model with heavy brass bar and the addition or a
none bracket, 910. Chranclum plated, 1016. The
above keys are xupplierl to the Services for Hose
instruction. Slightly smaller Key, 4/6. Junior Ken
mounted on a bakelite base to ether with a buzzer,

Shroud you require a emoplete outfit, our
net consists of a heavy key mounted on a large
polished board, Ohm x 71in.. together with a buzzer.
flash loop, bulb and holder whit two witches to
bring either into circuit. Termini& are also provided
for distant sending and receiving. 19/6, loo; Sd,

MICROPHONES
Just the thing for impromptu
.on ifs, room to room com-
munication,' etc. Bakelite table
model, tril: suspension type as
shown, 8/6, Poet 65. Super
'Model on stand. 12/-. Fitting
inatructIonsIneluded. Mike but.
tons, 216. Traneformers.'6/6.

BUZZERS No. 2.
4 Square single coil model, 2/6.

No, 3 HEAVY DUTY double
roil, 419, post OIL

SOLDERING IRONS, Adjustable Bit, all parts
replaceable and tally guaranteed. 200j250 v.,
so watts, 9/6; 15q walls, 12,13, poet fld.
SEND Id. S. A. E. FOR LIST B.P. OF USEFUL
ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES. Money refunded If
not cumnletely satisfied. Letters only. Please
include postage, any mem. will he refunded.

IIIGIISTONE UTILITIES.
58. New Watistrad. o. LONDON. E.11

WE Will PURCHASE
Models and Machines of every
description. Railways and
parts from gauge 00 to 15.
Boilers, Engines, Boats, Mec-
tano, etc., etc. State fullest
particulars and price required
in first letter to save unneces-
sary correspondence.
We alsO have FOR SALE fair
stocks of the above. Stamp
with requirements.

p5alortmdelesj,t,BOTTERILLS, De
HIGH STREET, CANVEY, ESSEX

MATRICULATION
-ortgigs,Q.Icceag

Whatever your age, you can now
study for the all-important Matric-
ulation Examination at home on
"NO PASS-NO FEE" terms.
"MATRIC "-is the accepted pass-
port to all careers, and opens up
opportunities which would other-
wise a completely closed to you.
Ensure the success and security of
you and yours through post-war
difficulties by writing (or our
valuable "Guide to Matriculation"
immediately-FREE and without
obligation. B.T.I. (Dept. 160),
356, Oxford Street. London. W.I.

Build your own
TOY or MODEL MAKER'S LATHE
from easily obtainable materials, costing
501- to 601.. Set of diagrams (6) and
clear instructions for making all parts,
including two tynes of Headstock and
Chuck-Price 319. No castings or

machining needed.
P. M. BARHAM, " Hilltop,"

Brad more Green, Coulsdon, Surrey.
(Parts stocked)

The ULTRA LENS
AIDS PRODUCTION

BRITISH MADE
Full paiticu/0/8

on regtheat.

This patented Electric -Magnifying
Lens of the most modern design
has stood the test for the past few
years and has proved to countless
industrial Firms its extreme and
sustailvd usefulness for minute

surface examinations of every conceiv-
able object, metals, tools, fabrics, fibres,
raw materials.

For the close scrutiny of fractured
surfaces, cutting edges, faults in tools,
defects on finished -surfaces, the Ultra
Lens is in1;aluable.

Revealing every detail with startling exactness,
highly magnified and brilliantly illuminated
in natural colourings, it presents in many
instances hitherto unsuspected dat'ii which
can be used to advantage.

Price 24 - 5 - 0 complete in case with spare
bulb, battery and transparent measuring scale

THE ULTRA LENS COMPANY
RICHARD BOCK

75, Finsbury Court, FINSBURY
PAVEMENT, LONDON, E.C.2

SYNCHRONOUS. MOTORS

" SANGAMO "
200-250 Volts A.C.. 50 c. Self Starting.
fitted Reduction Gears and extra
Gears. Ideal Movements for 'Time
Switches, Electric Clocks. etc., 22/6

the Set.
MERCURY BREAK TRIP
SWITCHES, 15-20 Amps, enclosed
Bakelite on metal saddles. 2 1110 by
7110. Terminal block, etc., 6/6 each.

.

EINE LENSES. lin. Focus Combined
Taking and Projecting, 3.5 and 1.9.
fatted arts Diaphragm, nickel plated
mounts. idealdor.Sound-heads. 8'6 each.

TERMS CASH WITH ORDER.

H. FRANKS,
SCIENTIFIC STORES. 58. NEW

OXFORD STREET, W.C.1.
'Phone : MUSenni 9594.

CALLERS -01'41.Y.-Large selection of
differential reduction gears. meters,

relays, etc., etc.

SCALE BUILDINGS: "00" ,,O
BUFFER STOPS ,.. 1/9 2/6PLATELAYERS'

HUTS 2/6 8/6 & 6'9

BCOALUNGALOWCES
OFFIS ... ,8/9 6/- & 6/6

_

WATER TOWERS ... 8/6
STATION SEATS 1/- 173
SHEET USEFUL

RAILWAY NAMES.., 9d. 9d.
POSTAGE *EXTRA.

BOOKS 1
" British Railway Rolling Stock," 4;6.

by post, 5/-.
" Engines To -day " (stationary steam and
I.C. engines). 5/-, by post, 5;6.
" History of " Vol 1 (2 Parts). 1833-
1863, 21/-, by post. 21)8.
Vol. II. 1563-1921, 1041 by Post. 11
WANTED -GAUGE 0 and 00 LOCOS and

ROLLING STOCK
Tyldesley & Holbrook. 109. Deansgatc,

Manchester, 3.

INVENTORS

MODELS made by engineer who
specialises in all Patent Work, Design,
Drawings, and marketing of patents.-
BBJY, Londoo, W.C.1.

BOOKS

TWO USEFUL PUBLICATIONS :
"THE ART OF SCALE MODEL
AIRCRAFT BUILDING," 4/4I net.
(" One of the best books on Modelling."
-A.T.C. Gazette, October.) " AROUND
THE WORLD WITH PEN & CAMERA,"
1:5.-Useful Publications, 37, Aldwych,
London, W.C.2.

TOOLS

NEW MACHINERY. For essential
work only. Electric Motors, Band Saws,
Drilling Machines, Pumps. Grinders,
Welders, etc.-John P. Steel, Bingley.

FOR SALE. Unit " X " Universal
All-purpose Lathe. Ideal for most lobs
in home workshop. For full particulars,
write R. T. MacTsvish, Femleigh, Penrith,
Cumberland.

MISCELLANEOUS

WANTED, for experimental work,
number of Meccano Gears. Pinions,
Bevels. etc. Details to S. C. Blackshaw,
73, Worcester Street, Wolverhampton.

WANTED. Trix, Hornby, or similar
Electric or Clockwork Railway, or
Accessories, gauge 00 or 0. Reasonable
Price Paid.-Ridgehouse, Bois Avenue.
Amersham.

12 BORE D.B. Hammerless Gun for sale.
'Exceptionally fine condition throughout.
30 inch barrels. Top Lever. Left Choke.
£23, no offers.-Write Box 144, " Practical
Mechanics," Tower House, Southampton
Street, W.C.2.

" Practical Mechanics "
ADVICE BUREAU COUPON
This coupon is available until March 31st,
1944, and must be attached to all
letters containing queries, together
with 3 penny stamps. A stomped,
addressed envelope must 0!S',) be enclosed.
Practical Mechanics. March, 1944.

G ALP IN S
ELECTRICAL STORES

" FAIRVIEW,"
LONDON RD., WROTHAM, KENT.

TERMS CASH with ORDER.
No C.O.D.

Regret no Order's can be accepted from Eire
or Northern Ireland.

ELECTRIC LIGHT CHECK 'METER,
well-known makers, first-class condition,
electrically guaranteed, for A.C. mains
200/250 volts 59 cy. 1 phase 5 amp. load,
10/- each : 10 amp. load, 12/6, carriage 1/-.
I WATT WIRE END Resistances, new
and unused, assorted sines (our assort-
ment), 5/S per doz., post free. --
SOLID BRASS LAMPS (wing type), one -
hole mounting, fitted double contact
small B.C. holder and 12 -volt 16 watt
bulb, 3/6 each, post free, or 30/- per doz.,
carriage paid.
TUNGSTEN CONTACTS, 3/101n, dia a
pair mounted 011 spring blades, also two
high quality- pure silver contacts 3o6in.
dia., also mounted on spring blades th for
heavy duty, new and unused; there is
enough base to remove for other work.
Price the set of four contacts, 5/- post free.
RESISTANCE MATS, size Sin. by 61n.,
set of four, 80-80-150 and 690 ohms, to
'carry ) to) amp, Price, set GE four, 5/-,
post free.
ROTARY CONVERTER, D.C. to A.C.
Input 22 volts D.C. (twenty-two). Output
100 volts at 140 rn/A. 50 cycle, single
phase, ball bearing, in first-class con-
dition, no smoothing. Price, carriage paid,
23.
MOVING COIL AMPMETER, 2iin. dia.,
range 0-I amp. panel mounting, F.B.D. '

15 151/A. Price 25/-, post free.
MASSIVE GUNMETAL WINCH, conmlete
with long handle, tor use with tin. wire
cable, weight 50 lbs., condition as news
Price 63, carriage paid.
RECORDING AMPMETER in large iron-
clad ease, moving coil, 0-3 amp., no pen,
clockwork perfect. Price £10, carriage
paid.
ROTARY CONVERTER, D.C. to D.C.
Input 21 volts, output 1,000v. at 250 m/A,
Ii.1' choke and condenser smoothing
littid to both input and output, condition
as new, weight 85 lbs. Price 910, carriage
paid.
RESISTANCE UNITS, fireproof, sire 10in.
by lie., wound chrome nickel wire.
resistance 2 ohms to carry 10 amps.
Price 2/6, post free.
TRANSFORMER, size7 x 0 x 5in., 66 lbs.,
double wound. 230v. to 40v. at 1,000
watts. ]'rice 25, carriage paid.
AMPMETER, switchboard type, 6in...dia.,
for A.G./D.C., one reading 0-300 amps.,
one reading 0-100 amps., either meter,
50/-, carriage paid.
VOLTMETER, switchboard type, 8in. dia.,
for A.C./D.C., reading 0-50 volts. Price
50/-.
RELAYS, glass topped, ex G.P.O., very
sensitive, magnetic, high grade contacts.
Price 15/- each. "

GALVOS, horiaantal type, Silvertown
model. 4in. dia., in good condition. Price
15/-.
ROTARY CONVERTER, 50v. D.C. input,
A.C. output 75v. at 75 milliamps, in first
class sondition. Price 301- each, carriage
paid.
BLOCK CONDENSERS, Mansbridge type,
paper, 8 inf. 250 v., 5/- : 4 inf. 750 v.,
4e-: 4 inf. 300 v. A.C., 4/6; 2 mf. 250 v.,
15/- per doz., all post free. .

ELECTROLYTIC condensers, 2,000 mf,
12 v., 7/6 ; 2,000 mf. 2.5 v., 7/6, post free.
TRANSFORMERS, 402 v. 3 -phase to
230 v. single-phase, size over-all 18 x 16 x
Sins., weight approx. 2 cwt., 5 k.v.a., £15.

TRANSFORMER cores, will re -wind for
a 1 kW. Auto, present ' windings not
guaranteed, 22/6.

RECTIFIERS, metal, type 18T9, 300 v.
90 tri/a., 15,-; HT10, 200 v. 100 m/s.,
17/0 ; WO, V

'
- type 120, 15/.; I.T4,

6 v. 1 a., Tit!-; A4, 9 v. 2 a., 30/-, large
type, output approx. 100 v. I amp. 20/-.'
All post free. ,..---
PLEASE NOTE. -1 would greatly appre., --
elate price lists or catalogues of Radio ..

and Electrical Goods to replaces those ,,,,,,r -

log its removal. Postage or cost
refunded.



.One of the following Courses taken at home in your
spare time can definitely be the meads of securing
substantial promotion in your present calling, or entry
into a more congenial career with better prospects.

ENGINEERING, ETC.
Radio - Telegraphy - Telephony - Welding-Aero-
dynamics - Electrical Engineering - Television -
Electric Wiring-Talking Picture Work-Generation
and Supply - Works Management - Metallurgy-'
Refrigeration -. Planning, Estimating, Rate -fixing -
Time and Motion Study-Aero Inspection-Auto=
mobile Engineering-Sheet-metal Work-Engineer-
ing Draughtsmanship-Aero Draughtsmanship-Jig
and Tool Draughtsmanship-Press Tool and Die
Draughtsmanship - Structural or RIF Concrete
Draughtsmanship - Sanitary Engineering - R.A.F.
AND R.N. PILOTS AND 'OBSERVERS.

GENERAL

Matriculation - College of Preceptors - Chartered
Institute of Secretaries - Aircraft Apprentice
Salesmanship-LONDON MATRICULATION.

MUNICIPAL SERVICE

School Attendance Officer-Handicraft Teacher-
Registrar-Relieving Officer-Sanitary Inspector-
Weights and Measures Inspector-Inst. of Mun.
and Cy. Engineers-P.A.S.I.

THE BUILDING BOOM-
SECURE YOUR SHARE !

The Free Guide also gives particulars of our
extensive range of modern Building and Structural
Courses, Surveying and Levelling, Quantities,
Costing, Building Draughtsmanship, etc. The
great post-war Building programme offers un-
limited- prospects to technically trained men.

BECOME A DRAUGHTSMAN-
or AERO INSPECTOR
AND EARN BIG MONEY

Men and Youths urgently wanted for reserved
occupations as Draughtsmen, Inspectors, etc.,'
in Aero, Jig and Tool, Press Tool, Electffical,
Mechanical and other Branches of gpgineering.
Practical experience is unnecessary for hose
who are willing to learn-our Gnarvteed

"Horne Stysly" conrses
will get you in. Those
already engaged in the
General DraWing Office
should study  some
specialiFcl Branch such
as Jig and Tool or Press
Tool Work and so con-
siderably increase their
scope and earning
capacity.

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
(Dept. 29)

148, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.I

NEARLY SIXTY YEARS OF
CONTINUOUS SUCCESS

SOUTH AFRICA BRANCH : E.C.S.A. P.O. BOX 8417 JOHANNESBURG.

" PRACTICAL. ENGINEERING " said-
We recommend all readers interested in improving their position

to apply for a copy of this valuable beik. " Success in
Engineering" is not a pamphlet. It is a 124 -page book, con-
taining valuable and vital information on all branches of
engineering . . . There are many engaged in engineering who
owe their success to The National Institute; of Engineering.
The FREE GUIDE explains :

 Openings, prospects, salaries, in Draughts-
manship, Inspection, and opportunities in all other
branches of Engineering and Building.

 How to obtain money -making technical qualifications
through special RAPID FULLY -GUARANTEED
COURSES.

Write now for you'r RiFr
copy of this remarkable
publication.
A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.Mech.E.,
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., A.M.I.P.E.,
A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.Struct.E.,
A.M.I.A.E.,
A.M.I.S.E . M.R.San.I.,
London B.Sc., Degrees.
Fully guaranteed postal courses Joi
all the above and many other
examinations. Fully described in
the Free Guide.

THE ACID TEST OF TUTORIAL EFFICIENCY
SUCCESS-OR NO FEE

We definitely guarantee that it you fail to pass the exams ation fo:
which you are preparing under our guidance, or if you are no:
satisfied in every way with our tutorial service-then your Tuition
Fee will be returned in full and without question. This is surely
the acid test of tutorial efficiency.

If you have ambition you must investigate the Tutorial
and Employment services we are able to offer. Founded
in 1885, our success record is unapproachable.

Why not fill in and post the attached coupon NOW for fiirthei
details and Free Authoritative Guide to openings in Engineering
and Building? This book contains a mine of valuable and exclusive
information and may well prove to be the turning point in
your career.

PROMPT TUTORIAL SERVICE GUARANTEED

F  UNDED 1885- FOREMOST TODAY - OVER 100 000 SUCCESSES

4
To NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING

(Dept. 29), 148, Holborn, London, E.C.1.
Please forward your FREE Guide to.

NAME
ADDRESS........ ........ ............ .......

FREE COUPON

My general interest is in : (i) ENGINEERING (Place across against

(2) BUILDING (3) MUNICIPAL WORK the branchin whichyo.t areinterested.)
The subject or examination in which I am especially interested is

To be filled in where you already have a special preference.
(Id. stomp only required if unsealed envelope used.)
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